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From the Editor 

Stephen BOKENKAMP 

Over the last two years, readers of Taoist Resources may have noticed the evolving nature 
of the journal, in terms of both style and content. Many of these changes stem from the journal 
settling in to its new home at Indiana University. We continue to refine procedures for 
manuscript review, editing, publication, and subscriptions; and we appreciate your patience 
through this period of flux. This issue includes a brief style sheet and information for 
contributors to the journal which we hope will clarify the procedures and stimulate authors to 
submit their research to the journal. 

The aim of the journal is to publish original research, translations, book reviews, work in 
progress, and news of the field, and we encourage your submissions in any of these areas. To 
fulfill its aims, Taoist Resources, a journal dedicated to the scholarly study of Taoism, must be 
international in scope. Not only do we encourage submissions from scholars from around the 
world, but the Advisory Board is comprised of international specialists in Taoism and manuscripts 
are sent out to reviewers in many countries. 

We are actively engaged in expanding the scope of Taoist studies beyond the narrow confines 
of "specialization." While Taoism possesses its esoteric aspects, the study of Taoism need not 
become esoteric. Our goal is not to "popularize" Taoism, but to make it accessible to scholarship 
and thereby to restore it to its place in the study of China and of religion generally. In the spirit 
of the journal's title, we hope to be a resource for a broad, interdisciplinary scholarly audience, 
including historians of religion, anthropologists, sociologists, and so on. 

We hope to attract articles on all native Chinese religions, variously styled "popular 
Buddhism," Confucianism, shamanism, "cult worship," and even, in modern China, 
"superstition." All of these have played a role in the development of Taoism and, in the view 
of the elites of various periods, have been styled "Taoism" tout coun. The modern distinctions 
between religion, philosophy, folk belief, science, and political science were unknown in 
traditional China. It is equally difficult to distinguish Taoism from the areas of life which were 
influenced by it and which it influenced over the course of history; we will not make such 
distinctions in this journal either. We plan to follow the Tao wherever it might lead--into the 
realms of science and technology, the arts of governance, public and private ritual, medicine, 
geomancy, or mythology. 

History 
Taoist studies has been the subject of serious scholarly attention, particularly in Japan and 

France, for some fifty years and has received increasing attention in the United States in recent 
years. Despite this, the only journal devoted to Taoist studies is T()h() shii.ky(), the journal of the 
Japanese Society of Taoist Studies. The Cahiers d'Extr~me-Asie, published by the Ecole 
Fran~aise d'Extr~me-Orient, section de Kyoto, is the only Western-language journal to regularly 
pay attention to Taoist studies. Begun in 1985, the journal plans to periodically produce thematic 
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2 BOKENKAMP 

issues and has published to date two thick volumes on Taoist studies (numbers 4 and 5). The 
next such special issue may be expected no sooner than 1995. 

In 1989, a group totally unaffiliated with any scholarly organization began Taoist Resources. 
The response among scholars to the appearance of the journal was enthusiastic enough to 
convince anyone of the need for a Western-language forum for Taoist studies. By the second 
issue of.the projected four for 1989, the subscription list included scholars from U.S. universities, 
as well as from Canada, Italy, Taiwan, and Japan. Other scholars declined to subscribe because 
of the nature of the organization sponsoring the journal. 

In 1990, when it became clear that Taoist Resources would be discontinued, Livia Kohn of 
Boston University called me to discuss strategies for reissuing the journal as a scholarly organ. 
She prepared two issues for 1990: one comprised of papers presented at the 1989 Association for 
Asian Studies panel on "Taoist Transcendence" and another on Chen Tuan. Financial support 
was provided the China and Inner Asia Council of the Association for Asian Studies and the East 
Asian Studies Center of Indiana University to begin publication. In late 1990 the editorial and 
business office of the journal was moved to 1.U.'s East Asian Studies Center. 

We have begun a modest advertising campaign to boost subscriptions to the journal. And we 
ask for your assistance in promoting it within your institution and scholarly circles in order to 
expand awareness of Taoist studies. Most of all, we urge scholars involved in the study of 
Taoism to consider Taoist Resources as a vehicle to publish your research and as a forum to 
discuss and promote developments in our field. 



Sur Ie sens des termes waidan et neidan 

I. ROBINET 

Universite d 'Provence 


Les bibliographes chinois et les historiens modernes du 

tao~sme utilisent couramment Ie terme de neidan ~ ~ 

(Mcinabre ititerieur"), par opposition a wBidan , .. -it
(llcinabre exterieur") qui est alors reserve a I' alchimie de 

laboratoire, pour designer une nouvelle discipline qui 

apparait dans Ie tao~sme a partir du 8e siecle (c' est du 

moins a cette epoque que nous en avons les premieres traces 

ecrites), et dontj'ai defini ailleurs les traits 

caracteristiques Une premiere raison pour cet te(1). 

denomination peut se trouver dans les premiers textes, comme 

celui de Tao Zhi (mort en 826), par exemple <922.5a)(:2) qUi 

se demarquent vigoureusement de l'alchimie de laboratoire en 

repetant avec insistance que dans leur Oeuvre. il ne s'agit 

pas de "choses exterieures" (wBi wu 9,.. 'IIJ). Une autre 

justification est donnee par I' emploi quI en fait Ie Yunji 

qiqian qUi range en effet les textes relevant de cette 

discipline sous 113 rubrique neidBn. Cependant ceux qui 

traitent d' alchimie "chimique" sont classes sous Ie titre de 

jindan i. Ji- (tlcinabre d' or"), et non wBi dan. En fait I Ie 

terme de neidan est utilise de faljon tout a fait differente 

dans les textes tao~stes de cette discipline qui designent Ie 

plus souvent celle ci sous les termes de jindan :i..i} ,de 

dadan *- -it ("Grand cinabre") ou de jinyi huandan i ~ if:.1t 
("liqueur d' or et cinabre cyclique") (:3). 

Pour eviter les confusions, je precise que je me 

servirai dans cette etude du terme franljais "alchimie 
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interieuretl pour designer cette discipline, et reserverai 

celui de neidan, (par contraposition avec celui de waidan 

"cinabre exterieur tl 
) pour designer l'objet de cette 

discussion, chaque fois qu'il s' agira de preciser Ie sens 

que donnent les textes aces termes. 

Chen Guofu a ete Ie premier, me semble-t-il, a essayer de 

tracer les grandes lignes de cette alchimie interieure (4), 

Selon J. Needham, Ie terme neidan apparait pour la premiere 

fois sous Ie pinceau du bouddhiste Huisi, au VIe siecle, et 

designe a cette epoque l'alchimie physiologique, mais il est 

possible qu'il y ait eu une interpolation dans ce texte (~). 

F. Baldrian-Hussein (6) apporte d'autres temoignages de cette 

utilisation (peut ~tre des Ie Ve siecle), mais fondes sur des 

sources indirectes et posterieures,et .conclut en disant que 

si Ie terme neidan a peut-~tre ete utilise auparavant, ce 

n'est que sous les Song qu'il devient courant; ceci est tres 

logique car c'est a cette epoque que l"alchimie interieure 

S' est repandue et a vraiment pris conscience de sa 

specificite.. 

Par ailleurs, nous n'avons aucune explication sur Ie sens 

que comportait Ie terme de neidan a ses debuts. L'article de 

F. Baldrian-Hussein apporte un certain nombre d'informations 

sur l' utilisation des termes neidan et waidan, ainsi que 

waiyao ?~ 1t et neiyao J;j ~ ,"Medecine exterieure et 

interieure", yindan ff'..f/- ,yangdan P!! -it- ,"Cinabre yin" 

et "Cinabre yang", et dadan et dayao, "grand Cinabre" et 

"grande Medecine", mais sans se prononcer veritablement sur 

leur sens, son etude podant principalement, comme son titre 

l'indique, sur "I' origine et 1" utilisation" de ces termes. 

Les passages que J. Needham consacre a la question s'appuient 

sur tres peu de textes et tres fragmentes, et ses conclusions 

sont parfois un peu hAtives. Sans pretendre, loin de la, ~tre 

exhaustive, je tenterai donc d'apporter plus 

d' eclaircissements sur cette question. En effet, ces termes 
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waidan et neidan rev~tent, selon les epoques et selon les 

auteurs, des nuances de sens differentes, de telle sorte 

qu'ils pr~tent a confusion. Ils ont ete utilises aussi bien a 
l' interieur m~me des deux disciplines que constituent 

l' alchimie de laboratoire (voir l' article de F. Baldrian

Hussein, n.97 et 981, et l'alchimie interieure. Je me propose 

ici d' eclaircir un peu ces differents sens en me cantonnant 

aux textes d'alchimie interne. 

La question n'est pas simple. Elle a encore ete 

compliquee par certains tao1:sants. Li Yuanguo (7) , par 
(EiI)exemple, 113. relie a celle des pratiques sexuelles . Selon 

lui, 113. "medecine exterieure ll (waiyao) serait a recueillir 

pour un homme dans 1 a femme lors de re1at ions sexuell es. 11 

s'appuie sur les commentaires au Wuzhen .pian de Wong Baoguang 

et de Chen Zhixu, alias Shangyang zi, respectivement des 12e 

et 14e siecles (p. 412, en les citant, sans donner les 

references qUi sont au 141. 7. 2a-b et 142. 1. lOb). Non 

seulement il se livre a une interpretation tout a fait 

gratuite et que rien de sar ne justifie, et nous verrons que 

l' explicat ion est tout autre, mais encore 11 ne t ient pas 

compte du fait que ces memes auteurs ont a l' egard des 

pratiques sexuelles des propos aussi reprobateurs que ceux 

d'autres auteurs qu'11 range parmi les opposants aux 

pratiques sexuelles en raison de ces m~mes propos. Ainsi, 

Wong Baoguang explique en toutes lettres dans son commentaire 

du Wuzhen pian (141. 1. lOb et 2.lb) que les gens qui, pour 

traduire le neidan en termes de pratiques sexuelles, 

s'appuient sur l'argument de 113. sterilite du yin et du yang 

purs (argument sur lequel s'appuie cependant Li Yuanguo 

aussi, alors que cet argument est present partout, et dans 

Ie Cantongqi pour commencer) n'ont rien compris, puisqu'il ne 

s'agit pas d' homme et de femme au sens propre commun du 

terme, mais de termes metaphoriques (,;,) De meme fait 

Shangyang zi dans son Jindan dayao, 1067.5. 1313. et 3.3b. 
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D' autre pad, 1es metaphores sexuelles sont employees aussi 

par de gens comme Chen Nan (Zhixuan pian dans Xiuzhen shishu, 

263.3.3b) que Li Yuanguo range parmi 1es partisans de 

"pratiques pures" (p.399) qui exc1uent 1es sexue11es. Au nom 

de quoi peut-on utiliser un m~me argument dans un sens puis 

dans 1e sens contraire, et tenir compte des denegations des 

uns et pas de ce11es des aut res, decider que les uns usent de 

metaphores tandis que 1es autres doivent etre compris a 113 

1ettre? On voit d'ailleurs que Li Yuanguo est conscient de la 

fragilite de sa th~se 10rsqu'il cite a l'occasion les propos 

de Wong Ba~guang contraires aux pratiques sexuel1es (p.414), 

mais 1es ecarte aussitOt d' autorite sans autre argument que 

ce1ui de sa propre interpretation personnel1e. 

Celle-ci, pour en revenir a notr.e propos, se fonde en 

partie sur 1es termes de waidan et neldan qu'i1 met en 

rapport, comme font 1es auteurs avec ceux de bi .14-. 
(Ill I autre") et wo ~ (lImoi") qui sont consideres comme 

parall~les: bi renvoie a waidan et wo a neidan, ces deux 

couples de termes etant utilises par 1e Wuzhen pian. Se10n Li 

Yuanguo, bi signifierait "elle", c' est it dire la femme dont 

i1 faut capter Ie "cinabre exterieur". Une lecture plus 

attentive des textes nous aidera a comprendre en fait de quoi 

il s' agit . 

.Je diviserai mon expose en trois parties qui seront 

inega1es quant it leur volume, mais qui s'organisent aut~ur du 

contenu semantique des termes neidan et waidan. Dans 1a 

premi~re partie, je, m' appuierai sur quelques documents qUi 

i11ustreront 1a diversite des sens, parfois contradictoires, 

que peuvent prendre ces termes. La deuxi~me sera consacree au 

sens que donnent a ces deux termes des auteurs que je 

grouperai par pure commodite aut~ur de Shangyang 2:i (fl. 

1326-1386) parce que c'est celui qui ro'a semble Ie plus 

explicite. Ce groupe comprend Wong Baoguang (flo 1173), Yu 

Yan <1258-1314), Li Daochun (flo 1290), Zhao Yizhen, alias 

http:263.3.3b
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Yuan Yangzi (des Yuan, mi-treizieme ~ Hl'. Plusieurs de ces 

auteurs sont cites par Shangyang zi et part agent la m&me 

interpretation. Or, font partie de ce groupe aussi bien ceux 

que Li Yuanguo pretend &tre des partisans des pratiques 

sexuelles que ceux a qUi 11 pr&t e des II prat i ques pures". La 

derniere partie sera consacree a presenter quelques 

developpements auxquels se livrent certains de ces auteurs 

sur les distinctions et interactions entre "exterieur" et 

"interieur". 

Je ferai suivre Ie tout en anneKe d' un tableau des 

differents sens accordes aux termes nei et wai en me referant 

aux numeros que je donne aUK paragraphes de mon expose. Pour 

ne pas surcharger celui-ci. les noms des auteurs et les 

titres des ouvrages seront donnes en caracteres chinois a la 

fin de l'article en suivant l'ordre de leure numerotation. 

I. DlVERSlTE DES SENS DONNES A CES TERNES PAR LES TEXTES. 

QUELQUES 

EXEMPLES. 

Pour illustrer la variete des significations pr~tees aux 

termes neidan et waidan, nous pouvons commencer comparer deux 

textes qui a cet egard se situent a l'oppose l'un de l' autre. 

1. Le Taishang jiuyao xinying miao jing 225, en p.6a, 

enonce brievement que Ie neidan traite du Souffle veritable 

par opposiion au wai qui traite du souffle des aliments, 
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c' est a dire du souffle humain ordinaire et grossier. Cette 

position est semblable a celIe de Qiu Chuji (1148-1227) 

(TBidBn zhizhi, 244. 1. lb) pour qUi Ie Souffle veritable du 

Yang originel se cache a l'interieur, tandis que l'exterieur 

concerne l' essence (spermatique?, jing) et Ie sang, c' est a 

dire la physiologie. 

2. Le Xuanzong zhizhi wan fa tonggui, 1066. 3. 13b, 

expl1que, au contraire, que Ie neidan concerne Ie souffle 

primordial personnel et Ie wai, Ie Souffle primordial 

cosmique. Ces deux souffles sont indissolublement lies et les 

termes wai et nei n'ont ete utilises que pour enseigner qu'il 

{aut "connaitre celui-ci (d) et l!tre eelaire sur celui-la 

(bi)lI. C' est erreur, aJoute-t-il d' avoir cru que 

"1' exterieur" designait les mineraux e~ les vegetaux. Waidan 

designe donc pour lui, au contraire du premier texte cite ci

dessus, ce qui concerne Ie Souffle primordial. Par ailleurs, 

avec ce texte, nous retrouvons las termes de bi ("l' autre" I 

ou "celui-la") qui est "exterieur", et ci ou wo ("celui-ci", 

ou "moi") qUi est neil sur lequels s' appuie Li Yuanguo pour 

l'interpretation que lion saito OU lion voit que dans ce cas 

bi designe tres clairement Ie Souffle cosmique. 

En fait pour les autres textes que nous allons presenter, 

nei designe les techniques physiologiques. 

3. II me semble qu'il faut d'abord traiter a part le cas 

du Chen xiBnsheng neidan jue, 1096, attribue a Chen Puo, de 

la fin des Tang ou du debut des Cinq dynasties (environ 10e 

sieele; la preface date du lie siecle) (11:. Cet ouvrage 

comporte peu des traits caracteristiques de l'alchimie 

interieure: rares mentions des trigrammes et hexagrammes, peu 

d'exemples du vocabulaire propre a cette discipline. En 

revanche, il y est fait mention de l'un de principes 

dominants et tout a fait propre a celle-ci en 22a-b: Ie "vrai 
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yin" et Ie "vrai yang" sont extraits chacun de leur principe 

oppose (ici: sole11 et lune). Ce texte est un ban exemple 

d'une alchimie interieure qui n'est pas tres caracterisee et 

qUi se raccorde de fa~on etroite et precise aux methodes du 

Shangqing, dont M. Strickmann (Facets of Taoism, New Hanven 

et Londres, 1979, p.169-178) et moi-m~me (La revelation du 

Shangqing dans l' histoire du taoJ'sme, Paris, 1984, p. 176-180) 

avions souligne qu'elles constituent a certains egards corome 

une alchimie astrale. 

Or, dans ce texte, les termes nei et waf sont ut !lises, 

nei pour designer les pratiques physiologiques classiques, et 

wai pour designer les praUques de meditation astrale du type 

de celles du Shangqing. Les effluves astrales sont les 

elements "exterieurs" cosmiques qui per,mettent de "capter (le 

mecanisme) de la creation universelle" (zaohua ), Pun 

des buts fondamentaux de l'alchimie interieure et l'une des 

formules auxquelles les adeptes de celle-ci sont les plus 

attaches. Ce sont les astres qui fournissent Ie yin et Ie 

yang "exterieurs" qui sont indispensables a la sublimation du 

corps sur laquelle Ie texte insiste beaucoup (par ex. 19a-b) 

et donne des precisians tres concretes (17b). 

Ce texte se distingue de ceux que nous allons examiner en 

ce que la partie "exterieure" ne concerne que les astres. 

Pour ceux que nous abordons maintenant, wai designe aussi une 

visee cosmique, mais de fa~on a la fois plus generale et plus 

caracteristique de l'alchimie interieure. II s'agit 

principalement de quatre textes: Ie Shangdong jindan jingju~ 

950, Ie Zhigui ji, 921 (de Wu Wu, preface datee de 1165), Ie 

Waidan neidan lun de Van Luozi (263. 18. 7a), et Ie Xuanzong 

zhizhi wanfa tonggui, 1066. Ces textes sont de date 

incertaine. mais semblent pouvoir se situer a la fin des Tang 

et au debut des Song. sauf pour Ie dernier qui date au mains 

du 12e sieele et pour celui de Wu Wu. Pour eux, wai, 
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"exterieur", renvoie A ce que nous appelons Iialchimie 

interieure avec toutes ses references cosmiques et 

symboliques l par oppositon a nei qUi designe les pratiques 

physiologiques anciennes. Wai, en somme, est pris au sens de 

waixiang, "Ies symboles exterieurs ll 
, qui peuvent ~tre 

cosmiques ou relever de Iialchimie minerale. Le terme waidan, 

explique la preface de Wang Dao (datee de 1185) au Longhu 

jing (996. la), ne designe pas des mineraux, mais des symboles 

cosmiques, a savoir "I' essence du Ciel et de la Terre et 

l'efflorescence du sole11 et de la lune", ajoutant que Ie 

principe fondamental de cette alchimie vise A "engendrer la 

mat iere a par~ ir de la non-mat ierel! ~ ott ..t +1. : ceci 

est une leitmotiv de nos alchimistes qui disent aussi 

couramment qu'ils font surgir I'existence i1 a part ir de 

la non-existence ~ 

«: 1 :;.~ ) ,4-. Pour Ie Shandong xindan jingjue (950.2. 1 b) 11 

faut a I'interieur pratiquer Ie yindan, ou ucinabre yin", ce 

qui consiste a "garder les Trois-Un et les Neuf chambres": il 

s'agit evidemment des pratiques de visualisation des esprits 

corporels des champs de cinabre et du cerveau du type de 

celles du Shangqing. Ces prat iques n' assurent que la 

longevite et la sante. En revanche, "A I'exterieur", il 

slagit du "cinabre yang" qUi permet de monter au ciel et qui 

est la Liqueur d' or et Ie c1nabre cyclique" (jinyi hUBndBn)II 

<1,2a et 2.1b), une expression qui est tres souvent employee 

pour designer I' ensemble de ce que nous appelons I' alchime 

interieure (clest, en particulier, celie qu'emploie Peng Xiao 

tout du long de son commentaire du Cantongqi) , Cette pratique 

du "cinabre yang" est decrite en effet en 2.7b-8a d'une fa~on 

qui concorde tout A fait avec les exposes sur la circulation 

du souffle dans cette discipline bien que n'interviennent a 
peu pres aucune des metaphores qui lui sont propres. Ajoutons 

que pour ce texte les deux "cinabres interieur et exterieur 
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se repondent" (xiangying In ~ et sont egalement 

necessaires (2.7b). Nei et wai semblent donc dans ce cas 

designer la meditation sur les esprits corporels pour nei et 

la circulation du souffle pour wai. 

5. Ce sont, en revanche, ces metaphores, ou symboles 

"exterieurs" m€!mes qui entrent en jeu dans la definition du 

waidan telle que la donnent Yan Luozi (op. cit.7a) et Ie 

Zhigui ji. 

a. Pour Ie premier, p.7a, Ie neidan concerne les 

eKercices respiratoires, tandis que Ie wBidan met en jeu Ie 

dragon yang et Ie tigre yin, Ie fluide du Bois et l'essence 

du Metalj 

b. Pour Ie second (prtHac~ la-b), Ie neidBn ne 

concerne "rien d'autre" que Ie coeur et les reins, traite de 

l'un10n de l'essence et du souffle, des techniques 

respiratoires ou sexuelles, de l'absorpt10n des effluves 

astrales ou de drogues vegetales, de la cessation des 

cereales et de l'observation de la chastete, dans Ie but de 

"rechercher Ie bonheur et la paix ll 
• Nous avons ici 

l'enumeration m€!me de ce que les textes d'alchimie interieure 

rejettent comme IIpratiques inferieuresll , voire heterodoxes. 

Le waidan, en revanche, fait appel au Yin et au Yang, aux 

trigrammes, aux "quatre embH~mesll, aUK Cinq Agents, au Plomb 

et au Mercure, au dragon et au tigre. Ce sont les 

caracterist iques propres A la nouvelle discipline que 

constitue l'alchimie interieure qui sont enumerees et 

englobees sous Ie terme wai. Seul Ie waidan peut conferer 

l'etat d'immortel divin, et il est indispensable de s'y 

adonner apres s'€!tre livre aux pratiques du neidan. C'est Ie 

procede dejA connu dans l'histoire du taolsme qui consiste a 
accorder l' efficacite supr€!me aux methodes nouvelles et A 

releguer les anciennes a un rang infer1eur (voir La 

revelation du Shangqing, p.36-39). 
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c. L'exemple que donne F. Baldrian-Hussein <p.8 de 

son manuscrit) s'inscrit dans Ie cadre de cette 

interpretation: pour la biographie de Yin Xi, Ie neidan 

concerne les techniques du souffle et de circulation dans Ie 

corps et la meditation des esprits corporels, par opposition 

au waidan qui traite du tigre, du dragon, de I' essence du 

Bois et de celIe du Metal. De m~me, Ie XiBntian xuanmiao yunU 

taishang shengmu zizhuan xianda~ 868.5a-b, pose que Ie 

neidan concerne les pratiques du souffle et n'assure que la 

sante et la longevite, tandis que Ie waidan traite du "dragon 

yang et du :igre yin, de la liqueur du Bois et de l'essence 

du Metal" et de I' union de "deux souffles". 

Nous aboutissons dans ce contexte a ce paradoxe que Ie 

wa1dan d~signe pr~cis~ment ce que les historiens appellent Ie 

ne1dan. 

6. Dans la m~me ligne encore, se situe Ie Chuandaoji 
( ,;3)exiuzhen shishu 263,15.8b) , Chong LU repond a une 

question de LU Dongbin qui demande ce qui est Ie waidan. La 

reponse est claire. Le waidan est llalchimie minerale qui 

sert de comparaison pour la pratique interieure <neishi 

Le Mercure et l'Argent sont comparables au dragon yang et au 

tigre yin, Ie feu du coeur au rouge du Cinabre et lleau des 

reins au noir du Plomb. Plus loin, p.l1a, Ie disciple, 

reprenant les termes du maitre, demande un surcrol t 

dl explicat ions. Le maitre explique alors que Ie Plomb et Ie 

Mercure sont du domaine "exterieur", et que lorsqu'on passe 

au domaine interieur, 11 s' agit du corps humain. Il decrit 

alors les pratiques de circulation du souffle et des humeurs. 

Puis <p.18a), revenant encore sur cette question, il explique 

que les saints et les immortels anciens ont recouru aces 

metaphores minerales pour decrire les prat iques interieures, 

mais qu'11 ne faut pas Sl en tenir aux metamorphoses des 

matieres inanimees que constituent Ie plomb et Ie mercure, 

http:263,15.8b
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mais a la matiere vivante qui est en soi. Huang Ziru. 

comment ant le 11.ndan baizi de Zhang Boduan (Xiuzhen shihu 

5.6b) abonde dans ce sens: fiLe Cinabre rouge A:. ~ . dit

11, et le Mercure )'l1&... sont des elements exterieurs 

j les immortels divins n'ont pu faire autrement que de faire 
... k

appel a des medecines exterieures comme metaphores ... iii!} pour 

parler du neidanfl 
• 

Cependant. plus loin, le m~me Chuandaoji (Xiuzhen shishu 

i6.8a-b). fournit des explications qui apportent de nouvelles 

precisions: "le Souffle veritable de l'univers, dit-il. vient 

de l'exterieur et entre a l'interieur. A l'exterieur on 

s'empare du Souffle cosmique, et a l'interieur c'est le 

Souffle primordial qui doit ~tre active 'de fa~on guerriere' 

pour faire disparaitre le Yin qui est. dans le corpsll. Ceci 

rejoint les theories de textes que nous allons aborder dans 

la deuxieme partie de cette etude et precise bien que le sens 

donne a wai vise les metaphores employees qui ont pour but de 

donner une dimension cosmique a l' Oeuvre alchimique. C' est 

bien ainsi qu'il faut comprendre la preface citee plus haut 

(996.1b-2a) qui precise que le neidan a fll'esprit et le 

souffle pour fondements", et le waidan le Plomb et le Mercure 

pour anc~tres", puisque ce texte avai t etabli. comme nous 

l' avons vu, que le waidan ne traitai t pas de mineraux, mais 

d'essences cosmiques. 

Le sens qui est donne aux termes nei et wai dans ces 

textes explique qu'ici ce soit le waidan qUi assure 

l' ascension au ciel et non le neidan. Needham releve une 

contradiction entre le Xiuzhen bijue (m~me texte, avec 

variantes, que le Waidan neidan lun de Yan Luozl cite plus 

haut) dont il donne un extrait (V. 5, p.37) et le Jindan dayao 

de Shangyang zi. Pour le premier, le waidan concerne les 

souffles cosmiques Yin et Yang et n'assure que la longevite 

et la sante, tandis que le neidan a trait aux pratiques 

physiologiques et conduit a l'ascension au ciel. Or, c'est le 
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contraire pour Ie lindan dayao (Needham, V.5, p.40-(4). Clest 

maintenant Ie point de vue de ce texte et de ceux qui ont la 

m~me interpr~tation que lui que nous allons examiner, ce qUi 

va nous permettre de compre~dre cette difference de 

perspect i ve. 

II. NEI ET WAI, YIN ET YANG, XIANTIAN ET HOUTIAN. 

Shangyang 2i, alias Chen Zhixu, va nous servir en un 

premier temps de point de repere pour une compr~hension plus 

elaboree des deux termes waidan et neidan, en raison des 

developpements nombreux qul il consacre a ce point. Je 

m' appuierai pour cela sur son lindan dayao (n ·1067> et sur 

son commentaire du Wuzhen pian (n· 141 et 142) (14). Il cite 

souvent a ce propos Wong Baoguan et Li Daochun, ce qui 

impUque que sa comprehension est la ml!me que celle de ces 

deux aut eurs. 

1. Ext~rieur: principes cosmiques polairea. Interieur: 

purification et assimilation de ces principes. 

Le souffle dont il s'agit, dit-il n1est pas celui de la 

respiration, mais Ie souffle "exterieur fl qui est· Ie Plomb 

noir, qui reI eve de la voie alchimique (jindan); c' est la 

ml!me chose que ce que les bouddhistes appellent Ie Dharma 

(fa) et les confucianistes les sentiments dl humanite et de 

devoir (ren et yi>' Ce souffle est utilise dans Ie Grand 
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vehicule des trois enseignements et est indispensable pour 

atteindre la bouddheite ou l'immortalite. 

II s' oppose au souffle "interieur" qui est Ie Mercure 

noir et qui reI eve de la pratique et de la concentration 

(xludlng ~t ~ et appartient au Dao nat urel 

(1067. 2. 2 a) j celui-ci est l'harmonie mediane des 

confucianistes (zhonghe 4' 1t;a ) et Ie shlyln -t!t ~ 
(probablement pour Guanshiyin, ou Guanyin) des bouddhistes. 

C'est la voie que doit mettre en pratique Ie grand saint dans 

son enseignement. Le souffle "exterieur" participe donc de la 

Veri te ul time et "l'interieur" de sa mise en pratique. Le 

Souffle ex·terieur est la parcelle de Souffle du Yang 

veri table que possedent les hommes, qui vient de I' exterieur 

et qUi, dans l'Oeuvre alchimique est Ie "maitre", ou "l'h6te" 

(zhu j.. 1067. 11. 8a-b) car ce qui vient du dehors est Ie 

maitre et ce qui est dedans est I' invit e, en application du 

principe de renversement (jlandao tt! ~fj qui preside a 

toute la voie alchimique (1067.6. 7a). Ce Souffle est 

symbolise par Qian et Kun et Li et Kan en tant que replaces 

au centre (;t.i e et.it Ij. ). En contraposit ion, l'Essence du 

Metal (i. ~ et Ie Fluide du Bois ( *'- lit ), Ie Plomb 

rouge et Ie Mercure noir correspondent au domaine interieur 

(142.2.21a). 

A l'exterieur, donc, les Principes cosmiques polaires 

verticaux et horizontaux (Qian et Kun, Li et Kan) et Ie 

Centre, a l'interieur les materiaux de I' Oeuvre en tant que 

deja travailles: Ie Plomb est rouge et non plus noir, Ie 

Mercure noir n' est pI us rouge comme au debut de I' Oeuvre, 

c'est a dire qu'il y a eu transformation et echange 

d' attributs. 
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2. Interieur: Yang dans Ie Yin. Exterieur: Yin dans Ie 

Yang. 

Selon un autre systeme de references et une autre 

formulation, chez Shangyang zi toujours, la Medecine 

exterieure (walyao) est "l' Eau de I' Un veritable anterieure 

au ciel" qui est dans Kan. dont on extrait Ie Souffle du Un 

supr~me anterieur au ciel qui est Ie Yang dans Ie Yin et Ie 

Plomb veritable, Ie Plomb pur anterieur au ciel. En revanche, 

la Medecine interieure est "Ie Fluide de I' Un veri table 

anterieur au cie1" qui est dans Ie trigramme Li. qui donne Ie 

"Mercure parfaitement veritable", qui est Ie Yin dans Ie Yang 

Cl067. 7. 3b-4a). La Medecine exterieure est Ie "Cinabre 

exterieur", ou encore Ie "Cinabre yang", la Medecine 

interieure est Ie "Cinabre interieur'" ou "Cinabre yin", La 

premiere consiste is obtenir ( ) Ie Souffle anterieur au 

del et is Ie mettre dans Ie Trepied. Lorsque ced est fait. 

Ie IICinabre yin" ou "interieur" concerne 1a purification et 

Ie nourissement ( ), termes qui designent en fait Ie 

II regime du feu". 

D'autre part, il y aussi un "Trepied interieur" 

et un "Trepied exterieur" (1067.5.6b). Le premier est 

Ie champ de cinabre inferieur dont Shangyang zi donne 

l'emplacement exact dans la plus pure tradition yangshen~ Le 

"Trepied exterieur. ajoute-t-il, cHant Wong Baoguang 

(correspond is 141.5. 22a-b, et plus loin, citation non avouee 

qui correspond is 141. 4. 18b). qui est aussi Ie "Fourneau 

exterieur" • ou "Fourneau yin", est Ie 

"Fourneau en forme de lune couchee" qui contient 

Ie Souffle yang qui est Ie souffle mont ant du tigre 

(croissance du Yang dans Ie Yin>. Dans ce Fourneau nalt et 

croi t Ie Feu de I' Un veri table anterieur au ciel. Lui fait 

pendant Ie "Trepied yang" qui contient Ie souffle yin et qui 

est Ie "Souffle descendant du dragon (decroissance du Yin 

http:1067.5.6b
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dans Ie Yang) (pour tout ce developpement, voir 1067.5. 3b-8bj 

voir aussi, du m~me auteur, 142.2. 21a>. 

En resume, est "exterieur" Ie Yang dans Ie Yin (trait 

interieur yang de Kan) qui doit croitre, et "interieur" Ie 

Yin dans Ie Yang (trait interieur de Li) qui doit decroitre, 

que ce soit au niveau des ingredients (Plomb et Mercure) ou a 
celui du Fourneau et du Trepied. 

Ceci s'accorde avec les principes de la tradition 

chinoise pour laquelle Ie Yang est expansion et croissance, 

et Ie Yin contraction et decroissance. 

3. Exterieur: premi~re etape de "cueillette". interieur: 

developpement et mOrissement ... 

Dans Ie mode d' act ion et a I' egard de la division de 

l'Oeuvre en etapes, "l'exterieur" correspond a la premiere 

etape qui est l'''extraction" ou la "cueillette", et 

"l'interieur" a la seconde, qui est Ie regime du feu. Ainsi 

que nous l'avons vu, notre auteur l'explique en 1067. 5. 5a-6a. 

11 precise que la Medecine exterieure ou Cinabre exterieur, 

qui est aussi Ie Cinabre yang, naU en I' espace d' un instant 

dans Ie Fourneau (l'extraction est souvent decrite comme 

devant se fa1re en un instant hors du temps). La Medecine 

interieure ou Cinabre interieur qui est Cinabre yin, 

s'obtient lorsqu'on a mis Ie Cinabre exterieur dans Ie 

Trepied en pratiquant Ie regime du feu au moyen du Feu 

veritable. "Pour cueillir Ie Plomb et Ie Mercure, 11 suffit 

d'un instant, remarque-t-11, pour l'unir au Mercure, il faut 

dix mois" (12. 13b)j cueillir Ie Plomb anterieur au ciel 

reI eve de l'agir, l'unir au Mercure posterieur au ciel reI eve 

du non-agir (1067.12. 13b). 

Shangyang zi (1067.5. 4b) cite Li Daochun (correspond a 
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Zhonghe ji 249.2. 4a-b): il faut commencer par l' exterieur 

pour aller vers l' interieur. Seuls ceux qui ont Ie savoir 

inne peuvent pratiquer l'interieur sans avoir purifie 

l' exterieur. Dans Ie domaine de l' agir, qui est celui de 

11 exterieur, on distingue "substance" et fonction" (et non 

"corps et fonction fl 
, comme traduit Needham, V.5, p.41: les 

mots chinois sont ti ~t et yong f¥l ), c' est a dir#iil qu' on est 

dans Ie domaine des distinctions analytiques, de la dualitej 

on est dans l'ordre, est-il precise, du "corps d'apparition fl 

~}f bouddhiste, Ie domaine des marques tangibles et 

exterieures de I' oeuvre, et dans cel ui du ming ~ (qui 

correspond ici a la force vitale), Le domaine dec 

l"'interieur", 06 rAgne Ie non-agir, est celui de 

l'immateriel et de l'informel qui existe pourtant reellement. 

C' est celui du "corps de la 10i II i i)r, du bouddhisme et de 

la "nature propre" (xing '):1. ). II faut donc commencer par 

l'agir qui est mis en rapport avec Ie you ~, l'existence et 

avec la force vitale, et ne se livrer qu' ensuite au non-agir 

qUi est Ie domaine du wu ~, du non-Elltre qui est existence 

veritable :i ~ Avec I' etape exterieure, on n' obtient que 

l'immortalite terrestrej avec l'etape interieure, on accAde a 
l'immortalite celeste. 

Dans son commentaire du Wuzhen pian (141.7.5a), Shangyang 

zi precise encore que la Medecine exterieure se trouve dans 

Ie monde des formes ( ~.;if} ), reI Ave du souffle de la force 

vitale (ming) , tandis que la Medecine interieure se trouve 

naturellement en soi et en aucune fa~on a l'exterieurj e11e 

reI Ave de la "nature propre" (xing) et de I' essence, jingo 

Le point de vue de Lu Ziye, comment ant lui aussi Ie 

Wuzhen pian (142.1. 13a), est Ie mEllme et fait appel au 

principe fondamental de "renversement" . L'alchimiste 

travaille sur Ie Vrai Yang qui est celui qui est contenu dans 

Ie trigramme Kan et sur Ie Vrai Yin qui est enclos dans Ie 

trigramme Li, si bien, dit-il, que Kan prend une allure de 

http:141.7.5a
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Zhonghe j1 249.2. 4a-b): il faut commencer par l' exterieur 

pour aller vers l'interieur. Seuls ceux qui ont Ie savoir 

inne peuvent prat iquer I' int erieur sans avoir purifie 

l' exterieur. Dans Ie domaine de l' agir, qui est celui de 

l' exterieur, on distingue "substance" et fonction" (et non 

"corps et fonctionU
, comme traduit Needham, V.5, p.41: les 

mots chinois sont ti ~t et yong f¥l ), c' est a dirfijl qu' on est 

dans Ie domaine des distinctions analytiques, de la dual1tei 

on est dans l'ordre, est-il precise, du "corps d'apparitionU 

~ Jr bouddhiste, Ie domaine des marques tangibles et 

ext erieures de I' oeuvre, et dans cel ui du ming ~ (qui 

correspond ,ici a la force vitale). Le domaine de 

1'" interieur", ou regne Ie non-agir, est celui de 

l'immateriel et de l'informel qui existe pourtant reellement. 

Clest celui du "corps de la loi" ii)r. du bouddhisme et de 

la "nature propre" (xing ,):!. ). II faut donc commencer par 

l'agir qui est mis en rapport avec Ie you ~, 11 existence et 

avec la force vi tale, et ne se livrer qui ensui te au non-agir 

qui est Ie domaine du wu ~, du non-I'Hre qui est existence 

veritable 1l- ~ Avec l' etape exterieure, on nlobtient que 

l'immortalite terrestrej avec l'etape interieure, on accede a 
l'immortalite celeste. 

Dans son commentaire du Wuzhen pian <141.7.5a), Shangyang 

zi precise encore que la Medecine exterieure se trouve dans 

Ie monde des formes ( ~.;if) ), reI eve du souffle de la force 

vitale (ming) , tandis que la Medecine interieure se trouve 

naturellement en soi et en aucune falfon a I' exterieurj elle 

releve de la "nature propre" (xing) et de l' essence, jingo 

Le point de vue de Lu Ziye, comment ant lui aussi Ie 

Wuzhen pian (142.1. 13a), est Ie m~me et fait appel au 

principe fondamental de "renversement" . L' alchimiste 

travaille sur Ie Vrai Yang qui est celui qui est contenu dans 

Ie trigramme Kan et sur Ie Vrai Yin qui est enclos dans Ie 

trigramme Li, si bien, dit-il, que Kan prend une allure de 
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yang, puisqu'11 est considere en tant que contenant du yang. 

et Li une allure de yin pour la m~me raison. En vertu de quai 

Ie "moi" qui originellement est Li (de nature yang) est au 

contraire yin, et "I' autre" qui est Kan, est yang. "Moi" est 

mis en equivalence avec "interieur"j il etait originellement 

yang, mais il a perdu son yang et est devenu yin. Le Yang des 

lars est projete 6 l'exterieurj 11 faut l'interioriser, Ie 

reintegrer. C' est lui Ie "maitre" (zhu ), Ie Plombj Ie Yin 

est Ie Mercure, "l'invite" (ge )j mais, toujours 6 l'inverse 

des regles ordinaires, c' est Ie Yin, l'invite, qui a 

l'initiative et qui fait venir I' h6te (cf. Xiuzhen shishu 

9.11b-12a, Xiao Jianzhi et Yu Yan, commentaire du GBntongqi 

1005.5.8b) De m~me, les valeurs du haut et du bas sont 

inversees. Le Li qui parait yang aux gens ordinaires parce 

qu'11 est yang 6 I' exterieur est place en haut, de sorte 

qu' en real it e c' est Ie Yin qui est en haut j et inversement, 

Ie Yang est en bas. Ainsi, Ie Yang "etranger" est en basj il 

faut Ie faire monter, mais aussi l'interioriser et se 

I' approprier. 

Xiao Yanzhi (Xiuzhen zhishu 9.11b-12a), au 13e siecle 

(f1. 1260), nous apporte encore quelques precisions en 

di visant I' Oeuvre en deux part i es: lars de la premiere, Ie 

Yang exterieur est recherche par Ie Yin interieur, 

et lars de la seconde, Ie Yang exterieur s' unit f1t au Yin 

int erieur. 

Pour ne pas alourdir demesurement cet expose, j'arr~terai 

16 des exemples qUi pourraient ~tre multiplies, mais 

signalerai simplement que cet te int erpretat ion subsist e au 

mains encore au 17e siecle avec un Wu Chongxu (DBozBng JiyBo 

1, 7, p. 54-55). 

http:1005.5.8b
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4-. X1ant1an et hout1an. 

En 11.8a-b de son lindan dayao, Shangyang zi se livre it 

un de ces paradoxes dont les alchimistes sont friands. II 

expl1que que l' etat "anterieur au monde" (xiantian) est celui 

oil l'homme se livre it ses desirs et laisse son "souffle 

anterieur" s' echapper. 11 lui arrive alors la m~me chose que 

lorsque, anterieurement au monde, Qian a ete pris de desir 

pour Kun, en raison de quoi il a subi une cassure en Li (Ie 

trait int erieur brise yin de LU i de meme Kun, prise de 

desirpour Qian a donne naissance a Kan. Autrement dit, ici, 

11 expression xiantian designe 11 avemement du monde par Ie 

desir. D'autre part, ce Souffle anterieur au ciel a ainsi une 

double nature: "il est interieur, mais vient de l' exterieur" 

(1067.5.3b et 142.2. 21a). En effet, 11 est interieur en tant 

qu'inne et eternel, mais vient de l'exterieur en tant qu'11 

slest exteriorise. On comprend des lors que l'Qrdre du 

xiantian puisse relever de la pratique et de l'agir 

purificateur. En revanche, dans ce contexte, l'expression 

houtian, "posterieur au cieP' s' applique a la voie du "non

agir"/que l'adepte met en pratique (une action qui est non 

action) lorsqu'il a rencontre un homme parfait qui lui a 

appris it unir son souffle de "Yang veri table" au Souffle 

cosmique, ce qui lui permet de devenir invulnerable, de 

respirer par les talons et de devenir celeste. 

Ced signifie que lors de l'etape "exterieure", l'adepte 

doit retrouver 11 etat anterieur au ciel qui est l' etat de 

quietude absolue, oil rien nl existe encore, qUi correspond 

aussi au Grand Yin; mais clest un silence qui fait naitre Ie 

Yang et Ie monde, et qui est Ie prelude au desir de creer. 

LI adepte, pour ainsi dire, devient Kun qui, en attirant Ie 

Yang de Qian donne naissance it Kan. II obtient ainsi un trait 

yang qui fait Kan et Kan alors remplace Kunj clest la 
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disposition du Ciel posterieur qui est alors obtenue. 

Comme di t un comment ai re d ' un POeffie de Bai Yilchan 

(275. 14b), bien que I' on "emprunte Ue terme de) Medecine 

exterieure', il ne slagit pas d'or et d'argent, ni de 

vegetaux ni de chases epaisses et materiellesj ce n' est que 

Ie Souffle Un anterieur au ciel et a Ia scission du Taiji". 

Nous avons ainsi l'explication de Ia fa~on d'utiliser des 988 

Ie terme waidan que signale F. Baldrian-Hussein dans son 

article sus mentionne. Dans ce texte, en effet, Ie "Cinabre 

exterieur" consiste a "comprendre Ie sens de I' obscuri te et 

Ia tenebre"j I' expression ainsi traduite 'l~ 'JI,~ est en fait 

un impressi! inspire d'une phrase du Laozi 21 qui decrit Ie 

Tao comme une chose vague indistincte I\I;:}.! ')l'3, tenebreuse 

et obscure .a If ~ f qui cant ient une "chose" tJ) une 

"essence" -*_ Ce passage de Lao zi est constamment cite a 

propos justement de 11 Essence primordiale qUi se trouve dans 

I'Eau primordiale et dont l'adepte extrait Ie Souffle 

originel au Ie Yang: c l est Ie Yin en tant qui il contient Ie 

Yang pur, Ie Grand Yin qui, parvenu a son extr~me engendre Ie 

Yang. Ce Grand Yin, au Tai Yin 1l P1 est Kun, mais est tres 

souvent confondu par 1es textes et mis en superposition au 

equation avec Kan qui contient un trait yang. Ie Yang 

naissant (voir, par ex., Ie Zhonghe ji 3.26a). lci, 1a 

disposition anterieure au ciel et celIe qui lui est 

posterieure sont ainsi mises en colncidence. 

De m~me Yu Yan dist ingue entre deux tempsj ce1ui de 

"}I emergence" it qui est celui qui est "anterieur au CieI", 

et celui du "travail" :I.) i:... I qui est "posterieur au CieI" 

<1005.4. Bb). Dans Ie premier, on "gele son esprit et on Ie 

fait ent rer dans Ie nombril de Kunlllll.:Jf A ~~ Jqa JI)t. Dans Ie 

second, on transporte I' espri t ~ If pour Ie faire manter a 
Ie cime de Qian <ibid.• 5.3b)' 

Se10n Ie sous-commentaire de Dai Qizong au Wuzhen pian 

<141. 3. 13b), Ie Medecine exterieure, qui correspond aussi a 
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"1' emergence" , est produ1 t e oans Ie Souffle anter1eur au Cie1 

de Kun jC; L :1... ~ , et donc a l'emp1acement de Kun au Sud

ouest, ou nait 1a lune qui, pour 1es a1chim1stes, est un 

double symbo1e: a 1a fois ce1ui du Yin et ce1ui du Yang en 

son etat de reflet ("1' homme est comme 1a 1une, dit Shangyang 

zi (1067. 7. 5a-b), qui ne peut renaitre qu'en recevant Ie Yang 

du sole11"). Cette Medecine, c' est Ie Yang exterieur. La 

"semence", ajoute Dai, "est dans 1a Medecine interieure du 
~ .11. 4= s , c' estsouffle posterieur au cie1 de Qian qru -'JL~ Cl a 

dire au nord-ouest, dans 1a mer du nord", C' est Ie Yang qui 

nait dans Ie champ de cinabre, au bas du corps de l'individu 

qui est ain~i designe. 

Le deux~~me temps de l'Oeuvre est yin, en ce sens qu'il 

est consacre a interioriser et a faire murir par Ie regime du 

feu ce Yang qUi purifie Ie Yin de I' etr.e humain. Pour ce qui 

est de 1a grande question qui reste encore a debattre et fera 

l' objet d' un autre expose, celle de 1a priori te donnee au 

travail du 11ling sur ce1ui du xing se10n 1es tleco1es", nous 

pouvons dire que, dana Ie cadre des textes examines iei, 1a 

culture du ming predde celle du xing, exception faite des 

peraonnes tree douees qui ont un savoir inne. Mais ceci est a 
nuancer et Ie sera plus loin dans Ie paragraphe suivant. 

Wong Baoguang <141. 2. i5a-b) divise Ie traite de Peng 

Xiao, Ie Jinyue shilun, en deux parties: la premi~re coneerne 

I' etat tlanterieur au Ciel" et Ie wBidBnj e11e traite du 

"Plomb noir et du tigre aquatique" et enseigne a capter 

"1' essence de I' Un veri table" (issue de I' Eau). La deuxieme 

traite du souffle personnel "posterieur au Ciel", du "P10mb 

rouge et du dragon de feu" et concerne Ie "regime du feu". 

Selon cet auteur, tous les ingredients que l ' homme peut 

trouver en lui sont "poaterieurs au cie1" et sont de nature 

yin. C' est pourquoi 11 faut faire appel au Yang exterieur 
( 1 ED L'Essence de l'Un veritable est a l'exterieurj c'est Ie 
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Cinabre d' or i ~ et la Terre veritable j..1::.. .Il 

faut l' absorber dans son ventre et il s' appelle alors Ie 

Plomb veritable au Cinabre yang; c' est Ie tigre. Wong decri t 

alors Ie parcours de cette Medecine de fa~on traditionnelle 

dans la droite ligne des exercices de circulation du souffle. 

En revanche, Ie Souffle veritable de soi-meme est Ie 

dragon qui monte sous 11 effet du souffle "exterieur" qui 

l ' enflamme. 11 slagit a10rs de purifier 60n propre Mercure 

yin avec Ie Cinabre "anterieur au ciel". 

II 6uffit d'un instant pour realiser la Medecine 

exterieure, tandis qu' i1 faut dix mois pour obtenir Ie 

Cinabre cyclique et la Liqueur d' or, Jinyi huandan. La 

Medecine exterieure est la mere, car c'est sous son action et 

d'elle que l'interieure, sa fille, prend naissance 

(141.2. 14b-15b, 3. 6b, 8b, 15a, 17a; 7.1a-3b). u"Cueillir Ie 

Souffle anterieur au ciel, Ie vrai Yin et Ie vrai Yang, les 

Deux-Huit (deSignation des "deux principes" necessaires ~ 

l'Oeuvre) de m~me nature, les saisir en un instant, les 

purifier et obtenir une parcelle du Cinabre yang supreme qui 

s'appelle Ie Veritable Plomb, cette oeuvre se situe ~ 

I' exterieur, c' est pourquoi on 11 appelle II la Medecine 

exterieure". "Projeter (dian) Ie Cinabre yang sur son propre 

Mercure yin { ... ] , ce travail est interieur, c' est pourquoi 

on Ie nomme uMedecine interieure" (14-1. 7. 3b). 

Dlautre part, lui aussi range sous la rubrique wai tout ce 

qui concerne les metaphores de l'alchimie interieure et sous 

la rubrique nei ce qui correspond au travail interieur, mais 

avec les m~mes symboles. Sont "Medecine exterieure" Ie Plomb 

noir et Ie Mercure veritable qui sont Ie Souffle veritable 

qui commence ~ se mouvoir du tigre et du dragon, dont la 

croissance et la decroissance sont symbolisees par celles de 

la lune. Sont "Medecine interieure" Ie Cinabre d' or et Ie 

Souffle veritable "de moi -meme" et I' applicat ion de leur 

croissance et decroissance, 11 absorption du tigre blanc dans 
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Ie ventre de l'adepte ou il s'unit a son propre Mercure (qui 

est yin). Wai designe alors ici l'aspect cosmologique du 

travail physiologique. tous les deux exprimes en termes 

symboliques. 

Pour resumer, nous pouvons poser les equat ions: 

"I' exterieur" designe Ie Yang dans Ie Yin (en tant qu'11 

n'est pas present dans l'homme qui n'est que yin>, Ie Cinabre 

yang et la premiere etape d' extraction, qui est travail du 

mingo "LI interieur" designe Ie Yin dans Ie Yang, Ie Cinabre 

yin, la deu~ieme etape de nourrissement, Ie travail du xing 

et Ie regime du feu. 

L'homme et Ie monde d'ici-bas (comme Ie dit aussi Peng 

Xiao, par exemple) sont totalement Yin,' et Ie Yang est donc 

exterieur. Il faut l'integrer. La phase d' integrat ion est 

dite "interieure", logiquement, et Cinabre yin parce qui il 

s'agit de travailler ce yin humain en "chauffant" Ie Yang qui 

y est inclus et qui se loge dans l'homme, en bas. Une 

equation qui est frequente dans les textes et que nous avons 

signalee plus haut brievement est faite entre Ie Grand Yin au 

Ie trigramme Kun et Ie Yang dans Ie Yin au Kan, ce qui permet 

de dire a la fois que l'homme est Yin pur et qu'il contient 

du Yang. 

Nous abordons iei l'un des paradoxes dont usent 

deliberement les alchimistes, qui sont des defis a la 

logique, et sur lesquels nous ne pouvons nous etendre et 

renvoyons a nos travaux anterieurs (16). Brievement il s'agit 

de procedes elliptiques qui consistent a poser une 

equivalence entre ce qui engendre et ce qui est engendre, Ie 

eontenant et Ie contenu. Ceci revient done a superposer la 

disposition des trigrammes anterieurs au ciel et celIe qui 

1ui est post eri eure, de sort e que Kun et Kan se sit uent au 
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m~me endroit, si bien que Ie Grand Yin est aussi Ie Yang 

naissant. 

III. L' INTERRELATION ET L'INTERACTION DE L'INTERIEUR ET DE 

L'EXTERIEUR 

Comme toujours dans les textes de cette discipline, les 

concepts sont a la fois bien distingues et manies de fa~on a 
les entrecroiser et les emDuHer (17). Ceux de nei et de wai 

ne font pas exception: "La methode pose a 1'interieur Ie 

Fourneau et Ie Trepied, et pourtant 11s sont a l' exterieur; 

elle pose a I' exterieur (les symboles) Kan, Li, Plomb et 

Mercure, et pourtant 11s sont a l'interieur; c' est cela que 

signi fie les deux Cinabres interieur et exterieur" rapporte 

Wong Baoguang en citant Ie Yimen po mi ge 

<14-1. 7. lb). 

Et tout d'abord, cette distinction entre nei et wai, sont 

nombreux a dire les auteurs, est IIprovisoire" et n'appartient 

qu' au domaine laborieux des petit et moyen vehicules. ilLes 

Medecines interieure et exterieure ne sont qu' un seul Dao" 

€lnonce encore Wong Baoguang <141. 7. 2a>. Le grand vehicule 

ignore tout de ces distinctions (Zhonghe ji 2.5b; voir aussi, 

par exemple 146. 4-. 5a). Un autre maitre enonce de meme que "l e 

Cinabre interieur est Ie Souffle primordial personnelj Ie 

Cinabre exterieur est Ie Souffle primordial cosmique. Mais il 

n'y a de Cinabre ni interieur ni exterieur. Le Souffle 

primordial personnel est Ie Souffle primordial cosmique et Ie 

Souffle primordial cosmique est Ie Souffle primordial 

personnel. L'interieur et l'exterieur ne peuvent etre separes 
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un instantj s l 11s sont separes, ce nl est pas la Voie. Les 

antiques immortels craignant que les hommes du commun ne 

connaissent que la Medecine interieure et ne comprennent pas 

la Grande Voie ont ete forces dlutiliser les mots d'interieur 

et d' exterieur" (Mu Changzhao, 1066.3. 13b)' 

Mais en meme temps, on peut aussi varier et multiplier 

la division entre "exterieur" et "interieur" comme Ie fait 

Wong Baoguang (142. 2. 6a-b). C'est toute la dialectique du Un 

et du multiple qui fait I' objet meme du langage alchimique 

qui est en jeu ici. II faut faire jouer les deux a la fois. 

Dans son commentaire au Wuzhen pian, Wong Baoguang fait 

de la Medec~ne exterieure et de l'interieure une division qui 

peutsl appliquer sur plusieurs plans. Ainsi, "I' ame po (yin) 

de la terre" est Ie tigre blanc en tant que Medecine 

exterieure et Ie Cinabre dlor _(Jindan)· en tant que Medecine 

interieure. "L'ame hun (yang) du ciel" est Ie dragon vert au 

plan de la Medecine exterieure et llEssence veritable de soi

meme en tant que Medecine interieure. Le Mercure rouge est Ie 

souffle descendant du dragon a l'exterieur et Ie Souffle 

veritable de ,soi-meme a llinterieur. Le Metal de l'eau 

(shuiJin ::1<... 1- I ou Metal issu de 11 eau, 1. e. Ie Yang 

extrait de 11 eau-yin) est Ie Souffle ascendant du tigre a 
11 exterieur et Ie Cinabre d' or a l'interieur. Autrement dit , 

sont " exterieurs" les termes faisant appel aux images du 

tigre et du dragon et "interieurs" ceux qui font intervenir 

Ie "souffle" et l'"essence". Nous rejoignons ce que nous 

avons trouve au debut: "interieur" designe les pratiques 

physiologiques, "exterieur" les metaphores propres au langage 

de "l'alchimie interieure", 

En outre, pour Yuanyang zi <1071. 1. la-2a) chacun des 

domaines "exterieur" et "interieur" ont a leur tour un 

"interieur" et un "exterieur", Dominer sa nature emotionnelle 

(qing ) pour la centrer sur la nature originelle (xing 
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appartient 6 I' ordre de I' "exterieur"j faire retourner cette 

nature originelle 6 I' Origne releve du domaine "interieur". 

On peut ici dire que I' exterieur reI eve du comportement et 

I' int erieur de I' ascese myst ique, et qui i 1 s' agit encore de 

deux etapes ou deux faces de l'Oeuvre. Mais Ie maitre ajoute 

que lorsque la nature originelle est quiete et que la nature 

emotionnelle est vide, "alors on ne se meut ni n' est 

immobilej il n' y a plus d'interieur ni d' exterieur", c' est 16 

ce qu'on appelle "l'interieur et l'exterieur dans Ie Cinabre 

interieur". Ceci se situe au plan du Cinabre interieur qui 

concerne Ie niveau mental et psychologique de l'~tre humain 

qui a pour pendant et complement celui du "Cinabre exterieur" 

ou sont utilisees les metaphores alchimiques. Dans Ie cadre 

de ce Cinabre "exterieur", il faut "6 l'interieur" maintenir 

Ie "fluide du Bois" et 6 1'" exterieur" se servir du Plomb 

veritable pour Ie maitriser. Lorsque les "Medecines 

interieures et exterieures" sont maitrisees, on abandonne la 

"Medecine exterieure" et il n'y a plus d'interieur ni 

d' exterieur. "C' est 16 ce qui on appelle l'interieur et 

I' exterieur dans Ie Cinabre exterieur". L' auteur ajoute: "la 

lumiere interieure est subtile et merveilleuse, sans forme et 

sans nom. Les Saints maitres n'ont pu que lui preter des noms 

(empruntes au ) cinabre exterieur". 

La fa~on de s'exprimer de Li Daochun parait 

contradictoire avec celles que nous venons de voir. Pourtant 

Shangyang zi s'appuie sur lui pour une partie de ses exposes 

sur Ie neldBn et Ie wBldBn, sans sembler en etre g~ne. Pour 

Li Daochun, en effet, sont wBiyBO <Medecine exterieure) 

I' essence, Ie souffle et l'intellect humains grossiers, et 

nei la parcelle de Yang originel <Zhonghe ji 2.4a-6b et 3.25a 

et 28a). Mais il rejoint les autres textes dans ces m~mes 

passages, lorsqu'il considere que la Medecine exterieure 

concerne Ie travail sur Ie ming (la force vitale) et les 
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techniques physiologiques qui ne font qU'assurer la 

longevite, dit-il. Nei, la Medecine interieure, vient apres, 

avec le travail sur le xing, qUi est le mCirissement "sans 

action" du Yang veritable. D' une part, dit-il, 11 Y a la 

"Medecine exterieure" formee du Yin et du Yang qui vont et 

viennent et qu'il faut travailler par les techniques 

respiratoires et mentales, et d'autre part, la Medecine 

"interieure" qui sont Kan et Li centres (3.32a>. Cec! 

correspond tout a fait a ce que nous avons vu plus haut. Je 

pense qu' on peut comprendre qu'11 se place du point de vue 

pratique, en ce sens que la Medecine exterieure est le 

resultat d'un travail sur les elements grossiers de l'homme 

qulil faut raffiner pour en extraire les elements cosmiques 

et primordiaux. 

Que ceci ne soit en fait qU'une difference de formulation 

provenant d' un point de vue di fferent est confirme par son ., 
texte qui, un peu plus loin (2.6b-7a), adopte un point de vue 

plus general qUi surplombe les distinctions entre "exterieur" 

et "interieur" et rassemble l'Oeuvre en trois etapes. 11 y 

est precise que la premi~re etape (guan Ih~ ) consiste a 
cueillir Ie Yang originel, la deuxieme a "reparer" Ie Yin et 

la troisieme a rejoindre Ie Vide. 

Les diagrammes de Li Daochun <Zhonghe j1 2.2a-3b) sont 

interessants. Celui qui concerne 113 medecine exterieure 

(tableau 1) est inverse par rapport a celui qui a trait au 

"regime du feu" (tableau II). Leur structure est 113 m~me, 

mais en miroir (on revient au theme du reflet) j l'inversion 

est horizontale: Ie mouvement ascendant se fait par la droite 

et le descendant par la gauche ~our la medecine exterieure et 

inversement pour Ie regime du feuj en outre, les lieux de 

passage du souffle sont inverses de la meme maniere. Ce 

regime du feu que certains auteurs met tent en rapport avec la 

phase interieure de l'Oeuvre semble ici constituer un phase 

intermediaire et la Medecine interieure comme son achevement. 
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Le diagramme qui est consacre a la medecine interieure 

(tableau III) differe principalement sur deux points de celui 

de la medecine. exterieure: Ie bas (ou fondement de l' Oeuvre) 

est marque par Ie wuwei (non-agir) au lieu du youwei (agir) 

inscri t au bas du diagramme de la Medecine exterieurej en 

outre, Ie centre est Kun (Ie Yin pur) pour la Medecine 

exterieure,et Qian (Yang pur) pour la Medecine interieure. 

Mais ce Qian central est encadre en haut et en bas par les 

trigrammes Li et Kan, puis Qian et Kun, selon la disposition 

double et emboitee anterieure et posterieure au ciel. 

Ceci, selon Ie m€!me ouvrage (2. 5a), correspond a la 

Medecine in.terieure qui, etape ultime, chevauche la derniere 

etape de la Medecine exterieure. Toutes deux consistent a 
"purifier l' esprit 4j:*+ ", a rendre "le corps et l'esprit 

egalement merveilleux", un cliche des alchimistes, et a 
ret ourner au Dao. Ce paragraphe est sui vi par cel ui qui est 

consacre a la "Grande medecine" qui dans son aspect de 

"fonctionnement" (yong ~ ) comprend un "interieur" et un 

"exterieur-' , mais dans sa substance profonde (ti~.i se 

resume a lila grande affaire des Trois Principes originels 

(sBnyuBn ). 

Ainsi qui on l' a vu, selon Ie point de vue que l' on 

adopte et les sens qu' on donne aux mots, les formulations 

peuvent €!tre contraires. On peut, par exemple, dire que Ie 

waidan s'obtient en un instant si on veut parler de l'eclair 

d' eveil qui permet de capter Ie Yang "exterieur", Ie moment 

de conscience qui nait dans Ie silence total des pensees et 

qui est assimile a l'etat anterieur au ciel, lorsque Ie 

Taiji n' etait pas encore scinde. Le neidan, en revanche, qui 

est Ie temps de murissement et de developpement de ce yang 

correspond au regime du feu et demande alors dix mois 

symboliques de gestation. Mais 11 n' emp€!che que ce waidan 

d'un instant de lumiere s'obtient au moyen de longues 
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prat iques de circulation du souffle et de medit at ion. C' est 

pourquoi, certains comme Li Daochun et Shangyang zi 

considerent que la premiere etape est d'action et la seconde 

de non-agir. D'autres, comme Yu Yan (l005.5.3b), tiennent que 

la premiere etape est de non-agir car pour faire venir Ie 

Souffle cosmique il faut etre vide interieurement (ibid. 

5.8a) 

Pour sa part, Xia Zongyu (146. 4. Sa), explique qui en 

termes de waidan, il y a toutes les etapes qu'impose Ie 

regime du feu, mais quI en termes de neidBn, aucune de ces 

distinctions n' existe, car Ie temps n' existe que dans Ie 

wBidBni c'e?t Ie point de vue du non agir qui intervient ici: 

les choses se font d'elles-memes. 

CONCLUSION 

Ainsi, Ie "Cinabre exterieur" designe Ie langage 

metaphorique de notre "alchimie interieure". WBidBn a designe 

l'alchimie de laboratoire par contraposition a l'ascese 

interieure ou aux exercices physiologiques, mais a designe 

aussi cette nouvelle discipline que nous nommons alchimie 

interieure par contraposition aux techniques physiologiques 

ou de meditation qui existaient auparavant. Or, une des 

caracteristiques principales et, la plus apparente de cette 

nouvelle discipline est d'utiliser les termes de l'alchimie 

operatoire (auxquels d' autres s' ajoutent, bien sur). C' est 

donc Ie langage propre a cet te discipline qui est designe 

maintenant sous Ie terme de waidBn, en tant qui il permet de 

parler de l'ascese et de la discipline mystiques, et done de 

http:l005.5.3b
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manifester et de transmettre exterieurement 11 experience 

mystique. Mais a l' interieur m~me de cette ascese, 11 existe 

deux faces ou deux etapes qui sont ~ntimement liees et 

correlatives: l' une est physiologique et travaille sur Ie 

ming et Ie qing, sur la force vitale et passionnelle de 

l'Mre humain qui 11 faut diriger. C' est la face "exterieure". 

L'autre est plus profonde, mentale et "spirituelle", clest la 

face "interieure"i elle travaille sur Ie xing. Mais ces 

distinctions s' abol1ssent dans Ie Grand vehicule et dans la 

Grande medecine. 

Une bonne illustration et un bon resume du rapport entre 

nei et wai .. peut se trouver dans une formule de Yong Jiazhou 

(Jindan zhizhi, preface de 1250, 1072. 3b): "ce qui est 

extrait du ming, clest ce qu'on appelle Ie xin~ revenir au 

xing, c' est ce qui on appelle Ie ming.l: Ie xing est defini 

comme extrai t du mingo c' est Ie waiyao, la "Medecine 

exterieure" prise dans Kan. Le ming ·qui retourne au xing, 

c' est Ie neiyao, la "Medecine interieure"j c' est 

l'interiorisation du waiyao qui devient nei. Le ming dont on 

a extrait Ie xing y retourne. Comme disent les maltres 

alchimistes, I' enfant extrait de la mere a son tour englobe 

sa mere dans son giron. Cecil c'est tout simplement l'un des 

aspects du principe du renversement fondamental de notre 

alchimie: c'est Ie renversement des emboitements: ce qui 

etait Ie contenu, Ie xing qu'on extrait devient Ie contenantj 

en m~me temps, paradoxalement encore, ce "contenu" etait 

exterieur et 11 devient interieur en devenant Ie contenant. 

Clest, Ie dragon et Ie tigre qui se contiennent 

reciproquement (cf, par ex., 1002.2. 22a). Il y a un Yang 

exterieur qui est Ie Yang veritable anterieur au del. Pur, 

c' est Qian. Mais celui-ci ne peut ~tre apprehende dans notre 

monde "posterieur" que sous sa forme incluse dans Ie Yin, Ie 

trai t interne de Kan. Ainsi, ce Yang exterieur est aussi 

notre Yang interieur, inclus dans Ie Yin. De m~me, une 
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equation est faite entre Ie Grand Yin et Ie Yang naissant 

qu'11 engendre, la "grande quietude" de la concentration, et 

la "lumiere qui surgit dans la chambre", selon l'expression 

empruntee par les alchimistes a Zhuang zi, laquelle est Ie 

Yang naissant, Ie debut du mouvement de I' Oeuvre. On peut 

ainsi avoir tantOt I' equation Grand Yin = trait interne de 

Kan = Yang naissant, et tantot l'equation Grand Yang = Yang 

interieur dans Kan. Clest ce qui justifie et explique 

l' expression "Qian-Metal" ut ilisee par les*t 1. 
alchimistes, expression qui conjoint Ie Yang pur-Qian et Ie 

Metal qui vaut pour Kan, c'est a dire Ie Yang dans Ie Yin. 

Selon Ie Zhong-he ji{2. 5a), ce "Qian-Metal" n' est autre que 

Ie "1' Eau-Metal" ..rJ<. i- (autre nom du Mercure), Yin pur-Eau 

et Metal ce qui implique une equation entre Grand Yin et 

Metal (son fils et sa mere a la fois), d'une part, et, 

d' autre part, entre ce couple et celui que forment Ie Yang 

pur et Ie Metal-Kan, Yang dans Ie Yin. 

Dans leur fa<;on de 5' exprimer, les alchimistes usent 

deliberement d' un perpet uel chevauchement ent re I' etat 

"statique" des concepts purs (Qian et Kun, interieur et 

exterieur, Yin et Yang purs, etc.) et l'etat dynamique de ces 

concepts, les transformations qui se font des uns aux autres 

et les croisements et chevauchements qUi ne peuvent pas ne 

pas s' operer, et qui est Ie propos meme de leur Oeuvre. La 

division operee pour creer Ie cosmos et Ie monde du langage 

est aussitot suivie d'une jonction, d'un croisement, et 

l'Oeuvre alchimique consiste a faire jouer dynamiquement 

toutes ces images, faire monter et descendre aussi bien Ie 

Yin que Ie Yang, 1e Yin dans 1e Yang que l'inverse et 

extraire 1es uns des aut res. On ne peut definir vraiment 

aucun terme puisque sa "definition" se confond avec sa 

fonct ion dynamique qui est de changer. On ne peut qu' en 

montrer 1e fonctionnement. 
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TABLEAU DES DIVERS SEHS ATTRIBUES AUX TERMES HEI ET WAI 


References wai nei 

aux paragr. 

de 11 article 

1. 1 souffle grossier des aliments Souffle veritable 

1. 2 Souffle. primordial cosmique Souffle primordial personnel 

1.3 meditations astrales pratiques physiologiques 

1.4 yangdan, ascension celeste yindan, longevite 

circulation du souffle garder les Trois-Un... 

I.5a symboles: dragon, tigre, exercices respiratoires 

I.5b essences du Bois et du Metal coeur, reins 

Yin-Yang, trigraromes, Cinq Agents diverses techniques de 

longevite 

Plomb, Mercure 

immortalite bonheur et paix 

I.5c tigre, dragon, circulation du souffle 

essences du Bois et du Metal esprits corporels 

1.6. langage alchimique symbolique corps humain 

Souffle primordial cosmique circulation des souffle

humeurs 
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II. 1 Souffle du Yang veritable Essence du Bois et du 

Metal 

Plomb rouge, Mercure noir 

11.2 	 Yang dans Yin Yin dans Yang 

trait interieur de Kan trait interieur de Li 

II. 	 3 1e etape, extraction 2e etape, regime du feu 

Cinabre yang Cinabre yin 

extraction du Yang anterieur reparation du Yin par ce 

Yang 

agir, 	 YOll (existence) non-agir, wu (vide) 

(ou inversement dans quelques cas) 

ming (force vitale) xing (nature profonde innee) 

terrestre celeste 

"l'autre" "moi" 

Sud-ouest, lune, Kun nord-ouest, corps, Qian 

"maitre" "invite" 

Essence du Metal, Plomb Essence du Bois, Mercure 

NOTES 

1- Cf. "Original Contributions of Neidan to Taoism and 

Chinese Thought", dans Taoist Meditation and Longevity 

Techni ques, ed. L. Kohn, The University of Michigan Press, 

1989, p.297-301. En resume: 

a - une discipline de I' espri t autant que du corps, 

l'aspect mental etant souvent dominantj 

b une forte tendance a synthetiser bouddhisme, 
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confucianisme et taolsme et, a l'interieur de celui-ci, 

plusieurs courants du taolsmej 

c un langage metaphorique faisant appel au 

vocabulaire alchimique ainsi qui au Yi jing et en part iculier 

aux trigrammes. 

2 - La numerotation des textes du DBozang est faite selon 

celle de la Concordance du Tao-tsang de l' Ecole franc;aise 

d'Extreme-Orient. 

3 - Je traduis huandBn par "cinabre cyclique" et non pas 

"cinabre tr~nsmute" comme on Ie fait souvent, en raison d'une 

idee fondamentale frequemment exprimee par les textes qui est 

celle du mouvement cyclique perpetuel, ainsi que du principe 

de circularite et de transitivite rotative qUi joue dans les 

deux sens: l' Eau engendre Ie Metal lequel engendre l' Eau (ex. 

·1002.2. 23a). On trouve tres souvent Ie schema selon lequel A 

engendre B qui engendre A: Ie non-et re engendre l' et re qui 

retourne au non-Mre (1084.1a), ou Ie Cinabre engendre Ie 

Metal qui redevient du Cinabre <1084. 1. 4a, 6a>. 

4- - Chen Guofu, Daozang yuan1 i u kao, Zhonghua shuj u chupan, 

1963, p. 4-38-4-53. 

5 - Voir l' art icle de F. Baldrian-Hussein ment ionne dans la 

note suivante. 

6 - "Inner Alchemy: Note on the Origin and Use of the Term 

Neidarl' a paraitre, Cahiers d'Extreme-Asie, n05.I 

7 - Li Yuanguo, Daoji ao qigong yangsheng xue, 1988, Sichuan 

sheng shihui kexue yuanchupan shi. 
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8 - Cette question des pratiques sexuelles dans Ie neidan a 

ete fort compliquee par Ie fait qu'11 y en a probablement 

eues. Ce qui ne veut pas dire que les maltres alchimistes les 

preconisaient. L'esprit positiviste de J. Needham Ie pousse a 
faire trop souvent des contresens regrettables comme, ainsi 

que je I' ai deja signale, pour cette "heliotherapie" dont 11 

pretend qu'un texte comme Ie Huangqi yangJing Jing en 

enseigne la pratique, alors qu l 11 s' agit de meditations sur 

Ie soleil et la lune qui peuvent se faire dans la chambre, a 

l'ombre. Et c'est bien d'un veritable contresens qu'il s'agit 

quand en Science and Civilisation V.5, p.212, 11 traduit, 

pour les besoins de la th~~e "sexuelle": "As for disclosing 

the (nat ure of the) lead in the reaction-vessel, if you wish 

to judge of it, it is necessary to fix the Yang fire so that 

it plays underneath, but it must not be allowed to spread so 

that it attains the intensity of human passion. This is to 

show the pratictioner under instruction where he must stop. 

This decision is called the Mysterious Axis" . Il a dit 

auparavant que Ie corps de la femme est Ie "reaction-vessel" 

et celui de I' homme Ie fourneau, puis ajoute ensuite que Ie 

feu est "evidemment" l'ardeur masculine et qu'il slagit de 

cort interrompu. Or ce passage signifie: "11 faut s'informer 

sur les r~gles exactes qui regissent Ie Trepied et Ie Plomb, 

pour que Ie feu yang descende et se propage. 5i vous ne 

rencontrez pas un homme parfait qui vous informe, comment 

decouvriez vous l'Axe mysterieux'?". 

9 - En revanche, Ye Wenshu i. j{ A, alias Ye 5hibiao 1: *
semble avoir interprete Ie Wuzhen pian en termes de pratiques 

sexuelles, ce a quoi, precisement, Wong Baoguang s' oppose 

vigoureusement. Cf. Xiuzhen shish~ 263.27.3a. 

10 - Yuan Yangzi vecut au 13e siecle puisqu' il fut Ie maitre 

de Liu Ruoyuan i.J.tJ (fl. 1264) (cf. 311. 4. 12b)' 

http:263.27.3a
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11 - Cet ouvrage se trouve aussi avec quelques variantes dans 

Ie Xiuzhen shishu 263.17. lb, sq., assorti d' un autre 

commentaire (les "formules orales", cependant, sont de Chen 

Puo). Le surnom de Niwan xiansheng qui appartient a Chen Nan 

(mort en 1212) lui est attribua dans cette version par erreur 

et Ie titre de Bixu pian qui renvoie a un ouvrage de Chen nan 

et qui est donnne a ce texte dans cette version est agalement 

erronne. En d' autres termes, ce chapitre du Xiuzhen shishu 

fait une confusion entre Chen Nan et Chen Puo au detriment de 

ce dernier a qui revient ce texte. 

12 - Sur cet ouvrage, voir Chen Guofu, op. cit., p. 389 et 

445. 

13 - Sur cet ouvrage, voir Ie travail de F. Baldrian-Hussein, 

Procedes secrets du Joyau magi que, Les Deux oceans, Paris 

1984. 

14 - Le commentaire au Wuzhen pian de Chen Zhixu, alias 

Shangyang zi, se trouve dans Ie n· 142, a la suite de celui 

de Lu Ziye et de Wong Baoguangj celui-ci est attribua A Xue 
~ 

Daoguang j1 ~ ;t.. par erreur - encore que, parfois les 

textes de ces deux auteurs se chevauchent et qu'il s'agisse 

donc par endroits de celui de Xue et non de celui de Wong. II 

y a donc confusion entre les deux textes. Le commentaire de 

Xue, prat iquement perdu, sauf les quelques ;passages insares, 

comme nous l' avons dit, dans cel ui de Wong. semble ~tre Ie 

premier commentaire du Wuzhen pian: cf. 141. 1. 2b et 5b-6a, OU 

Wong ci t e un benzhu j. ti. qui est eel ui de Xue Daoguang et 

qui correspond a 142. 1. 1a-b et 3a-b. 

15 - De m~me. pour Ie Jindan zhengzong, 1087. Ib et Ie Jindan 

dayao 3.3b-et 4, Ie xiantian est yang et Ie houtian est yin. 
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Pour Yu Yan (comm. du Cantonsqi, 1005.5. 8a), tout Ie corps de 

l'homme est yin et Ie Yang lui est exterieur. 

16 - Voir mes communications a la conference de I' European 

Association of Chinese Studies a Leiden (aout 1990) et a 
celIe de Geneve ("Mystique et rl!ttionnalit!~II, novembre 1990), 

respectivement intHulees: "Quelques traits du systeme 

logique analytique-synthetique du neidan taorstelt et "Le 

language de l'alchimie interieure taorste", 

17 - Voir ces m~mes communications. 

TEXTES DU DAOZANG CITES 

14-1 

14-2 

146 

225 

275 ;. 14' 1. ~ 11 ~ I 1. J14t 
868 it 1f- ~..;..; z.. -;r ~..k.. ~ -Ii}. )1 -1f 1Lll Jl 
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1067 ...t. tfJ } ill*- l" P,i i A (fe·,$~· 13f') 

1071 Ar! fa}- i4- '1.§: I itlL jt J (X~I'J.) 

1072 $. 11 tj rr I Ji) ~ /'f (,-ur6 /'1.)"0) 

1087 'i $I ..if. ~ ~)1 itt: ;t.. .. 
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Wuwei (Non-action): 

From Laod to Huainand 


LIU Xiaogan 
Princeton University 

Although wuwei :J& ~ is a key concept of Daoism, no common definition of wuwei is 
accepted by Chinese classic philosophers.1 This paper outlines the development and 
transformation of the basic Daoist theory of wuwei from its inception through the early Han 
Dynasty (6th-2nd century B.C.E.). While wuwei may be literally translated into English as 
"inaction" or "absence of behavior, " it is usually translated as "non-action" and used in the sense 
of "no human action," "absence of violent behavior," "unmotivated action" or "acting naturally," 
and none of these translations is fully adequate. This study analyzes how each of the 
philosophers and schools of early Daoism developed the theory of wuwei. This paper considers 
three philosophers, Laozi ~=f, Yang Zhu ti* and Zhuangzi 1£=f; and four groups, the three 
groups of Zhuangzi's followers and the writers of Huainanzi ~ Ii-r. 

Few scholars have paid attention to the differences in the explanations of the concept of 
wuwei or to the theories of the usages of wuwei. A consideration of similarities and differences 
in the interpretation of wuwei among ancient Daoists provides a better understanding of 
developments in Daoist philosophy. 

The Origin of the Theory of Wuwei in the Laozi 
The origins of Daoism may be traced back to ancient recluses who withdrew from society 

and pursued anti-traditional values. The original concept of wuwei represented the recluses' ideas 
about human behavior. Laozi is recognized as the originator of the theory of wuwei because we 
have found no earlier authors' texts which mention the term . 

. The authorship and dates of the Laozi ( it.~ the Daodejing) have been much debated, 
making it difficult to say when or by whom the theory of wuwei was. first developed. Most 
scholars in mainland China consider Laozi the earliest founder of Daoism, although there have 
been many arguments about dating the historical figure of Laozi and the Laozi. Many scholars 
outside China, including those in Hong Kong and Taiwan, think Laozi was not a historical figure 
or lived later than Yang Zhu or Zhuangzi. 2 . 

If we cannot find any new evidence to deny what Sima Qian ii] g, it said in the earliest 
biography of Laozi in the Shiji (!t ta the Records· ojHistory),bowever, we may accept it as the 
best hypothesis about Laozi's identity. The biography has three sections: the first makes up more 

1. See Roger T. Ames, The Art ofRulership: A Study in Ancient Chinese Political Thought (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 1983), 28-64. 

2. See A. C. Graham, Disputers ofthe Tao: Philosophical Argument in Ancient China (La Salle, lllinois: 
Open Court Publishing Company, 1989),216-18; D. C. Lau, Chinese Classics Tao Te Ching (Hong Kong: 
Chinese University Press, 1982), 121-32; Fung Yu-lan, A Short History ofChinese Philosophy (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1948), chap. 6; and Qian Mu 91. ,Zhuang Lao tong bian S:.:I it fJt (Hong Kong: 
Xinya Institute, 1957), 21-102. 
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than three quarters of the whole and states definitively that Laozi was consulted by Confucius and 
wrote two chapters on the Dao it and De .. ; the second section, with only twenty-five 
characters, mentions that Lao Laizi :f• .:r was "also" a native of Chu • and that he wrote 
fifteen chapters; the third section, with only sixty characters, records that "somebody said" Taishi 
Dan ::k Jt.. was considered to be Laozi, but that even at that time this was debated. It is clear 
Sima Qian thought that the story in the first section was more reliable, but that Laozi was not 
Lao Laizi, and that it was controversial to say Taishi Dan was Laozi. 

Since the fourth century B.C.E. many writers have raised questions and suggested hypotheses 
about the author and date of the Laozi. Yet none are sufficient to undermine the assumption that 
the Laozi goes back to the person Laozi who was asked about the Rites by Confucius. Words, 
sentences or passages in the book may have been added or changed by later writers. For these 
reasons, I consi4er Laozi to be an elder contemporary of Confucius, the earliest founder of 
Daoism, and the originator of the concept of wuwei.:3 

The expression wuwei appears twelve times in ten different chapters in the Laozi,4 
emphasizing the significance of wuwei in two ways. First is the concept that wuwei can lead to 
a peaceful and harmonious society. This is the concept of the effects of wuwei. Laozi argued: 

The more taboos and prohibitions there are in the world, 
The poorer the people will be. 

The more sharp weapons. the people have, 
The more troubled the state will be. 

The more cunning and skill man possesses, 
The more vicious things will appear. 

The more laws and orders are made prominent, 
The more thieves and robbers there will be. 

Therefore the sage says: 
I take no action and the people of themselves are transformed. 
I love tranquility and the people of themselves become correct. 
I engage in no activity and the people of themselves become prosperous. 
I have no desires and the people of themselves become simple (57V 

Here the realm of actions is presented in terms of opposites, two different attitudes toward 
human life resulting in very different consequences. One side is youwei 'ff1I, taking actions
such as making prohibitions, establishing laws and orders, making sharp weapons, learning 
cunning and skill, pursuing goals and seeking to satisfy desires--all of which lead to poverty, 

3. H. G. Creel claims that wuwei was a concept first developed in the Shen Buhai branch of legalism. See 
his What is Taoism? And Other Studies in Chinese Cultural History (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 
1970),48-78; and Shen Buha;: A Chinese Philosopher o/the Fourth Century B.C. (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1974), 176-79. 

4. The number twelve comes from Wang Bi's edition. Among various editions, there are some 
unimportant differences. For example, in the silk version, in chap. 37, Dao heng wu ming it@ ~~ 
appears in place of Dao chang wuwei er wubuwei it.;;C1I ifij ;;C ;:f: 1I . 

5. Translations of the Laozi are taken from Wmg-tsit Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy 
(princeton: Prin~n University Press, 1963), 139-76. 
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trouble, viciousness, and thieves and robbers. The opposite side is wuwei, taking no action-
loving tranquility, engaging in no activity, and having no desires--all of which lead to natural 
transformation, correctness, prosperity, and simplicity. Laozi's first concept might be summed 
up as follows: the more the ruler acts, the worse the situation in society becomes; the less the 
ruler does, the more peaceful the people become. For Laozi, the less manipulation or 
interference, the better the consequences. 

The second concept about wuwei emphasized by Laozi is methodological. His way of dealing 
with things is anti-traditional, starting with the opposite of commonly accepted values and ways 
of thinking and acting. He declares that only wuwei can fulfill the purpose of youwei, that action 
cannot fulfill its own purpose. Laozi writes: 

In order to contract, 

It is necessary first to expand. 


In order to weaken, 

It is necessary first to strengthen. 


In order to destroy, 

It is necessary first to promote. 


In order to grasp, 

It is necessary first to give. 


The weak and the tender overcome the hard and the strong (36). 

This paragraph represents Laozi's methodology. In order to realize a purpose, such as 
contracting, weakening, destroying or grasping, it is necessary first to do the opposite: 
expanding, strengthening, promoting, or giving. In order to overcome the hard and strong, he 
recommends adopting the manner of the weak: and tender. The advantage of the weak: and the 
tender is that of wuwei. Laozi stated: 

The softest things in the world overcome the hardest things in the world. 
Non-being penetrates that in which there is no space. 
Through this I know the advantage of taking no action. 
Few in the world can understand teaching without words and the advantage of taking no 

action (43). 

"Overcoming," "penetrating," and "teaching" are obverse values, normally associated with 
advantage or purpose. "The softest things," "non-being," "taking no action," and "without 
words" are the reverse of commonly accepted values or means. One can reach the desirable 
purpose through the reverse approach. This is the advantage of taking no action and another 
reason why Laozi prefers wuwei. A similar argument is found in chapter 63: 

Act without action. 
Do without ado. 
Taste without tasting. 
. . . repay hatred with virtue. 
Prepare for the difficult while it is still easy. 
Deal with the big while it is still .small. 
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Difficult undertakings have always started with what is easy, 
And great undertakings have always started with what is small. 
Therefore the sage never strives for the great, 
And thereby the great is achieved (63). 

Here "great," "big," and "difficult" concern the obverse values or end; "small" and "easy," as 
well as "never striving," concern the reverse side of them. To achieve success, the obverse 
undertaking should start from its reverse angle. Therefore the sage achieves the great without 
striving. Starting from the reverse point in order to attain the obverse end was Laozi's 
methodology. 

Laozi's statement "to promote in order to destroy, to give in order to grasp" leads some 
scholars to conclude that his methodology was a way to scheme for something, a strategy. His 
method should be seen as a tool, however, available for many purposes. The development of a 
methodology is like a knife. A knife can not only be used to save lives in a hospital, but can also 
be used to kill. To attain the obverse by starting with the reverse is a rational choice and a 
reasonable tactic. It is significant in many situations, but not in all. In summary, we can say 
that Laozi's method is: from the reverse attain the obverse 'I?l'oc ~ j£. 

In Laozi's philosophy, the most famous phrase related to wuwei is "No action is undertaken, 
and yet nothing is left undone" (~'-1 iii ~~ '-1 wuwei er wubuwei). This means that you do 
nothing but everything is done. In the popular version of Laozi, this phrase appears in three 
chapters:6 

The pursuit of learning is to increase day after day. 
The pursuit of Dao is to decrease day after day. 
It is to decrease and further decrease until one reaches the point of taking no action. 
No action is undertaken, and yet nothing is left undone. 
An empire is often brought to one who' has no activity. 
If one undertakes activity, he is not qualified to win' the world (48). 

Here Laozi makes a contrast between "the pursuit of learning" and "the pursuit of the Dao." 
Laozi said that increasing activity in order to pursue learning does not lead to the state of mind 
that Laozi seeks. Pursuing the Dao by increasing activity is bound to fail because it is pursuing 
the obverse purpose by starting with the obverse. "The pursuit of learning" and "the pursuit of 
Dao" are so different because "learning" belongs to daily life, while the Dao is beyond human 
experience. The Dao cannot be reached or obtained by sense, reason or understanding. 
According to Laozi, people can discover the Dao only by quietness, intuition, and medltation. 
Laozi's philosophy pursues the transcendent Dao. This exceptional enterprise needs an 
extraordinary approach, such as pursuing the purpose by starting from the reverse side. Here 
wuwei or taking no action is the reverse position from which one approaches the obverse end and 
consequence, namely wubuwei .~~.'-1 ("nothing is left undone"). 

6. Chap. 37, 38 and 48, but in silk version only chap. 48 has the saying .. 

7. These words are changed from W. Chan's translation according to the direct meaning of the Chinese 
word qu ( III get, win). W. Chan's interpretation follows Heshang Gong's iiI J:.~ commentary, which 
took the word qu to mean zhi ( ff!l govern). 
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To "take no action and nothing is left undone" is the concentrated expression of Laozi's 
theory of wuwei. First, it reveals that the purpose of wuwei is wubuwei, completion of 
everything. For Laozi, obviously, wuwei itself is not the purpose, but the means. Second, the 
phrase also states that the inevitable consequence of wuwei is that nothing is left undone. The 
advantage of wuwei is that what cannot be reached by youwei or actions can be realized by taking 
no action. The results of wuwei are much better than what can be realized by taking action. 
Third, wuwei is the concentration of Laozi's methodology: pursuing the obverse by starting with 
the reverse, or overcoming the hardest and the strongest with the softest and the weakest. 

The meaning of wuwei in Laozi's philosophy is not literally doing nothing but a special 
attitude or reaction toward a world full of competition and conflicts. Laozi still wanted to gain 
something or to escape from something in secular society, such as failure, humiliation, and ' 
disaster, although his philosophy stands strongly against traditional values and sounds somewhat 
transcendent. Laozi's concept of wuwei basically concerns political affairs. Among the ten 
chapters in which the word wuwei is used, five chapters focus on governing society (3, lO, 37, 
48, 57 ), and the others discuss the principle of the sage's behavior (2), superior virtue (38), the 
advantage of wuwei (43), and methodology (63, 64). All these relate to social affairs. Hence, 
unlike Yang Zhu and Zhuangzi, Laozi's wuwei has a socio-political orientation. 

Wuwei and Preserving Life: The Yang Zhu School 
Not much material exists from which to trace the philosopher Yang Zhu's teaching. He was, 

however, a most notable thinker, whose strong emphasis on the importance of preserving life 
by doing nothing was influential in Chinese philosophy. He took the theory ofLaozi's non-action 
in a new direction, toward maintaining one's natural wholeness of body and mind, a concept 
obviously different from Laozi's focus. 

Only one reliable saying attributed to Yang Zhu survives, the one in which he states that he 
would not pluck: a hair for the world (Ba yi mao Ii tianxia er bu wei 11- '@; ft ~ r ifii /I' ':JiJ ). 
There were two explanations of Yang Zhu's main idea in the Warring States period. The 
divergence comes from the Chinese characters Ii tianxia "J ~ ""F, which could mean either "be 
of benefit to the world" or "benefit oneself from the world." The Mencius says: 

The principle of Yang Zhu ~s: "Each one for himself." Though he might have profited 
the whole world by plucking out a single hair, he would not have done it.s 

The refusal to supply a single hair to benefit the whole world is a radical interpretation of the 
concept of wuwei. According to Mencius, Yang Zhu is selfish. The key words of Yang Zhu 
were understood differently in the Han!eizi ~ ,*.::r : . 

There is a man whose policy it is not to enter a city which is in danger, nor to remain 
in the army. Even to get the great profit of the whole world, he would not exchange one 
hair of his. . . . He is one who despises things and values life.9 

S. Mengzi, lin xin(a) ~ JC., J:., HYC (Harvard-Yenching Concordance) 5317a/26, translation by Fung Yu
lan. 

9. Chap. 50, xianxue I\~, SBCK(Sibuconglwng, SPTK, RYBMitJ), 19/5b, translation altered from 
Fung Yu-lan. 
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Despite the differences between these two explanations. both may be right concerning aspects 
of Yang Zhu's doctrine. The first emphasizes "each one for himself, II and the second highlights 
"despising things and valuing life and body." Concerning Yang Zhu's doctrine, the LUsh; 
Chunqiu comments, "Yang Sheng m~ valued self, "10 and the Huainanzi states, "Preserving 
life and maintaining what is genuine in it, not allowing things to entangle one's person, this is 
what Yang Zhu established."11 Preserving life features largely in Yang Zhu's philosophy, and 
he thus is considered to be representative of the Preserving Life School among Daoists. The 
essential meaning of his philosophy. in the final analysis, is "taking no action" (wuwei) so that 
one may keep his body and life in perfect wholeness. 

Material on preserving life can be found in Chinese classics, such as the LUsh; Chunqiu and 
the Huainanzi. according to Fung Yu-lan. He argues that such passages are sources of the 
Preserving Life School, affIliated with Yang Zhu.12 Nevertheless, the Yang Zhu Chapter in the 
liezi "J+ is not considered Yang Zhu's by most scholars in China.13 

For Laozi, wuwei leads to a better human society, to a more peaceful and natural 
development. The purpose of Yang Zhu's non-action, on the other hand, is to preserve one's 
health. Yang does not promote any social purpose. This was the first transformation of the 
theory of wuwei. 

The "Radicalization II of Wuwei in Zhuangzi's Thought 
Zhuangzi was the second leading thinker of Daoism, whose role in Daoism was like that of 

Mencius in Confucianism. As is well known, the book which bears Zhuangzi's name was not 
entirely written by him. The .only available version of the Zhuangzi was divided into three parts: 
the inner chapters, the outer chapters, and the miscellaneous chapters. Four different opinions 
about which part should be used to study Zhuangzi's philosophy have been presented by Chinese 
scholars: 1) the inner chapters; 2) the outer and miscellaneous chapters; 3) some chapters chosen 
from. inner, outer and miscellaneous chapters; 4) all chapters. 

An investigation of the Chinese classics shows that the compounds daode it ttl • xing-ming 
ft 11} ,jingshen 1t ~ did not occur until the time of the Xunzi; befor~ that there were only dao 
it, de ttl • xing It , ming It ,jing 1t ,shen ~ . In the Zhuangzi we fmd that the inner 

,chapters have no occurrences of the former compounds, while in the outer and miscellaneous 
chapters, the compounds appear thirty-:six times. This indicates that the inner chapters predate 
the outer and miscellaneous chapters, so only the inner chapters can be considered as works 
written by Zhuangzi in the middle of Warring States period. The outer and miscellaneous 
chapters were written later and completed before Lfi Buwei, the editor of the Lashi Chunqiu, died 
in 235 B. C.B. 14 

10. Vol. 17, bu er ;r;:=, SBCK, 17118b. 

11. Vol. 13, fan-lun fZ It , SBCK, 1317a. 

12. Zlwngguo zhexue shi xinbian Iflllli ~.5l! tr,. Vol. 1. (Beijing: People's Press, 1964), 168. 

13. See Yang Bojun, Liezi jishi "J +." (Beijing: Zbonghua Shuju If! =- -1S )0 , 1980), appendix. 

14. See Liu Xiaogan, Zhuangzi zhexue ji qi yanbian (Zbuangzi's philosophy and its development1:l:-11i 
~an ill ~ ), (Beijing: China Social Science Press, 1988), chaps. 1, 2. The English edition of the first 
three chapters (translated by William E. Savage) will be published soon by the Center for Chinese Studies 
at the University of Michigan. 

http:China.13
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Zhuangzi developed the theory of non-action to encompass no-mind and no-emotion. While 
Laozi argued against certain behavior, especially aggressive action, Zhuangzi denied even 
common consciousness and feelings in secular life. As he went much farther than Laozi, his 
ideas can be considered a "radicalization" of the concept of wuwei. 

Zhuangzi used the expression wuwei only three times in the inner chapters. Once it describes 
the Dao in the same way as does Laozi. The usage is insignificant for the development of the 
theory of wuwei. The other two occurrences are related to "free and easy wandering": 

Now if you have a great tree, and think: it's a pity it's so useless, why not plant it in the 
realm of Nothingwhatever, in the wilds which spread out into nowhere, and go roaming 
away to do nothing (wuwei) at its side, wander around and fall asleep in its shade?15 

And, 

Heedlessly they go roving beyond the dust and grime, go rambling through the lore in 
which there's nothing to do (wuwei).16 

According to these quotations, wuwei in the inner chapters of the Zhuangzi means "wandering 
freely without destination." Zhuangzi did not wander in the mundane world, however, but in the 
transcendent world. This is the mystical state of complete harmony with the Dao. In other 
words, Zhuangzi did not want anything practical. This was one great difference between Laozi 
and Zhuangzi. For Laozi, wuwei was a means to a certain purpose, such as overcoming 
opponents or escaping from misfortune. Zhuangzi, on the contrary, wanted to transcend the 
everyday world regardless of concrete considerations. 

For Zhuangzi, no-emotion or no-mind, the essence of being beyond the world, creates an 
indifferent attitude to worldly life and opens the way to tranqUility and peace. He wrote, 

When I talk about having no feelings; I mean that a man doesn't allow likes or dislikes 
to get in and do him harm.11 

To avoid inwardly injuring himself, Zhuangzi also insisted on transcending right and wrong: 

(The perfect man) has the form of a man, but not the feelings of a man. Since he has 
the form of a man, he bands together with other men. Since he doesn't have the feelings 
of a man, right and wrong cannot get at him. 18 

15. Chap. 1, BYC 3/1/45-46, trans. A.C. Graham, Chuang-tzu: The Seven Inner Chapters and Other 
Writings from the Book Chuang-tzU (London: Allen & Unwin, 1981), 47. 

16. Chap. 6, BYC 18/6nO, trans., ibid., 90. 

17. Chap. 5, BYC, 1515/57-58. The word WfeelingsW translates the Chinese character qing it, which 
sometimes means Wessence. W Burton Watson used wfeelings;w see The Complete Works of Chuang 1i.u, 
(New York:: Columbia University Press, 1968),75; Graham chose -essence, W ibid., 82. The two different 
possible meanings make the argument between Zhuangzi and Hui Shi more interesting, also more difficult 
to translate. I think wfeelings· matches the context better here. 

18. HYC, 14/5154; trans., Watson, ibid., 75. 
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To avoid being involved in conflict, Zhuangzi insisted on transcending not only liking and 
disliking, right and wrong, but also happiness and sadness, life and death. 

Zhuangzi presented several ways for achieving the lofty goal of no-mind in order to transcend 
the mundane world. One of them is waisheng IHt, forgetting one's own life. By maintaining 
tranquil self-cultivation for three days, one forgets the mundane world entirely; in seven days, 
one forgets everything; in nine days, one forgets one's life. Then one suddenly breaks through 
the world of darkness to the coming of daylight. Then one sees the ultimate, the Dao; one is 
timeless, without past and present, beyond living and dying. Forgetting the entire world, 
forgetting everything, forgetting one's life step by step, one has no ideas, senses, feelings, 
wishes, or intentions. There is no consciousness of the mundane world, but only the experience 
of oneness with the primordial universe or the Dao. Some well-known conceptions in Zhuangzi, 
such as "the fasting of the mind" (xinzhai.(.\ ii), "sitting and forgetting" (zuowang ~$), also 
demonstrate Zhuangzi's search for no-feeling and no-mind, as well as no-behavior. 

Obviously, the concept of wuwei in Zhuangzi is very different. Laozi still wanted something 
in the mundane world, while Zhuangzi wanted nothing but the transcendent. 

The Aestheticism of Wuwei according to the Expositors among Zhuangzi's Followers 
One group of Zhuangzi's followers introduced another change in the development of Daoist 

thought by adapting the theory of wuwei to artistic skills. The outer and miscellaneous chapters 
of the Zhuangzi contain the works of Zhuangzi's followers who may be divided into three groups 
according to their theories: (1) the expositors of Zhuangzi (Shuzhuang pai it1:£ Ii) who directly 
interpreted the inner chapters; (2) the "anti-sovereignists" among Zhuangzi's followers (Wujun 
pai ~ .. II) who strongly attacked any ruler, good or bad; and (3) the Huang-Lao school among 
Zhuangzi's followers (Huanglao pai ..~ II ) who absorbed elements from Confucianism and 
Legalism.19 Although the expositors seem to be disciples who were in a direct line from 
Zhuangzi, they also changed some of Zhuangzi's ideas. Twelve chapters may be attributed to 
the expositors, 17 to 27 and 32.:1D While the expression wuwei occurs twenty-three times in 
these twelve chapters, in most of them the expositors did not advance a new concept of wuwei. 
Rather, they applied Zhuangzi's spirit of wuwei to creative art work. They carried on the 
essential meaning of Zhuangzi's no-mind and no-feeling into the realm of artistic creation, 
bringing the theory of non-action to aesthetics. 

The expositors strongly believed that the best art is created in an exceptional state of mind, 
that the artist must concentrate on nothing but the natural conception of the object to be created. 
Like Zhuangzi, the expositors told many parables to express their ideas. According to one of 
them, woodworker Qing carved a bell stand that looked demonic and ghostly and amazed its 
viewers. The Marquis of Lu asked him, "By what secret did you make it?" He answered: 

When I am going to make a bell stand, . . . I make sure to fast to still the heart. 
After fasting three days, I do not care to keep in mind congratulation and reward, honors 
and salary. After fasting five days, I do not care to keep in mind your blame or praise, 
my skill or clumsiness. After fasting seven days, I am so intent that I forget that I have 
a body and four limbs . ... . 

19. See Liu, ibid., chap. 3. 

20. Ibid. 
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Only then do I go into the mountain forest and observe the nature of the wood as Heaven 
makes it grow. The aptitude of the body attains its peak; and only then do I have a 
complete vision of the bell stand, only then do I put my hand to it. . . . So I join what 
is Heaven's to what is Heaven's.21 

"The phrase to join what is heaven's to what is heaven's" shows how the language and style 
of this story are very similar to that of Zhuangzi. Here the most important idea is "to fast to still 
the heart," which obviously comes from Zhuangzi's idea of waisheng. According to the story, 
one must maintain tranquil self-cultivation for three days, seven days, or nine days, until 
everything is forgotten, even one's self. One seems to be without mind. In the story of the 
woodworker, the artist should reach the same point by also forgetting everything step by step: 
three days, five days, seven days. . . until he forgets congratulation and reward, honor and 
salary; forgets blame or praise, skill or clumsiness; forgets his body and the four limbs. One 
forgets all and keeps the mind empty. Only when mental tranquility is realized, do great 
differences occur. Zhuangzi wanted to transcend the world and experience harmonization with 
the whole universe; the woodworker wanted to find the original nature of both the wood and the 
bell stand. Zhuangzi's purpose was purely spiritual, while the expositors' was to pursue practical 
artistic creation. 

Another story about mental tranquility and work skill describes a hunchback who was 
catching cicadas on a sticky rod. It was as though he were picking them off the ground. When 
he was asked how he managed, he answered: 

. . . I settle my body like a rooted tree stump, I hold my arm like the branch of a 
withered tree; out of all the vastness of heaven and earth, the multitude of the myriad 
things, it is only of the wings of a cicada that I am aware. I don't let my gaze wander 
or wave, I would not take all the myriad things in exchange for the wings of a cicada. 
How could I help but succeed?22 

The key to his answer is "keeping one's will undivided and the spirit tranquil." This story 
emphasizes the importance of keeping the mind empty and quiet, to maintain no-mind. The 
hunchback's skill verges on the demonic because he keeps will and spirit concentrated on one 
point. His body is like a rotten tree stump, his arm. is like the branch of a withered tree. He 
forgets the vastness of heaven and earth, the multitude of the myriad things. He seems to be 
without mind, without feelings but is concentrating on the wings of a cicada. Both Zhuangzi and 
the expositors sought the absolutely tranquil realm of the mind. Zhuangzi concentrated his 
intuition on the Dao or the whole universe; the expositors focused on creative work. 

Laozi, Yang Zhu, and the expositors of Zhuangzi each had a certain purpose in the practical 
field. Laozi wanted to overcome the strong, Yang Zhu wanted to preserve health, and the 
expositors wanted to develop aesthetic skills. Only Zhuangzi did not seem to have a concrete 
aim. Zhuangzi and the expositors shared the idea of no-mind and no-emotion. At the same time, 
Zhuangzi pursued the transcendental world, while the expositors pursued the more concrete goal 
of art or skill. 

21. Chap. 19, HYC 50119156-59, trans., Graham, ibid., 135. 

22. Chap. 19, HYC, 48/9/18-21, trans., ibid., 138. 
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The expositors did not say much about artistic creation, because in the period of the Warring 
States, art and practical work were not clearly divided. However, ancient Chinese art and 
literature absorbed inspiration from Zhuangzi and the expositors. The expositors provided a basic 
theory for the creation of art and literature: unusual creation requires an unusual mental state; 
artistic work requires mental tranqUility. The artist must forget all else and exclusively focus on 
his art. This theory has been developed in both ancient and modem aesthetics. The expositors 
led the theory of non-action in the direction of aesthetics. 

The Humanization or Wuwei: ItAnti-sovereignists lt among Zhuangzi's Followers 
Another important change in early Daoism can be seen in perspectives on human nature; the 

theory of wuwei was modified to reject domination by any ruler or hierarchy. This interpretation 
of wuwei comes from the second group of Zhuangzi's followers, the anti-sovereignists or Wujun 
pai. Of the seven chapters attributed to this school (8-11A, 28,29 and 31), chapters 8 to 10 and . 
the first section of chapter 11 are essential.23 

The anti-sovereignists modified Zhuangzi's ideas and style more than the expositors did. The 
most important change was that the anti-sovereignists emphasized the original nature of humanity 
rather than mystical experience. Zhuangzi wanted to enter the transcendent realm of the personal . 
mind. through no-mind and no-emotion. The anti-sovereignists, on the other hand, tried to 
develop true human nature by denying government and hierarchy. Zhuangzi tended to escape 
from the everyday world. The anti-sovereignists sought utopia in secular society. 

The expression wuwei appears four times in the anti-sovereignists' chapters. Three of them 
are in the following statement: 

So if the gentleman is left with no choice but to preside over the world, his best policy 
is doing nothing. Only by doing nothing will people rest in the essentials of their nature 
and destiny.... He will have an unforced air and do nothing, and the myriad things will 
be smoke piling higher and higher.24 . 

The passage may be summarized as follows: first. the best governance is no government at 
all; second, the next best way is that if a sovereign must exist the sovereign does nothing; third, 
only by doing nothing can the nature of humankind be best preserved and people live peaceful 
and joyful lives. The anti-sovereignists developed the theory of wuwei towards safeguarding and 
developing human nature. a distinctive idea in the history of Chinese thought. This is the reason 
their theory may be called "humanization." Their basic ideas are well illustrated by the following 
argument: 

The horse has hooves to tread the frost and snow, and hair to ward off wind and cold, 
it champs the grass and drinks the waters, lifts the knee high and prances. Such is the 

23. Chap. 11 might be divided into l\YO parts. The first section (chapter 11A, BYC 25/11/1-26/11/16) is 
similar to chapters 8-10 and belongs to this group. The other sections (chapter 11B, BYC 26/11/16
28111174) should be attributed to the next group, the Huang-Lao school. Liu, ibid., chap. 3. 

24. Chapter 11A, BYC 11126/13-16, trans., ibid., 212, and Watson, ibid., 116. The character an ~ is 
translated "security" by Graham and "rest in" by Watson. The latter is better in the present context. Both 
translate qi Jt into "he" and "his;" I prefer "people" and "their. II 

http:higher.24
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true nature of the horse. . . . Then came Bo Le, and he said, "I am good at managing 
horses." He singed them, shaved them, clipped them, branded them, . . . and the 
horses which died of it were two or three out of ten. He . . . made them trot, made 
them gallop, in formation or neck to neck, and the horses that died before he finished 
were more than half. 25 

In ancient Chinese legend, Bo Le was a famous expert on the training and qualities of horses, 
good at telling which horse could run the fastest and farthest. His way of managing horses goes 
against the natural life of horses and destroys the nature of horses. He sins against the horses. 
Furthermore, he compels them to learn how to do mischief: 

As for horses, when they live out on the plains they eat grass and drink the water, when 
pleased they cross necks and stroke each other, when angry swing round and kick at each 
other. That is as far as a horse's knowledge goes. If you put yokes on their necks and 
hold them level with a crossbar, the horses will know how to smash the crossbar, wriggle 
out of the yokes, butt the carriage hook, spit out the bit and gnaw through the reins. So 
if even a horse's wits can learn to do mischief, it's the fault of Bo Le.26 

According to these passages, the expert who is good at managing horses distorts their original 
nature. For the same reason, the potter and carpenter destroy the nature of clay and wood. The 
potter and carpenter make clay and wood round, square, bent or straight in accordance with the 
compass, the T -square, the curve and the line, but the original nature of clay and wood is not in 
accordance with the tools of craftsmen. Because the potter and carpenter destroy the nature of 
clay and wood when they shape clay and wood, they should not be proud or receive praise; they 
should be criticized. In the same way, the managers of the world ruin the true nature of people, 
although every ruler claims that he benefits them. 

Obviously this is a metaphor. In fact, the anti-sovereignists said that all sovereigns, even 
those thought to be good, are guilty of interfering with human nature. They are like two boys 
minding their flocks and both losing their sheep because one had been reading while the other 
had been tossing dice. The boys pursued dissimilar occupations, but in losing their sheep there 
was no difference between them. In the same way, rulers, whether kind or cruel, distort the 
original nature of human beings. 

In ancient China, Yao was the prototype of the good sovereign, and lie was a model of the 
bad sovereign. But the anti-sovereignists argued that Yao made people excited and there was no 
calmness, while lie made people suffer and there was no contentment. Both excitement and 
suffering. change the plain nature of humanity. thus the management of either a Yao or a lie 
cannot be accepted. The anti-sovereignists thought that exciting people does not preserve their 
original nature. Kind and cruel rulers both are guilty of distorting human nature. These ideas 
are outstanding concepts in the history of Chinese thought. The best society has no ruler, the 
best way to manage the world is to leave people alone. People should live in absolute freedom 
and peace without any control. 

25. Chap. 9. HYC 22/9/1-23/9/4; trans., ibid., 204. 

26. HYC 22/9/14-16, trans., ibid., 205. 
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Although some have suggested that the anti-sovereignists were the earliest anarchists in 
China, it should be remembered that they focused on human nature and were against any 
struggle, while nineteenth- and twentieth-century anarchists have emphasized social movement 
and caused violence. The concepts of the anti-sovereignists are unique. 

For the anti-sovereignists, the concept of non-action was a theoretical weapon against any 
domination of human beings by human beings. Wuwei, for Laozi, meant passivity, for 
Zhuangzi, escapism; but for the anti-sovereignists, wuwei meant protest against sovereigns and 
hierarchy. For Zhuangzi, the ideal realm was personal fantasy, which was beyond common life, 
while for the anti-sovereignists, the idealized primitive state of human beings was primary and 
was of this world. 

The Politicalization of Wuwei: The Huang-Lao School ainong Zhuangzi's Followers 
Applying the theory of wuwei to the practical operations of government was a very important 

transformation in the history of Daoism. This change may be traced to the influence of the 
doctrine of the Huang-Lao School on certain of Zhuangzi's disciples, to whom chapters llB-16 
and chapter 33 are attributed.27 

These chapters are identified with the Huang-Lao School because their theoretical content and 
writing style are similar to the description of Daoism by Sima Tan in the Shiji, a unique and 
authoritative statement on the Huang-Lao School. In the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.B.-220 C.B.), 
the words Daojia (it. ItDaoism), Daodejia ( iI.1t Daoism), Huanglaodao de zhi shu (fit:ff it. 
tlZ~uang-Lao School) indicated the same group ofphilosophers.28 Laozi and Zhuangzi were 

not thought of as the main representative thinkers of Daoism until the Wei (220-265) and Jin 
(266-420) dynasties, although they were mentioned together once in the book Huainanzi. 

According to Sima Tan, the Huang-Lao School was characterized by a blending together of 
such different schools as Confucianism, Legalism, Mohism, the School of Names, and the School 
of Yin-Yang, within a basic theoretical framework taken from Laozi. This characteristic is easily 
discovered in the chapters of the Zhuangzi associated with the Huang-Lao School. Unlike Laozi, 
Zhuangzi, or the anti-sovereignists, the Huang-Lao School rarely criticized Confucianism and 
Legalism, or Mohism. On the contrary, they mentioned some concepts of Confucianism or 
Legalism in conjunction with Daoism: ren ( (::. humanity), yi ( )t righteousness), Ii ( 11 
principle),ja ( i! law), shang ( • rewards),ja (lii punishment), to name a few. 

Scholars traditionally have maintained that a distinguishing feature of the Huang-Lao School 
was its presentation of the new idea that a sovereign should do nothing and the ministers should 
do everything (jun wuwei er chen youwei~X'-1 ifij fa 'fir '-1). This saying is a summary of the 
Huang-Lao theory by later scholars. The sections in the texts of the Huang-Lao School among 
Zhuangzi's followers are the earliest and clearest statement of this theory. 29 

In the Huang-Lao chapters of the Zhuangzi, wuwei was used twenty-five times. Nine ofthese 
instances concern the proposition that a sovereign should do nothing and the ministers should do 
everything. Broadly speaking, every Daoist chooses wuwei as the best way for human society, 
but the Huang-Lao followers thought that wuwei could be practiced only by the highest ruler; the 
ministers have to practice the opposite of wuwei, taking action: 

27. Chapter llB: BYe 26/11/16-28/11174. 

28. See Liu, ibid., 300. 

29. See Liu, ibid., 310-13. 
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The Virtue of an emperor or a king takes . . . non-action as its constant rule. With 
non-action, you may make the world work for you and have leisure to spare; with action, 
you will find yourself working for the world and never will it be enough. . . . If the 
superior adopts non-action and the inferiors adopt it as well, . . . there will be none 
to act as minister. If the inferiors adopt action and the superior adopts action as well, 
. . . there will be none to act as lord. The superior must adopt non-action and make 
the world work for them; inferiors must adopt action and work for the world. This is 
an unvarying truth.30 

"Superior" here indicates the sovereign; "inferiors," the ministers. The sovereign does nothing, 
hence has no faults, no insufficiency, and makes no mis!akes. Thus he can be the ruler of the 
world. The ministers, on the other hand, have to do something or everything. They have faults, 
insufficiencies, and shortcomings. Here wuwei is no longer the general principle of rulership, 
but the unique characteristic of a king or an emperor. Wuwei becomes the private benefit of 
royalty at the same time it restrains the sovereign--which must be why only a few rulers accepted 
the privilege of wuwei. 

The Dao or "Way" is an essential concept of Daoism. Huang-Lao followers divided it into 
two opposite parts: they emphasized that the Way of the sovereign and that of the ministers are 
in opposition to each other. 

To rest in inaction, and command respect--this is the Way of Heaven. To engage in 
action and become entangled in it--this is the way of man. The ruler is the Way of 
Heaven; his subjects are the way of man. The Way of Heaven and the way of man are 
far apart. 31 

The highest ruler does nothing and is respected; the officials are wearied by managing everything. 
The Way of the ruler, wuwei, and the Way of the ministers, youwei, are far apart. They should 
be clearly distinguished from each other. Here again the differences between the roles of 
sovereign and ministers are stressed: 

The source rests with the superior, the trivia with the inferior; the essential resides in the 
ruler, the details in his ministers.32 

Doing nothing is the only way to be a sovereign. If you are a sovereign, you have to do nothing, 
otherwise you would not be like a ruler. If you are not a sovereign, you must not do nothing, 
otherwise you are not a proper subject. The Huang-Lao School put wuwei in the highest position 
and, at the same time, abolished its universality. 

Paying attention to the differences between sovereigns and ministers resembles concepts found 
in Confucianism and Legalism. Confucianism and Legalism, however, did not hold that the 
sovereign should do nothing, although Confucians praised the ancient sovereign Shun for 
remaining inactive. In Confucianism and Legalism, non-action might be the ideal consequence 

30. Chap. 13. BYe 34113117-19; trans., altered from Watson, ibid., 144. 

31. Chap. lIB. BYe 28/11173-74; trans., Watson, ibid., 125. 

32. Chap. 13. BYe 34/13/24; trans., ibid., 145. 
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of being a successful ruler. Confucians demanded that the ruler follow humanity and duty; 
Legalists demanded that the ruler control power. Neither considered non-action to be the basic 
principle of being a good ruler. But for the Huang-Lao School, non-action itself was the 
characteristic principle or method ofa sovereign. After all, unlike other Daoists, the Huang-Lao 
School was much influenced by Confucians and Legalists. 

Neither Laozi nor the anti-sovereignists discussed whether society needs something else when 
the ruler does nothing. They believed that, as long as the sovereign does nothing, the world 
remains in good shape. The followers of the Huang-Lao School disagreed. They held that 
ministers have to do something, acting on everything in detail. They added the management of 
the ministers to the non-action of the sovereign. The theory of wuwei became a doctrine applied 
to operational politics. Hence, the thought of the Huang-Lao School is the most practical in the 
history of Daoism. 

For a long time, there were few texts available for the study of the Huang-Lao SchooL In 
1973, silk manuscripts were found in Changsha, Hunan Province. Among them, the Jingfa ~ i1:, 
Shidajing +*~ ,Cheng It ,and the Daoyuan it JJ were named by scholars the "Huang-Lao 
Silk Manuscripts" ill *m:K , and most scholars think of them as classics of the Huang-Lao 
School. Generally speaking this is right, but they are not typical classics of the Huang-Lao 
school because the content of the silk manuscripts, even though interspersed with Daoist rhetoric, 
is very legalistic. If we believe that the Huang-Lao School was a branch of Daoism instead of 
a branch of Legalism or something else, then the silk manuscripts are not as typical as works of 
the Huang-Lao School as are the chapters quoted above from Zhuangzi. 

1be Rationalization of Wuwei: 
1be Huainom./ and the Huang-lao School in the Han Dynasty 

The last significant development in the concept of wuwei was the practical or rational 
tendency of the Huainanzi. This tendency developed with the Huang-Lao School in the middle 
Warring States period, although it flourished in the early Han dynasty. In the late Warring States 
period, the famous Legalist Han Feizi continued it further in a commentary on the LAozi: 

Beginning a career by adjusting to the current historical conditions, establishing 
achievement on the basis of condition, making use of the capacities of all things to gain 
profit from them, that means "reaching achievement without doing" (bu wei er chen ~1J 
jJijIII ).33 . 

This was a new explanation of wuwei, and it was carried on by the Huainanzi, a Taoist work of 
the Han dynasty. In the Huainanzi, the word wuwei appears fifty times in fourteen chapters. 
More than half of these occurrences deal with the ways of rulership. For example, they discuss 
how a sovereign should take no action and yet take advantage of wuwei. The practical and 
rational tendency of the Huainanzi developed specific definitions of the concept of wuwei. For 
example, 

The way of a sovereign is not for doing something, but keeping no action. What is this 
so-called wuwei? With his position, a knowledgeable person doesn't get people into 

93. Chap. 21, "Yu Lao," SBCK7/4a. 
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trouble; with his position, a brave person doesn't do anYthing cruel; with his position, 
a humane person doesn't worry about people. These may be called wuwei.34 

In this passage, the meaning and the extent of wuwei are defined. First, wuwei is designed for 
.the ruler, not for the common people. Second, wuwei means not to make use of the sovereign 
position to do anything. Third, wuwei tells the ruler not to follow his personality to do 
something special. It seems that under these conditions, the ruler can do anything as long as it 
is not beyond his limitations. According to this theory, however, the sovereign should be a 
symbol of society and social power, not a person who has the privilege of controlling or changing 
the natural status of human life. 

Also in chapter 1, a new concise explanation of the phrase "no action is undertaken and yet 
nothing is left undone" (wuwei er wubuwei) is given. 

(The sage) indifferently takes no action, and yet there is nothing left undone. 

What is so called wuwei (doing nothing) means that one should take no action before 

natural development; what is called wubuwei (nothing left undone) means that one should 

take action according to the development of things themselves.3

$ 


In Laozi's philosophy, "taking no action" and "nothing left undone" generally meant that one 
should wait for the natural progression, instead of taking action, although sometimes Laozi 
advocated taking action later than one's opponents. Obviously, the idea that nothing is left 
undone indicated the outcome and advantage of doing nothing. But for the Huainanzi, "doing 
nothing" and "nothing is left undone" were no longer two phases, approach and sequence, but 
the same thing, conditional behavior. The condition was "to take no action before things happen" 
or "to take action according to the development of things themselves." Hence, either non-action 
or that "nothing is left undone" was the outcome of special behavior. Therefore wuwei was 
converted from non-action to a certain type of action. Wuwei almost became taking action, 
youwei. This was a radical modification, a rationalized interpretation. 

The peak in the process of rationalization of the theory of wuwei is detailed in chapter 19: 

What I call wuwei means that selfish motives cannot be allowed to disturb public 
business; wild wishes cannot be allowed to destroy right principle. One should open a 
career according to the principle of things and establish achievement on the basis of 
conditions. . . . (Wuwei) doesn't mean that one should have no reaction to feelings, 
or no response to pressure. If one wants to boil away a well or to irrigate a mountain 
with the Huai River, these are self-obstinate and against nature. Hence such things are 
called 'taking action' (youwei). If you take a boat when you meet water, or take a 
special cart when you walk in the desert or take a special sledge when you move on mud, 
or take a basket when you are on a mountain, or if you form a hill to make use of a high 
place, or make a pool to make use of low-lying land, these are not what is called 'Doing' 
(wei) by me.36 

34. Hua;nanz;, chap. 14. SBCK 14/6b. 

3S. Hua;nanzi, SBCK 1I9a. 

36. Chap. 19. SBCK, 19/3a-b. The translation adopts the textual analysis of Wang Niansun. 
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This was a completely new definition of wuwei and youwei. The concept youwei was modified 
to become a derogatory term. It indicated morally wrong behavior from selfish motives or 
impossible efforts against natural law. Before this definition, youwei had meant common 
behavior. Few people had thought it wrong or disgusting. Now, with this interpretation, no one 
would accept this concept of youwei any longer. This presented Daoism with a very solid ground 
from which to prevent criticism. 

The new definition of wuwei ended the originally transcendent spirit of Daoism. Wuwei no 
longer meant taking no action, but responding through conditional behavior or appropriate 
reaction. What was appropriate reaction? First, to react without egoistic motivation or fancy 
desires; second, to follow the nature of things and be in accordance with one's surroundings. 
Wuwei became practical and reasonable. Who could take a position against this kind of wuwei? 
But was it still the original Daoist non-action? No, it was youwei or taking perfect reaction. 
Wuwei and youwei were merged into one. 

In general, the theory of wuwei in the Huainanzi absorbed the rational spirit of Confucianism 
and Legalism, which it reinterpreted. This was a creative enterprise and represented a 
revolutionary transformation. It led the Daoist theory to its rational peak and, at the same time, 
to its vanishing point; wuwei and youwei became one. A new proposition was produced; wuwei 
meant to do everything according to the nature of things without causing any strife. It marked 
the completion of the process of rationalization of the theory of wuwei. While, in terms of 
reason, this signified the height of the theory of wuwei, it also marked the vanishing point of the 
original Daoist theory. 

It is very difficult to judge the authors of Huainanzi as meritorious or punishable even in the 
light of Daoism. After all, wuwei still meant a certain restriction of human behavior. And it was 
still different from the general conception of youwei. Accepting the interpretation that wuwei 
meant not only the cancellation of certain kinds of behavior, but also the restriction of certain 
efforts of humankind, one must also admit that what was written by the authors of Huainanzi was 
still Daoist wuwei. 

As for the new interpretation of the concept of wuwei, another aspect worth noting is the 
significance of general methodology. Although the concept wuwei in Laozi's system basically 
related to government affairs, it came out of his general principle of methodology, an approach 
that attained the obverse by starting with the reverse. Therefore Laozi's wuwei had a link to 
general methodology. After Laozi, the conception of wuwei was taken in different directions: 
to preservation of life, to free and easy wandering, to engagement in aesthetic creation, to control 
of the power of the sovereign. Wuwei lost its general meaning as methodology and was 
conceptualized in certain fields. However, the author of chapter 19 of the Huainanzi returned 
to the original point and gave wuwei a renewed significance as methodology: a way of living 
according to natural principle and a way of action in accord with objective conditions. Following 
the methodology of wuwei, one takes appropriate action in harmony with the nature of things and 
objective circumstances. Many doctrines have gone down or will be forgotten in history, but this 
one will not. We have to conduct our business in accordance with the nature of things and given 
conditions even in contemporary society. It is a simple truth, useful and important. 
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[Li Po] was concerned neither with the cosmiC principles of Taoism, nor with the 
protoscience of Taoist alchemy. To Li Po the immortals were merely the objects of 
speculative fantasy and a means to liberate the imagination. l 

Large portions of Li Po's poetry ... can be adequately explicated only with reference 
to the texts preserved in the Tao-tsang. But Li Po, who was a formal initiate of the Mao 
Shan order, is hardly exceptional in this regard. 2 

The reading of poetic imagery is a tricky business. As our knowledge of Taoism expands, 
we increasingly notice the ubiquitous presence of Taoist terms and allusions in the secular 
literature of medieval China. But what does it all mean? Did a poet like Li Po, who used much 
Taoist imagery and included in his poems specific references to Taoist scripture, really aspire to 
Taoist transcendence? Identical evidence leads to contradictory opinions, as in the case of the 
two prominent modem scholars whose views on the poet Li Po are quoted above. 

Even before we talk about which writers were card-carrying Taoists and which not, we might 
begin with other questions. When a writer used a Taoist image, how should we take it? Did 
poets allude to Taoist scripture the way they cited the Confucian classics? If so, which scriptures 
did they know and how did they come to know them? Since Taoism was an esoteric religion with 
secret rites of transmission, was every poet who used Taoist terminology necessarily a Taoist? 
Or was Taoist terminology acquired not through reading the scriptures but through some form 
of oral transmission--talking to priests or listening to Taoist ritual? Did poets then use arcane 
Taoist images without really understanding them, as celestial seasonings to dress up poems about 
the imperial court and capital? Were Taoist terms introduced by the few poets who were Taoist 

1. Stephen Owen, The Great Age of Chinese Poetry: The High T'ang (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1981), 140. 

2. Paul W. Kroll, ~Review of Biographie d'un taolste legendaire: Tcheou Tseu-yang, by Manfred 
Porkert, ~ Chinese Literature, Essays, Articles, and Reviews 31t (January 1981): 163. Kroll has published 
several long articles substantiating his statement with specific examples drawn from the corpus of Li Po's 
poems, see his ~Li Po's Transcendent Diction, " Journal ofthe American Oriental Society [hereafter cited 
as JAOS] 10l.1 (1986): 99-117 and "Verses from on High: The Ascent of T'ai Shan," T'oung-pao 
[hereafter cited as 11'] 69, 4-5 (1983): 223-60. 
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and later taken up by others in faddish imitation? Was the Taoist canon, in short, merely a 
source of "delightful material for poetic fantasy" for some (or for most) writers?:! 

The answers to these questions may be different for every poet, even for every poem. If we 
approach the task poet by poet, we are likely to take a long time deciding just how important 
Taoism was as an influence on Chinese poetry. 

In this note, I will explore an alternative approach to the question of Taoist influences on 
Chinese literature. Instead of examining the Taoist imagery in the work of a single poet, I will 
trace the fate of a single Taoist term across the span of the T'ang dynasty. 

I begin with one of the most obscure items of Taoist terminology I could find, one used in 
only a few esoteric scriptures and commentaries to those scriptures. It is not a term found 
anywhere else, so far as I have been able to determine--not in the Lao-tzu or the Chuang-tzu nor 
in Buddhist literature. The term I have chosen is pi-lo. ~ereafter: *pyek-lak) , 4 "cyan/azure" 
+ "to drop or fall," which means nothing whatsoever in normal classical Chinese.s The 
Daikanwa jiten defines the term as "The heavens of the east; or, by extension, the sky; blue 
skies." The brief entry does cite the Tang-shih chieh-chu JBH M H , which in turn quotes from 
the Taoist locus classicus, but there is nothing to indicate this as the source of the term nor is 
there any attempt to explain how the term came to mean "blue sky. "6 

While we can now do somewhat better than Morohashi, the following should not be mistaken 
for an exhaustive survey of the term *pyek-lak (Pi-lo) in T'ang literature. I have relied for source 
material on the Daikanwa jiten, the P'ei-wen yUn-ju and on my own readings. I have not 
searched through the various indices to the works of T'ang poets, nor have I set myself the task 
of reading the complete T'ang poems. 

Excluding those poets whose works are collected in the Taoist canon, I have turned up 
twenty-one occurrences of the term in the works of nineteen different poets, extending from Lo 
Pin-wang ~W.:£ (ca. 640-684) and Sung Chili-wen *2 rn, (d. 712) of the early T'ang to Tu 
Mu U~ (803-852) of the late T'ang. While my list is not complete, it is a representative 
sampling and, given the obscurity of the term, I am surprised to have found so much. 

My method will be as follows. First, I will lay out the scriptural sources and significances 
of the term in question. Then I will attempt to determine the extent to which the poems (of 

3. The phrase comes from Owens's restatement of his conclusions concerning the uses of Taoism in Li 
Po's verse: "Li Po paid Taoist esoterica considerable attention, but this was perhaps less a satisfaction of 
genuine spiritual interests than an appreciation of a source of delightful material for poetic fantasy" ("Li 
Po," in The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, ed. William H. Nienhauser, Jr. 
[Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986], 550). 

4. For this and other terms of the Taoist celestial language, I use reconstructions of medieval Chinese in 
Edward H. Schafer's simplified transcription system in order to approximate how they would have sounded 
to T'ang poets. See Edward H. Schafer, The Vermilion Bird: T'ang Images of the South (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1967), 267-69. +Pyek-lak, while not a rhyming binom, does show an 
assonance which might have made it more attractive to poets than other terms in the celestial language. 
This feature of the word is not noticeable in Mandarin romanization. 

5. Nor does +pyek-lak seem to be a possible Buddhist transcription. While +lak is found in Buddhist 
transcriptions, rendering such Sanskrit and Pali syllables as lak- and rak-, *pyek was not a common 
transcription term for Buddhist texts. 

6. Morohashi Tetsujijl'HILt, ed., Daikanwajiten :k7,1ftliltf\ 8.383b. 
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*pyek fI *lak m *byou f1. *lei ¥ *k 'ung ~ *ka lilt *pau 1i *tyin 1t 

The first six graphs are a slightly rearranged version of the exotic locale where the Lord of the 
Tao received the scripture: the *pyek-lak k 'ung-ka da-byou-lei land fI 15 ~ lilt *- '(1- ¥ ± .But 
none of this helps us to understand how the word *pyek-lak might have come to mean "blue sky ... 

Fortunately for us mortals, the Ling-pao canon contai!1s another scripture where a celestial 
being, the Heavenly-perfected Illustrious One 7::. A~A, explicates the heavenly language of the 
Book ofSalvation. This text is known as the Inner Sounds and Self-generating Jade Graphs of 
the Various Heavens il7::. r*J I1f if ~ $. The Illustrious One explains the phrase as follows: 

Azure [*pyek W ] auroral clouds are constantly produced in the *D~ng-sh~ng heaven and 
serve to shade it. *Lak mis the airborne spirit who eternally rides a chariot of azure 
auroras, roaming the *D~ng-sh~ng heaven. Three times each day he leads the assembled 
sages of this heaven to audience in the Palace of the Seven Treasures. *Byou-lei i1-fI 

is the inner (secret) name of the King of this heaven ... *K'ung ~ is the name of the 
attendant official whose whistle summons the spirit wind and collects the vapors. This 
spiritual wind arrives with the sound that forms the cavernous strophes jii):!it of that 
heaven.9 

In this explanation, *pyek and *lak are associated with one another, but they do not seem to 
form part of the same word. This is normal for Ling-pao exegesis of terms in the "Hidden 
Script," which are sometimes glossed graph by graph and sometimes as a term of two to four 
graphs in length. We might now roughly render the opening phrase of the Book ofSalvation as 
follows: 

The Lord of the Tao said: Of old, in the land of the Great [King] *Byou-lei; realm of 
the azure [cloud-borne spirit] *Lak and the Songs of the Void in the midst of the Origin 
Green Heavens, I received the Limitless Upper Chapters ofthe Book of Salvation. 

The Heavenly-perfected Illustrious One further provides for us the cavernous strophes formed 
by our mysterious phrase. This verse of eight pentasyllabic lines employs one graph of the 
"Hidden Script" in each line. The couplet for *pyek and *lak reads, roughly: 

The azure (*pyek) layered clouds of the *D~ng-sMng heaven 

Screen (*lak-la mil) the brilliance of the upper mysteries. 


9. HY97,4:18a. 
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Here, at last, we begin to notice the possible source for associating *pyek-lak with the sky, but 
not our own sky. Were we transported to the kingdom of *Byou-lei we might hope to glimpse 
from the ground only the azure mists which bear the spirit *Lak in her flight. The above verse 
also intimates that the spirit's name has a meaning. *Lak-la seems to be an inverted form of the 
word *la-lakil 1t:\"to enmesh, to net." The blue vapors of *Byou-lei, *pyek-lak "Azure Shroud. fI 
We are still far, however, from understanding any occurrence of this term in a T'ang poem. 

Another scripture in the original Ling-pao canon provides more on the marvelous kingdom 
of *Byou-lei, which it describes as being in the eastern reaches of the celestial realms: 

Of old, during the Lung-han II~ kalpa cycle, when the Perfected Script oJ Ling-pao 
came forth in this world for the salvation of all humanity, the exalted Great Sages wrote 
the wondrous scriptures with purple brushes on the leaves of the trees in the azurite 
grove. As a result, when the wind blew these trees, music would be formed. Nine-hued 
birds constantly fed on these leaves and their bodies became patterned as a result. When 
people obtained the feathers of these birds, they were able to fly and immediately 
achieved perfection in the Tao. IO 

This vignette betrays a reworking of both Buddhist and Taoist legend. The holy sutras of India 
were written on the leaves of the palmyra tree, the medieval Chinese name of which J'l ~ (*pai
ta), derives from Sanskrit pattra {leat).11 Here the sages write on the leaves of living gem-trees. 
The early Chinese name for transcendent beings, the "feather-people" 511 A, is also accounted for. 

While the "Hidden Script of the Great Brahm!" associates the kingdom of *Byou-lei with the 
sixth heaven of the north, the passage just cited places it in the east. This is most likely because 
the thirty-two heavens are not composed of four clusters of eight in each of the cardinal 
directions, but rather are to be imagined in a ring. True north then falls between the fourth and 
fifth heavens of the north and, proceeding clockwise, the sixth heaven of the north marks the 
beginning of the northeast. This construction seems to explain why so many features of the 
kingdom of *Byou-lei are, through five-phases cosmology, associated with the east (blue-green 
colors, wood, even nine, the number of the birds' hues). This particular spot in the cycle of 
thirty-two is of immense importance, since it represents the beginning of a new cycle: here the 
yin energies of the north have passed their zenith and the nascent yang energies of the east begin 
to emerge. 

The texts listed above are, to my knowledge, the only three pre-T'ang scriptures to contain 
the word *pyek-lak. But the Taoist canon also contains commentaries to the Book oJ Salvation 
which played perhaps an even greater role in shaping secular references to the term. The first 
of these is attributed to the late-fifth century Taoist Yen Tung M* .12 

In 741, Li Lung-chi *JI ~ , the Hsiian-tsung:t;F- emperor of the T'ang, instituted schools 
for the study of the Taoist classics and exams in these subjects for the selection of officials. Even 
before this time, the monarch's interest in Taoism was evident to all. Some of the exam topics 
chosen even in the first half of Li Lung-chi's reign demonstrate the critical importance of a 

10. HY 23, 3b.l0-4a.4. 

11. See Schafer, The Vermilion Bird, 173. 

12. See Ch'en Ching-yuan's " • .7i: (fl. 1025-1094) introduction to his collected commentaries on the 
Book of Salvation. HY 87, hsa 3a.9-10. 

http:leat).11
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knowledge of Taoism to those who aspired for officialdom.13 In 822, the Book of Salvation 
itself was designated one of the two scriptures on which aspirants for Taoist investiture were 
tested. 

The increased literati interest in the Book of Salvation led to the composition of further 
commentaries on the text. 14 We have today an edited collection of commentaries by the T'ang 
period writers Ch'eng Hsiian-ying ~1:~ (fl. 631-650), Hsiieh Yu-ch'i iHlJli (fl. 740-754), 
and Li Shao-wei *~,~ and a brief study by Chang Wan-fu mMtI (fl. 711).IS The term 
*pyek-lak came into poetry, in part, through this commentarial tradition. 

In interpreting the "Hidden Script of the Great Brahm!," the commentators prove particularly 
conservative. They largely repeat the information already gained from the Ling-pao scriptures 
cited above. Still, they do not always cite the scriptures directly and, by looking closely at their 
choice of phrase, we can learn something about what they thought of the term *pyek-lak. 

Despite obviously having read of the explanations of the Heavenly-perfected Illustrious One, 
the commentators seem to have fallen prey to the universal human need to understand this 
celestial language in mundane terms.16 The immediate result of this (and Li Shao-wei states it 
explicitly) is that *lak cannot be for them just the name of a flying spirit, but must have some 
relation to what the term means ordinarily. In explaining the term *pyek-lak, Hsiieh Yu-hsi notes 
that the name refers to the fact that "azure auroras vastly spread" " ••Hi within it and Li 
Shao-wei alludes to the "azure auroras which enmesh it" "1I11~ Y The rhyming binom 
*k 'wak-lak • ni means "vast, spread out," while *la-lak II~ is the inverted form of the 
phrase from the cavernous strophes we have already discussed above. *Lak meant for them, in 
short, "net, shroud or to enwrap." 

13. For example, candidates were asked to write a "Rhapsody on the Northern Dipper City" in 719 and 
a "Hymn on the Yellow Dragon" in 123 (see Hsu Sung l*f.C , Teng-k'o chi k'ao 1rfii!::f: 6:9b and 
7: 14b). During the latter half of Li Lung-chi's reign, exam topics which suggested Taoist themes were 
even more prominent. 

14. There is further evidence that the Book ofSalvation and the "Inner Script of the Great BrahmS" were 
well known beyond Taoist circles even in the early years of the T'ang. Ch'ang-sun Wu-chi i: Jl ~,~ 

and his editorial board give a summary account of what they call the "celestial writing" 7;. .. of the 
Ling-pao scriptures and its translation into human script by the Heavenly-perfected Illustrious One in their 
Sui-shu ching-chi chih ~.~m:t ,completed in 656 (Sui-shu 35:1091-2). 

15. On HY 87, which includes the commentary of Yen Tung and was compiled by Ch'en Ching-yuan, see 
Judith M. Boltz, A Survey ofTaoist Literature: Tenth to Seventeenth Centuries, China Research Monograph 
no. 32 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 205. Chang Wan-fu's work is to be found at HY 
95. 

16. This particular tendency still persists. Despite all evidence that the "Hidden Script of the Great 
Brahmi" is an artificial language, modem commentators have wanted to fmd traces of some human 
language. Most recently, Liu Ts'un-yan has found traces of Zoroastrianism and even citations from the 
Bible in the Ling-pao scriptures (Selected Papers from the Hall ofHarmonious Wind [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1976]), while Li Fu-hua *m. liM and Wang Chia-yu .:E;}( #i seek to discover connections with Na-hsi r*J 
iffiscript ("Kuan-yu Pa Shu t'u-yii te chi-tien k'an-fa" 1Its'E.IUIH1HfJ.lifia: [Several 
observations concerning the picture-writing of the Pa-shu region], in Ba-shu k'ao-ku lun-wen-chin 
ed. Xu Zhongshu [Peking: Wenwu, 1987], 107 ff.). E.;Pli!i~:t. 

17. HY87,1:2b-3a. 

http:terms.16
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To sum up, the term *pyek-lak, as an item in the celestial vocabulary, denotes the azure mists 
which shroud the northeastern realm of *Byou-li as well as the spirit who pilots those mists. 
Through its placement in this heavenly locale, the term becomes associated with a grove of 
wondrous gem-like trees and the music automatically produced when the winds sweep them. 
Most importantly, it represents the diffuse elements of yang breath, visible as an auroral mist or 
haze, emerging just after the apex of dark yin in the cosmic cycle. It is the void, pregnant with 
being. Pressed to translate the term, we might offer something like "Azure Shroud" or "Cyan 
Net." 

·Pyek-lak in T'ang Poetry 
I have purposely excluded from the following discussion those poems that are devotional 

hymns. The earliest extra-canonical uses of the term *pyek-lak that I have discovered, however, 
do not occur in Taoist hymnody. It seems that Taoist poets, at least those of the pre-T'ang and 
the early T'ang, might have taken seriously the injunctions of the scriptures that their contents 
not be "lightly transmitted." 

The Northern Chou poet Yii Hsin JJ( m (513-581), in the ninth of his ten "Lyrics to the 
Taoist Hymn 'Pacing the Void'," describes what seems to be the *D~ng-sh~ng heaven. We 
recognize it by the azurite grove ~ Jt ;2 ** : 

Cyan gems form paired trees, 
A whole grove of azurite.18 

Judging from the similarity of imagery, the T'ang poet Wu Yun ~m (d. 778) touches the 
same realm twice in his "Pacing the Void" poems.19 While these poems are filled with Taoist 
esoterica, neither poet mentions the term *pyek-lak. 

The earliest poems that I have found which do contain the word *pyek-lak issue from the pens 
of the "secular" poets Sung Chili-wen, Lo Pin-wang, and Yang Chiung liN (650-ca. 695). 
I will discuss here only the poems of the latter two. 

As these poets were contemporaries and their poems are difficult to date, there is no simple 
way to say who was first. What is significant is that both occurrences of the term are in poems 
having to do with Taoist edifices. 

18. See Xu Yimin ~f 11 ~ ed., fa Tzu-shan chi-chu JJFf w. if (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chu, 1980), 
2:400. 

19. In the third of his series of ten he "pluck[s] a panicle of hollow bice [azurite] from above" L ti~ 
ft H and, through ingesting the celestial mineral, gains ascent into the heavens. In the seventh poem, he 
soars over what appears to be the eastern heaven: ·Vividly bright--the Forest of Blue Flowers;1 Numinous 
winds shake the rose-gem branches· f.J f.J If tH*. II 11. ~ JI Jif . See Edward H. Schafer, "Wu 
Yun's 'Cantos on Pacing the Void'," Harvard Journal ofAsiatic Studies 41:2 (Dec. 1981): 399-409, from 
which these translations are cited. 

http:poems.19
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Lo Pin-wang's poem is titled "Travelling to the Purple Aurora Observatory" ~H/U.n 
The opening couplet is as follows: 

The Azure Net [*pyek-Iak] cleanses a luminous autumn scene. 

At the Mystic Gate, the inscribed portals are thrown open. 


The Daikanwajiten entry does not help in understanding the poet's play on the word *pyek
fak here, for it is difficult to see how the blue sky might cleanse the landscape while an eastern 
heaven could scarcely be associated with the autumn. Lo is playing on the temple's name, 
"Purple Aurora," which is not quite the cyan aurora of the Ling-pao scriptures, but is certainly 
on the blue end of the spectrum. In short, he sees the temple as a terrestrial manifestation of the 
glowing and mist-enshrouded *Byou-fei kingdom, bathing with celestial radiance the scene which 
surrounds it-a scene that in this case happens to be autumnal. 

Yang Chiung's piece, composed on a visit to the Observatory of the Luminous Heavens ~ 
7( II in Lo-yang, is even more difficult of access because Yang was an accomplished astronomer 
and this particular Taoist temple was a functioning astronomical observatory during the reign of 
Wu Tse-t'ien.21 The poem is full of obscure Taoist astronomical references supporting the 
mandate of Wu's Chou dynasty and celebrating the opening of a new cosmic era. For this 
purpose, Yang's choice of the term *pyek-Iak is entirely appropriate. The word appears in the 
following passage: 

The gates of Heaven open--a glittering web; 
Favourable pneuma coalesce--a grey-green tangle. 
The Cyan Net (*pyek-lak) lies beyond the three virile luminaries.22 

20. Wen-yOan ying-hua :t 9ft ~Ii [hereafter cited as WITH] 226:2b. The Ch 'Oan T'ang-shih 1:~~ 
[hereafter cited as CT.S'] 78.840 records this poem, with some variation in wording, under the title 
~Presented to a Taoist at Purple Cloud Observatory." The CTS version also includes a preface in which 
Lo explains that this poem was composed upon his return to his homeland after an absence of some years. 
Since Taoist observatories were regularly named after scriptural allusions and the term "purple aurora ~ both 
figures in the first sentence of the Huang-t'ing ching. ~ § and became a phrase by which the scripture 
as a whole was known (see Kroll, "Li Po's Transcendent Diction, ~ 102), I accept here the WYYH version 
of the title. The temple must have been in or near Lo Pin-wang's home, modem Chin-hua :t.. city of 
Che-chiang Province. See Fu Hsuan-ts'ung 1'1 Ji ~ T'ang ts 'ai-tzu chuan chiao-chien ~::tT l' 
tt~(Peking: Chung-hua, 1987), 1:55. 

21. For more on this observatory and for further supporting evidence on this poem, see my forthcoming 
"Feminist Critique of the Chinese World Order: Wu Chao and the Three Religions. " 

22. "Three virile luminaries~ translates:::' I: , a term I have not been able to locate in other sources. A 
more literal translation might be "three male-principles," but since in Chinese cosmology yang was 
associated with heaven and light, I suspect that the term is cognate with the more usual "three luminaries" 
:::.1't, that is, the sun, moon, and stars. 

http:luminaries.22
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The Yellow Chart is placed between the four seas. 23 
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This is a remarkable passage. Few like it exist in the history of Chinese literature. Within 
the confines of prosodic requirement and his cosmological tradition, Yang has managed to fashion 
what could be called a "non-sexist" account of state-formation. While Chinese cosmogonic myth 
is genderJess and creator-less, with yang (male) and yin (female) arising equally from the 
primordial stew, yang, light and airy, rises to form the heavens, while yin sinks to form the 
earth. In this passage, Yang points out that the true beginnings are in *pyek-lak, the bluish mists 
of the northeast. The true beginnings of a new era are predominantly yin with only the seedlings 
of yang. This observation has positive consequences with regard to Yang Chiung's greater 
literary project, the fashioning of portents for Wu Chao, which I will not go into here. 

Both of these poems use the term *pyek-lak in contexts involving the opening of the heavens. 
Both, if my analysis has merit, depend on the specifics of the Ling-pao scriptures for their 
interpretation. In neither case is it incorrect to caU these "textual allusions." 

The next example is more than an allusion; it is a lengthy poem on *pyek-lak itself. While 
little is known of the poet, I would date this poem to the early- or mid-T'ang on the basis of 
prosody.24 I translate sections of it here to further demonstrate the extent to which cosmogony 
became the most important connotation of the term *pyek-lak. 

Ti Ch'u-hsien ~M. , "Rhapsody on Cyan Net (*pyek-lak)" 

Cast your arcane sentiments back to high antiquity; 
Focus your overflowing concentration through the archaic classics; 
Back to the juncture of Grand Antecedence and Grand Origin, 
When high and low were still merged in undifferentiation. 
You want to see it, but it is invisible; 
You wish to hear it, but it is silent. 
Travelling back, we reach this vast region, 
So resembling a bellows, 
Where the light and clear, in fertilizing vapours, made heaven 
And the heavy and turgid, of colossal extent, formed earth. 
As for its motions: 

23. Specifically, the term "Yellow Chart". "often refers to the early Six Dynasties' period work on the 
capital Ch'ang-an and its environs, the San-Ju huang-t'u =. ••11 . More generally, as here, the term 
refers to any diagram or map of the earth. 

24. The "new-style" or regulated rhapsody began to gain ascendancy during the reign ofLi Lung-chi (712
756) due to the requirements of the chin-shih exams. This. an "old-style" I!i It rhapsody. is more likely 
to have been written sometime during this period. 

http:prosody.24
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This is a remarkable passage. Few like it exist in the history of Chinese literature. Within 
the confines of prosodic requirement and his cosmological tradition, Yang has managed to fashion 
what could be called a "non-sexist" account of state-formation. While Chinese cosmogonic myth 
is genderless and creator-less, with yang (male) and yin (female) arising equally from the 
primordial stew, yang, light and airy, rises to form the heavens, while yin sinks to form the 
earth. In this passage, Yang points out that the true beginnings are in *pyek-lak, the bluish mists 
of the northeast. The true beginnings of a new era are predominantly yin with only the seedlings 
of yang. This observation has positive consequences with regard to Yang Chiung's greater 
literary project, the fashioning of portents for Wu Chao, which I will not go into here. 

Both of these poems use the term *pyek-lak in contexts involving the opening of the heavens. 
Both, if my analysis has merit, depend on the specifics of the Ling-pao scriptures for their 
interpretation. In neither case is it incorrect to call these "textual allusions." 

The next example is more than an allusion; it is a lengthy poem on *pyek-lak itself. While 
little is known of the poet, I would date this poem to the early- or mid-T'ang on the basis of 
prosody.24 I translate sections of it here to further demonstrate the extent to which cosmogony 
became the most important connotation of the term *pyek-lak. 

Ti Ch'u-hsien tiM. , "Rhapsody on Cyan Net (*pyek-lak)" 

Cast your arcane sentiments back to high antiquity; 
Focus your overflowing concentration through the archaic classics; 
Back to the juncture of Grand Antecedence and Grand Origin, 
When high and low were still merged in undifferentiation. 
You want to see it, but it is invisible; 
You wish to hear it, but it is silent. 
Travelling back, we reach this vast region, 
So resembling a bellows, 
Where the light and clear, in fertilizing vapours, made heaven 
And the heavy and turgid, of colossal extent, formed earth. 
As for its motions: 

23. Specifically, the term "Yellow Chart" ••often refers to the early Six Dynasties' period work on the 
capital Ch'ang-an and its environs, the San-fu huang-t'u ::...... More generally, as here, the term 
refers to any diagram or map of the earth. 

24. The "new-style" or regulated rhapsody began to gain ascendancy during the reign ofLi Lung-chi (712
756) due to the requirements of the chin-shih exams. This, an "old-style" ~ It rhapsody, is more likely 
to have been written sometime during this period. 

http:prosody.24
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Wind and rain were as if indistinguishable, 
Thunder and lightning came at once. 
As for its stillnesses: 
Form and image were a lustrous mirror; 
At this the Cyan Net spread out: 
Its hue clear and lustrous, 
Its shape dark and obscured-
Even Li Lou with his clear eyes might not plumb its form. 
Its substance vast and expansive, 
Its contours attenuated endlessly-
Though one were K'ua Fu piloting the sun, one might not fathom its boundaries. 

In addition to probing the cosmic aspects of *pyek-lak, Ti Ch 'u-hsien specifically denies that 
the term means simply "blue sky." At the same time, his disclaimer both places the azure mists 
somewhere nearer to our own world and indicates, through his having to deny it, that some poets 
were beginning to see *pyek-lak in the sky above them: 

~ IN IIz iffi !KUISince the starry time-keepers beautify it, it shines forth dazzlingly. 

Because the sun and moon depend on it, it provides them with residence. BFI?5ziffi16i1 

Yet it is not that which we humans observe above; ~~H J.zJiT" 

In fact, it is the distant residence of the arrayed Transcendents .... 
 .. ~I fdJ z1'Uiii 

Before proceeding on to a few of those poets for whom *pyek-lak was "that which we observe 
above," we should look briefly at the most famous poem which employs the term, Po Chii-i's 

a 1ij ~772-846), "Song of Unending Sarrow ft ttl IJt .n Po places the term in an indisputably 
Taoist context, and his use of the term accords well with canonical accounts of *pyek-lak. In the 
scene translated below, Li Lung-chi, in exile, has begun to pine for his dead consort, the Precious 
Consort Yang, and employs a Taoist priest to find her in the world beyond. My translation is 
adapted from that of Witter Bynner:2S 

At Ling-ch'iin lived a Taoist priest who was a guest of heaven, 

Able to summon spirits by his concentrated mind. 

And the people were so moved by the Emperor's constant brooding 

That they besought the Taoist priest to see if he could find her. 

He opened his way in space and clove the ether like lightning 

Up to heaven, under the earth, looking everywhere. 

Above he searched the Cyan Net [*pyek-lak], below, the Yellow Springs; 

But he failed, in either place, to find the one he looked for. 

And then he heard accounts of an enchanted isle at sea ... 


25. Collected in the Anthology of Chinese Literature: From Early Times to the Fourteenth Century, ed. 
Cyril Birch, (New York: Grove Press, 1965),266-269. 
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Not to keep you in suspense if you do not know the story: The Taoist does locate the Precious 
consort on a fairy isle which appears to be P'eng-Iai. 

Po Chii-i has purposely made the Taoist's search both spatially and temporally exhaustive--he 
begins at the first of the heavens and proceeds to the underworld. But Po is not always so 
precise. He uses the term rather loosely in a quatrain written in farewell to Tu-ku Yii Ii lJj[ iP 
(776-815) when, in 814, Tu-ku resigned his post in the Han-lin academy due to iIIness':26 

Cyan Net (*pyek-lak) detains the clouds; 
Blue Darkness lets the crane return. 
The silver tower looks down the road to the south. 
From here, you enter the human world.27 

"1ftf:l~ff 
J'f~tt.iI 

•• tnJmrEf 
~dtJJJ..M 

The ultimate significance of this brief occasional verse is difficult to discover. Was Po aware of 
the extent of Tu-ku's illness which was to take him the following year? Was Tu-ku planning to 
practice Taoist techniques for the improvement of his health? There is no way of knowing. 

It is clear that in the opening couplet the departing one, Tu-ku, is compared to aerial entities, 
the clouds and the crane (the latter having especially strong Taoist associations). *Pyek-lak, in 
the tradition of such parting poems, thus stands for whoever desires to keep the traveller (the 
cloud) from leaving. Presumably this is the poet as well as other associates in the high, but 
decidedly this-worldly, empyrean of the Han-lin Academy. Meanwhile, dark and mysterious 
circumstances (perhaps) release him to return like a migrating crane. 

Whatever metaphoric reading applies, the term *pyek-lak seems to denote here something 
closer to our own sky, since it contains clouds rather than the bluish and insubstantial mists of 
a remote paradise. While this may be a hyperbolic reference to the Han-lin Academy, we do not 
know enough about the situation which prompted the writing ofthis poem to make a sure judgement:S 

26. On the date of Tu-Ieu Yii's retirement, see his biography in the Chiu T'ang-shu H.QJ.. 168:4381. 

27. CTS 437:4842. 

28. The same might be said of a poem by Po Chii-i's long-time friend, Yiian Chen n;#i(779-831). which 
was written to harmonize with a poem by Po calling their mutual friend, Ch'ien Hui d1l (755-829) from 
his sickbed to enjoy a romp in the mountains. Po's quatrain ended prosaically: "A pity--this morning the 
mountains are at their bestl Could you force yourself to mount a horse, would you come or not?" (Po Lo

t'ien shih-chi 14: Ib). Yiian Chen's verse follows the same rhyme (wu !! not, without), but differs from 
Po's in its reliance on Taoist imagery: 

flI 1ft fiBI nlHI ~ Cyan Net beckons you to a leisurely expansive contemplation; 
lit :t • ~~ .:li nftBeyond the gold-walled city lies the gemmy Square-pot isle. 


But within the human world there are also grand rivers and seas-- J..MiI::ffxiI1i 

Ten thousand Ii of misted waves, which you won't find in heaven (CTS 413:4576). 
 i''-~l! I! iJj: 721.!! 

http:J'f~tt.iI
http:world.27
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Other occasionaJ poems are more transparent. In the following example, the term *pyek-lak 
appears in the preface. Still, the strict paraJlelism of the passage in which it appears differs little 
in poetic quaJity from the rhymed sequence which follows. The piece is by Liu Tsung-yuan 
IJ if. n (773-819) and titled "Preface to • Accompanying Lord Commissioner Ts 'ui on a Banquet
outing on Southern Pond'." It was written for Ts'ui Min". who served as Prefect in Yung
chou ;Jdtl (mod. Hunan Province) to 810 and might be categorized with Liu's more famous 
"Eight Records of Excursions in Yung-chou" (written between 809-12) in that it is primarily a 
landscape essay: 

... In late Spring, he [Ts'ui Min] summoned worthy gentlemen and called together 
relations to board a launch on this body of water [Southern Pond]. Joined mountains 
hung inverted; the ten thousand images lay below us, so that we drifted on the Void, 
floated on glowing reflections, bobbing as if beyond nullity. We entered in, traversing 
the Cyan Net [*pyek-lak]. We crossed over, skimming the Grand Barrens. Winged 
wine-beakers flew and soared, gourd-organs and flutes trilled and quavered. The singing 
was joyous, the dancing, enticing ...29 

~ilimm, M.ar;n~~~ .•~~* . 
• W~ll~.,~~~~~~.~.~m, 


'Ht..hi· !~~ ffij lIt. !I~ ffij" . 


The conceit here is that the mists and reflections through which the pleasure boat drifts 
confuse high and low so that it is as if they had flown beyond the sensible world into the miasmic 
vapors of the remotest heavens. An understanding of the scriptural associations of the term 
*pyek-lak certainly enriches our understanding of this image. The poet imagines that the boat, 
drifting across hazy reflections of clouds and sky in the water, has embarked on a journey 
through *pyek-lak into the Grand Barrens ~~ ,the empty void beyond the charted heavens. 
Even the images of the flying wine goblets (the "wings" probably refer to a decorative feature 

on more prosaic cups) and the joyous song recall elements of the scriptural story of *pyek-lak. 
Liu Tsung-yfian' s preface provides a fine example of the sort of piece which employs Taoist 

imagery, more or less knowledgeably, to add celestial lustre to the endeavors of some terrestrial 
potentate. Most often that potentate is imperial and, under the pressure of performance, the poet 
pays less attention than did Liu Tsung-yuan to scriptural precision. 

An example of this is the following poem by Tu Mu Utt [803-852] titled "A View of 
Ch'ang-an in Clear Weather:" 

Halcyon Screen Mountains open toward the Phoenix city, 

We would need Cb'ien Hui's answering verse to understand the significance of this repudiation of Taoist fairylands. 

29. WYYH 711:10a. 
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Cyan Net and Wavering Light appear in the clearing skies. 
Turning~ I recognize the spot favoured by the progress of the Six Dragons-
Flying mists lazily enwrap Spring Prospect Terrace.30 

~Mw~lIl~1Ul 

flfil;JI(;t!flt* 
!lai~t1Iim$1At 

m~Mii!l=f. 

The Halcyon Screen Mountains look out over Ch'ang-an, the "Phoenix City;' to the north 
and presumably provide the elevation from which the poet gains his vision. "Wavering Light" 
t£]I{; is the seventh star of the Dipper (Ursae Majoris), a star closely associated with royalty.31 
The scene must be dusk for the Dipper to appear in the sky and for the Spring Prospect Terrace, 
an imperial edifice on Mount Li~ to be visible at the same time. The "Six Dragons" are 
hyperbole for the six steeds which drew the imperial chariot. That which the poet sees in the 
misty light of early evening is, in short, entirely associated with the emperor. This is as it should 
be, since he is gazing over the capital and the last glows of evening would reveal only the most 
imposing edifices of the city. Yet Tu Mu's description of this vision bordeffi on the unearthly. 
He notices first celestial bodies and then, associated with them or perhaps hovering among them, 
the haunts of the emperor. This is an example of what Schafer has called a "hallucination or 
epiphany. "32 For a brief moment, crystallized in poetry, the celestial makes its appearance on 
earth~ reaffirming for those sufficiently enlightened to see the close bonds between this imperium 
and that above. 

Just as *pyek-lak brushes against the Dipper in Tu Mu's poem, so it keeps company with the 
moon in a poem by Huang Tao"~ (chin-shih: 895) titled "The Radiant Moon Illumines a 
High Loft. "33 I will cite only a portion of it: 

The moon fills out the brilliance of the long drawn empty sky; 
The loft building encroaches on the horizontal extent of the Cyan Net (*pyek-lak). 
Wave patterns flow across water plants painted on an ornate ceiling; 
The white-soul of the cinnamon tree brushes carved pillars . . . 

~~-~~m 
flflflfifl 
~tt1!.# 

'ill ~Jf;PlnB 

30. CIS 524:6005. 

31. See Edward H. Schafer, Pacing the Void: T'ang Approaches to the Stars (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1977), 50-52. 

32. Edward H. Schafer. "Hallucinations and Epiphanies in T'ang Poetry,· lAOS 104 (1984): 759. 

33. CTS 706:8125. 

http:royalty.31
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"White-soul of the cinnamon tree" is a kenning for the moon.34 The poet proceeds to follow 
the moonlight into the icy depths of building. All of the imagery he uses--water, ice, frost, 
shadow--are yin and associated not only with the moon, but with women. It comes as no 
surprise, then, that Huang Tao ends his poem with the couplet: 

Surely the beauteous one must on such an evening as this 

Feel to some extent sentiments of our parting. 


The poet's moon-beam lit search has been for an absent lover. Huang Tao's use of the term 
*pyek-lak in the opening couplet adds immediately to the sense of otherworldliness that builds 
throughout the piece, but the *pyek-lak we read of in Taoist scripture does not lie horizontally 
.. across the sky where just any terrestrial building might brush against it. If buildings exist there 
at all, we would expect them to be imperial, as in Tu Mu's poem. 

The final example debases the scriptural image even more. The poem has the rather 
ponderous title "On the Occasion of a Banquet-outing to a River Pavilion Accomplished on a 
Fine, Clear Day on Which We Were Off from Work" 19 B .flil.7I~S. and was 
composed by an official of little literary renown, Yang Shih-o ~± l!'} . (chin-shih: 785): 

The Cyan Net (*pyek-lak)--as if washed by winds, 

Clear beams of Jight--inseparable from the mirror of the water's surface. 

At the sounds of strings and singing, we face one another over wine. 

The mountain valley is entirely cloudless. 

Roused from lying abed with the Huai-yang il1ness, 

"Alas for the breath of autumn"--Sung YO's text! 

But this time we have urged geisha girls to come along-
They now drunkenly dance, with a swirl of pomegranate skirts.3s 


'HtrIU&l~ 
717Ufi:f;t 

ullJtl1Wii 

.1."'-.,,"W.eH#,.,,~ 

~1U.71J1~ 


~~*:EX 

-;-~9.&.~i 


!¥"Hl#HB 

This is a rather clumsy poem, perhaps composed on the spot and under the influence of the 
same liquids with which the dancing girls had been plied. The poet even identifies, needlessly 

34. The cinnamon tree was perceived by medieval Chinese where we sometimes see the face of the "old 
man in the moon. W The term white-soul refers to the luminous edge of the crescent moon. For these and 
other fascinating items of information on Tang-period moon-lore, see Schafer, Pacing, 171-210. 

35. CTS 332:3704. 

http:skirts.3s
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(except to fill out the verse), the source of one of his allusions, that to Sung Yu's "Rhapsody on 
the Divine Woman." "Huai-yang illness" need not be so identified even for the dullest of the 
civil servants present.36 In my own civil service days we would say that someone's "golfer's 
elbow was acting up." 

Yang's use of the term *pyek-lak seems equally clumsy. It might be a reference to the music
stirring winds of the *Byou-lei kingdom, but the Daikanwa jiten gloss of the term adequately 
explains the use of the term here--a wind comes up and the sky turns blue. Nothing else in the 
poem might lead us to perceive any reference to Taoist scripture. This is the only example we 
have examined so far in which *pyek-lak might with justice be translated "blue sky." 

Concluding Remarks 
*Pyek-lak is in truth a "loan-word" in the poetic vocabulary of medieval China. It was 

borrowed from the "Hidden Script" of the Ling-pao scriptures and met a fate similar to that of 
loan-words taken from any human language. Its meaning was distorted, expanded, and finally 
adapted to uses far different from those for which it was originally intended. Currently-available 
dictionaries do not provide us with a record of semantic change. They do not follow the 
development of the Chinese language as a whole and are even less help when it comes to such 
loan-words. Until lexicographers take up the challenge of etymology, we must do the best we 
can on our own. 

To date, Erik Zurcher's "Buddhist Influence on Taoist Scripture" stands as one of the better 
organized studies of linguistic (and conceptual) loans.37 Were we to adopt categories modelled 
on those Zurcher has established for Buddhist borrowings in Taoist scripture--formal, conceptual, 
and complex-we might obtain a bit more precision when talking of such Taoist elements in 
"secular" Chinese verse. 

In Zurcher's study, "formal borrowing" denoted the most elementary type of influence, where 
"elements of a Buddhist origin ... exclusively or mainly contribute to the verbal and stylistic 
presentation of the message." This would include the use of Taoist terminology to provide the 
sort of "delightful material for poetic fantasy" Stephen Owen imputed to the poetry of Li Po. 
In such cases, the troublesome loan-words have been entirely domesticated. Little remains of 
their original meanings. Examples here would be the poems of Yang Shih-o and Huang Tao or 
any other poem where the term pi-lo seems to be a fancy way of saying simply "blue sky" or 
even "sky" tout court. 

A "conceptual borrowing," in Zurcher's study, exists when "a term denoting a well-defined 
doctrinal concept . . . has retained some of its original value." He notes the difficulty of 
applying this label, a difficulty encountered in the case of Taoist influences on Chinese literature 
as well. What might constitute the "original value" of a Taoist term will have to be determined 
in each case. 

With regard to the term *pyek-lak, a conceptual borrowing would have to include references 
to at least one of the following scriptural associations: 1) azure mists in a celestial locale, 2) 

36. Yang Shih-o's reference is to the Han-shu account of Chi An, who pleaded illness when the emperor 
offered him the post of Grand Protectorate over the lands of the far south. The emperor was said to have 
responded to this excuse: "I wish that you would just go south to lie down" (Han-shu 7,1.50:2321). 

37. Erik Zurcher, "Buddhist Influence on Taoist Scripture,' 84-147. 

http:loans.37
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celestial music, or 3) cosmic beginnings. With these general associations as guide-posts, the 
preface of Liu Tsung-yuan and perhaps Tu Mu's poem on Ch'ang-an would fit into this category. 

The third type of influence Zurcher delineates, If complex borrowing, .. denotes "the absorption 
of a coherent cluster of ideas . . . taken over . . . as a complex in which at least part of the 
original constituent elements are maintained, even if the interpretation and function of those 
elements and of the complex as a whole may be quite different from the original ones. " Given 
this definition, the context in which the term appears need not be specifically Taoist. We might 
expect only two of the three scriptural associations given above. At the same time, it might be 
fair to expect that a borrowing of this category would not present *pyek-lak as the observable 
sky, except in a recognizable case of hyperbole. In short, we would expect to find other 
references in the poem to Taoist-inspired cosmology to provide a suitable context. 

Certainly the poems of Yang Chiung, Ti Ch'u-hsien, and Po Chu-i's "Song of Unending 
Sorrow" would fit into this category. All provide enough Taoist reference to show clearly that 
the term is likely to be used in more than an ornamental fashion. A more arguable case might 
be the poem of Lo Pin-wang which, though it features a Taoist monastery, presents *pyek-lak in 
a way entirely amenable to understanding it to mean "blue sky." In this case, categorization of 
the poem as "complex borrowing" depends entirely upon your acceptance of the play I have 
noticed on the name of the Taoist monastery given in the title.38 

The preceding survey indicates that the earliest uses of a "loan-word" tend to adhere most 
closely to the source (or source-text). Thus Yang Chiung and Lo Pin-wang's use of the term 
*pyek-lak are more likely to exhibit the characteristics of complex borrowing, while the works 
of late T'ang poets may fall into any of the three categories. This is entirely consonant with the 
way loan-words function. Introduced by someone who knows the source language, they are soon 
adopted (and adapted) by those who do not. 

Given the laws of linguistic development, a later poet is free to use an imported term either 
in its original or in its derived sense. Thus Po Chu-i uses the term *pyek-lak in a way consonant 
with its scriptural meaning in his "Song of Unending Sorrow," but seems to use it much more 
loosely in his farewell poem to Tu-ku Yii. What is at issue is not the sophistication of the poet 
with regard to Taoist texts, but the expectations the poet has of the audience and the topic of the 
poem (we should hardly expect more than a conceptual use of Taoist terminology in a poem on 
a superior's picnic such as that of Liu Tsung-yOan, since the occasion is not in any way Taoist). 

By adapting Ziircher's categories to the study of Taoist influence on Chinese literature, we 
are able to skirt the vexed issue of authorial intent. If an author uses a Taoist term in ways 
which can be categorized as conceptual or complex borrowing, we might assume that he or she 
knows something of Taoism, from some source or another, but may not decide that the author 
"is a Taoist" (whatever that might have meant in medieval China). Conversely, if the borrowing 
is only formal or stylistic, we cannot conclude that the author knows nothing of Taoism. 

In fact, the methodology proposed here keeps our focus not on the author, but properly on 
the poem itself and on the language of which the poem is made. 

38. The fact that the CTS records the name of the monastery as "Purple Cloud Observatory" rather than 
·Purple Aurora Observatory· weakens my argument somewhat (see footnote 1120 above). 
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A volume in the SUNY series in Chinese Philosophy and Culture, edited by David Hall and 
Roger Ames, this gem of a work by Sarah Allan is a "must read" for anyone working in early 
Chinese myth. It is the first attempt at producing a coherent picture of Shang religious ideas and 
practices that integrates archaeology, oracle bone research, mythology and the iconography of 
Shang bronzes. Though the author does not claim to have all the answers, she more than 
succeeds in setting a new agenda for others to follow. 

The book opens with a description of the unearthing of Shang culture, especially the 
cross-shaped Shang tombs and the oracle bones (chap. 1). The Book of Songs remembers the 
descent of the Shang house from the "dark bird." The Shang ancestress was impregnated by 
eating the bird's egg. Allan ties this Shang bird-totem to the black ravens of the sun. Ten such 
suns existed at one time before Archer Yi shot nine of them down. The "remote" ancestor of 
the Shang is Shangdi, the Lord on High, but of the "immediate" ancestors, the first is known to 
have had this bird totem prefixed to his name. Each immediate ancestor was tied to one sun/day 
of a ten-day week when he was to be worshipped. 

The ten sun-birds were tied to the cosmology of the mulberry tree. Two such cosmic trees 
existed, one in the East and one in the West. Each day, one of the ten suns rose from the tree 
in the East and crossed the sky to descend on the one in the West, a Rou tree. Before and after 
this journey, the sun bathed in a pool under the trees. The trees could be located over water or 
in mountain valleys; the pool was also known as the Feather (cf. Bird) Stream. The picture here 
is that of the sun rising out of the waters in the East and sinking under the hills in the West. 

By connecting this East-West journey of the sun bird with a return trip by way of the 
subterranean Yellow Spring, Allan can regard the watery animals--the snakes and the turtles--and 
the Yellow Emperor as being xiadi, lower gods of this region of the dead. This way, a primitive 
yin-yang divide of two worlds, the subterranean water of the Xia and the solar fire of the Shang 
who worShipped Shangdi, is set up. 

Chapter 3 is very dense. Basically it sees all pre-Shang myths, from the Yellow Emperor 
to the Xia, to be the same Shang myth-cycle retold. For example, Sage-king Yao's appointment 
of Shun is just the story of the appointment of the first Shang ruler by the Lord on High retold 
and retrojected, and so on. 

In chapter 4, Allan fmds the shape of the Shang cosmos in the turtle that provided the oracle 
bones. The upper shell of the turtle resembles heaven; the underbelly plate resembles earth. The 
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latter is in the shape of a cross, with a center and four arms. The center is the axis mundi, 
probably Mt. Sung for the Shang. The four directions point to the four "squares" or mythic 
regions to which the Shang routinely sacrificed. The same cross shape is found in the Shang 
tombs. Seeing this shape as being fundamental to China's numerology, Allan stresses above all 
the count of four. Four plus the center makes five; four plus top and bottom makes six. With 
the four legs of the turtle holding up heaven in the northeast, southeast, southwest and northwest 
comers, four is expanded into eight. Add the center and it makes nine. When the northwestern 
pillar was knocked down by Gong Gong, the stars indeed tilted to the northwest, while the major 
rivers flowed southeast. 

In this fashion, Shang divination using turtle plastrons was meant to replicate the forces 
working in heaven and earth. When the scapulae of the water buffalo replaced the plastron of 
the turtle, it still symbolized "water" against "fire" since the bones were cracked over a flame. 
In chapter 5 Allan demonstrates that, in this science of divination, there was a discernible trend 
toward manipulating and controlling the outcomes of the oracles. I will cover chapter 6, which 
deals with the meaning of the animal 9,esigns on the Shang bronzes, in greater detail below. 
Here, as elsewhere, it is not possible to do justice to the rich detail of this book. The use of 
evidence from oracle scripts alone would defy easy summary. 

Those who want a handle on Shang culture will fmd this book most helpful, for Allan has 
managed to condense in less than two-hundred pages many of the latest, specialized studies in a 
field which is often inaccessible to the layperson. I shall refer below to some of Allan's 
numerous diagrams, photographs, and illustrations and hope the reader will consult them in the 
original work. Those in religious studies will benefit from the many fundamental myths retold 
and the related ritual practices explained. 

Allan's book helps to explode the myth that China had no myth. China's myth fades from 
view not so much because of euhemerization. While the processes of euhemerization, 
mythologization, and demythologization tell us what has been done with the materials, we still 
must first, find the myths and then, figure out what that material meant, as myth or as history, 
before or after it was reworked. To find these ancient myths of China, one must know where 
to look, what to look for, and what not to expect. 

The strength of Sarah Allan's approach is that she takes up seriously the insight of 
Levi-Strauss that totemic myths are "lived out" in real life. To make sense of them, we have to 
look to parallel structures in the society, to patterns of exchange and so on. From this 
perspective, we should not start from Hesiod's Theogony, the biblical Genesis, or Huainanzi's 
cosmogony nor should we make them the norm by which myths are judged. Rather than 
beginning with such systematized myths, we should instead look at myths that have clear social 
parallels. 

Since the Shang is still the only verified culture for which we have archaeological finds and 
some recorded memories, that is where we should start. Identifying the bird totem for the Shang 
and tying the ten suns to the regal institution of the ten-day week, as Allan has done, is indeed 
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the proper way to proceed. K.C. Chang's assertion that there were two rather than one Shang 
ancestress should be taken seriously, however. Chang's hypothesis gains force because it ties the 
twin ancestresses to the early Shang practice of succession through cousins. That "pattern of 
exchange" can explain the alternation of yin and yang. Tracing yin and yang to the sunny and 
shady sides of a hill or bank may explain their position in space and succession in time, but we 
need also a better account of their asymmetry. The twin ancestresses can help to explain how 
even though yin and yang are of the same "family," yang patriarchy and succession through son 
would one day have ascendancy over the legacy of the yin. 

As to the location of the mulberry, Allan follows common sense and picks an East-West pair. 
She is a little uncertain about a third tree located in the South (p. 29). If the reader would look 
at the "Shang Cosmos" picture below and keep in mind that China often puts the sunny South 
(yang) on top, one single tree in the South is the better choice. Because China is located in the 
northern hemisphere, the course of the sun from East to West passes naturally over the South. 
The myth that remembers the suns climbing up and down the tree--just one tree--points to its 
foliage spanning the whole of heaven. That the sun bathed before and after in a pool underneath 
the tree also points to the South Sea. 

If Allan's reference (on p. 33 on Xihe) is to a tree in the Southeastern Sea, that is in part due 
to geography. The China Sea wraps around China that way, and major rivers flowed 
southeastward. It could also be that the Southeast was considered the end point of the lunar 
circuit. The moon rises in the West and sinks in the East, the reverse of the sun. In the 
diagram, I drew nine suns to match the nine-layered heaven (and sun tree), but I drew only one 
crescent so as not to cluster up the page. Apparently, at some point, a single sun tree was 
exchanged with the twin trees of East and West, resulting in the latter being associated with hills, 
valleys, deserts, and death. Following Allan's thesis, I have depicted the sun making its 
underground journey back but, in my diagram, it does so on the back of a turtle. This appears 
at the bottom of the page with the oracle script of "water over sun" denoting "yester night." 

Allan regards the Yellow Spring as the virtual foe of the dark (mysterious) heaven. For her, 
the flood that rose to threaten heaven came from below, from the domain of the Yellow Emperor. 
The source of that water is, however, debatable. Though the Mencian recall of the flood phrases 
it more as an invasion from beyond and Sage Yu did banish these dragons (of chaos) beyond the 
nine continents, other evidence cited by Allan supports the reading that the flood came from 
below. This reading might also explain China's more optimistic view of the lands beyond China. 
Unlike medieval Europe, which probably retained the memory of the seafaring Greeks and 
expected that dragons populated the waters surrounding its land, China seems to regard the 
peripheral lands in the "four squares" as holding promise of immortality and precious goods. 

More specifically, it would appear that China had a dual memory: the great heat of the West 
and the great flood of the East. The flood that came when Gong Gong knocked down the 
northwestern pillar might have come from "below" the southeastern tilt of the land. The romance 
with the gifts in the outlands came not without a cost. The quest for immortality went primarily 
East and West. But the giant who foolishly "chased the sun" westward died en route and Archer 
Yi, an eastern barbarian, had no better luck chasing his wife, the moon goddess, eastward. 
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Allan's attempt to associate the Yellow Emperor with xiadi and death is also debatable. As 
far as I know, the Yellow Emperor was of the element earth, but he did not dwell underground 
in the Yellow Spring nor was he associated with death. Death was identified with a black lord 
in a realm "where the light never shines." That realm was associated with the North (see the 
bottom of my diagram). The enemy of heaven was that black water, not the yellow earth. The 
identity of xiadi, as Allan states, is problematic. This Lord Below could refer to the kings or 
lords on earth, i.e. the "immediate ancestors" of Shang and other, similar, totemic ancestors of 
the other tribes. 

Allan's reliance on Mircea Eliade to uncover the cosmic mountain, the importance of the 
number four and so on, is well justified. But to look beyond the universal patterns to see what 
might be more peculiarly Chinese, it may be more important to note the asymmetry of the Shang 
tombs. Like the turtle scapula, they are not exactly square. Rather, as might be expected with 
a solar cult of the ruler, there is a strong southern exposure. The southern ramp is the longest. 
The eastern and western extensions are perfectly balanced, as the two major rites of spring and 
autumn should be. The northern arm is, however, truncated. (In Allan's figure 18a, the skulls 
are buried fittingly in the northern arm.) 

This issue brings up an apparent discrepancy between the two major sources for 
understanding Shang culture. The oracle bones may be tied to the worship of solar ancestors, 
but we see little of the ten suns and the divine mulberry in the other source, the Shang bronzes. 
There we find the snake and tortoise that Allan associates with the Xia. This discrepancy could 
be because the oracles dealt more with the unpredictables of elite, urban life, while the bronzes 
hark back more to an earlier, agrarian concern with the seasonal rituals. 

If that is so, then there are two basic ways to read the pre-Shang myths: as political myths 
modeled after the Shang (and Zhou) "appointments to rule" or as fertility myths of seasonal 
succession. Allan reads the succession of Yao by Shun as the story of Shang appointment retold; 
Mori Yasutaro sees it as a god of spring (Shun) taking wintry refuge in the mountain (Yao). 
Both readings are valid. Mountains were the source of fertility but also the abode of the dead. 
Since the dead were associated with ancestors and ancestors were related to rulers, the rebirth of 
life and the succession of generations can easily dovetail into dynastic succession. Allan's 
political reading favors the euhemerization thesis which says that the recent history of humanity 
has somehow been turned into remote myths of gods, while I, following Mori, have worked on 
the opposite thesis, that chthonic myths involving subhuman races were demythologized and 
turned into human history. 

How would this second reading affect Allan's analysis of the meaning of Shang art in chapter 
7? Rightly rejecting Max Loehr's thesis, which discourages all attempts at understanding meaning 
behind form, Allan sees the "breach of normal reality" by these animal forms as pointing to the 
sacred other. Here, in a way, Allan moves out of her political reading into a religious one. For 
example, she notes now how the taotie cannot be identified with anyone species, since the whole 
point is its mutability. She comes close to seeing the "bottle horn" as I would see it--not just 
something that grows and sheds, but rather, like the "bump" on Zhuangzi's hunchback, as the 
sign of incipient life itself. The bottle horn can grow into horn, antler, ear, plume, or simply 
atrophy depending on the circumstances. Allan sees "interchangeable parts" of an animal; I see 
"interchangeable species." 
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What Mary Douglas finds to be the abominations to the Lord, namely, impure, crossbreeding 
of the distinct species of land, sea and air, I see as the nature and power of the Chinese dragon. 
The Han dragon is not a mythic animal at all; it is the sum total of all animals. Never staying 
the same, it is the eternal, Turnerian "betwixt-and-between"; or, in Zhuangzi's words, the great 
transformation of the Dao itself. Recently, alerted by Robin Jai, a graduate student from Taiwan, 
I have come to realize that to do better justice to Chinese self-understanding, relying on a parallel 
in Genesis will not do. Instead we need to understand how Chinese once classified the species. 
What is seen as "breach of reality" may be predicated on a different way of arranging reality. 
For example, the Erya lists five species of living things: worm, fish, bird, beast, and 
domesticated animals. Three of these (fish, bird, and beast) go with sea, air, and land. This 
listing is identical with the biblical scheme used by Douglas. The division of animals into "wild" 
and "domesticated" is also common to many cultures. Hunters may offer wild boars to gods, but 
it is standard practice for settled communities to offer up only the domesticated kind. 

The problematic species is the worm or the insect. In China, all species can be reduced to 
these tiny, wiggling worms. Sage-king Yu is, in fact, one such seminal dragon. The shrimp of 
the sea, the cicada on the tree and the butterfly that it turns into, and the lizard that crawls, even 
the tiger, are all classifiable as worms, insect, or big wiggling thing. Recognizing that, the next 
item is to figure out the Chinese evolution of species. The dragon's transformation is 
remembered by the Book of Changes as follows: The dragon is said to be "in the deep"; it is 
first fish. Then it comes on land to be "in the field"; it is now a tiger. After that, it "leaps 
across the abyss" as a bird. Finally, it "overshoots itself" and falls back into the sea as 
fish--waiting for spring to wake it up in what is now the Dragon Boat festival. 

This story of the dragon's transformation is told in the Shang bronze known as the libation 
dish. (See the example from the Freer museum in Allan's figs. 21ab and 22ab.) Pouring water 
into this dish simulates spring rain and awakens the,serpent or dragon coiled in its center (see 
cartoon in my picture). A metamorphosis follows which now is depicted in a band running 
counterclockwise just below the rim: Fish-Tiger-Bird-Fish-Tiger-Bird-Fish-Tiger-Bird. That 
sequence runs counter to the course of the sun. When lined up with the directions in my picture, 
we have the solar circuit going one way and the lunar circuit the other. In other words, a 
proto-yin-yang circle. 

Aerial Bird 
(immortal flight) 
Summer/South 

Water Fish Land Tiger Taotie 
(libated rebirth) (fire sacrifice) 
Spring/East FalllWest 

Amphibious Turtle 
(Hibernating Life) 

Winter/North 
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For the moment, read the turtle as the intermediate being between water and land--what the 
dragon "in the deep" changes into before it becomes the tiger "in the field." 

The Shang calendar of the ten suns and the twelve moons is apparently based on this intricate 
correlation of the two circuits. Twelve times a year, the sun and the moon cross paths. Every 
sixty years, the total calendar cycle repeats itself. The whorls depicted on the back of the turtle 
may now be deciphered. Some have suggested stellar patterns; I see in these clockwise whorls 
the solar swastika. It is the "tenth" sun that the turtle was carrying back from West to East via 
the North. This turtle is the fabled "three-legged" turtle, the form of Xi, the father of Sage-king 
Yu. It is the turtle depicted on the underside of the spring, libation bronze. 

Running counter to the liberation rite in spring, there is a rite in the fall during which burnt 
offerings of a land animal are made. Instead of a dish with no leg or one leg (the one-piece base 
is counted as one leg), the animal roasted over a fire is placed in a tripod. That animal is, 
according to the Xia Yu myths, the three-legged turtle (figs. 20ab and 55b). Yu, as dragon or 
fish, changed into the same form as Xi did before Yu's wife gave birth to his son, Qi. 

Allan stresses the difference between the Shang belief in ten suns and the Zhou belief in one 
sun, one ruler. An alternative interpretation is to count the ten as nine plus one. The number 
nine accords better with the number of heavens and the layers of foliage on the mulberry tree. 
A count from one to nine--with no ten--is what goes into the nine squares of the Loshu. In this 
way the Great One, the Lord in the East, regains the role of being there in all nine numbers, 
China's mystery of the "One in nine, nine in one." There may not be that numerical break 
between Shang and Zhou after all. 

The meaning of the one-legged and three-legged lies in their power as metaphors. Metaphors 
are not meant to be taken literally for, if read literally, all metaphors are untrue. Metaphors 
intentionally juxtapose incompatibles in order to pry open reality. Unlike singular symbols, such 
"mixed" metaphors do not point beyond to some transcendental other. Rather, the imprudence 
of language jars loose the familiar to reveal, in the Chinese case here, an immanent whole. Thus 
the one-legged and the three-legged are metaphoric beings which break the rule of classification. 
Normally, of the worm/insect species, "those with legs are insects; those without are reptiles." 
As to birds and animals, "those with four legs and fur are called beast; those with two legs and 
feather are called bird." There never were any three-legged birds or turtles literally. Only the 
artist who missed seeing the metaphor would add a third leg to a bird, though no one has 
chopped off one turtle leg to create a presentable three-legged turtle yet. 

Metaphors are not baseless. There is a "third" leg. The third leg of the "dark bird" is 
simply its tail. Tails were once classified apparently into "one-piece tail" such as the tiger's or 
"split tail" such as the fish's. The fishtail is counted as the one leg of the fish. Since the 
swallow has a scissor tail, partible like the fish's, this Ur-bird (All-Bird) was counted as 
three-legged-in flight, two wings and the tail; on the ground, two legs plus the tail. Standing 
birds in Shang bronzes are therefore always "tripodic." The tail always curls down to form its 
third leg (see the iconic owl goblet in Allan's fig. 53). This provided the prototype to the later 
three-legged beaked wine-cup (fig. 5). As to the three-legged turtle, the reader has just to catch 
a sea turtle "in flight" through the waters to see why it, too, is three-legged. 

I cannot go into the meaning of the one-legged here, but basically, it denotes incipient 
becoming. Thus the primal dragon Kui was one-legged, as were the primal couple, each now 
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given an intertwining serpentine tail. One and three mark the beginning and the completion of 
a life cycle. Those things Loehr considers as pure forms, such as the one-legged dish (flat-base) 
and the three-legged din" tripod (one used in the spring and the other in the fall), are not only 
forms; they have meanings. 

Allan reads those hidden meanings. Through her emphasis on the conflict between fIre and 
water, she even pits the Shang Sun-Bird against the Xia turtle and snakes. I see that as resulting 
from the rise of the cult of heaven which led to the demotion of the earlier deities; the earlier 
conflict was between water and land (as in China's Earth Diver myth, the flood and the Ximen 
Pao story). Bird and turtle were then companions as in "Question to Heaven," both being 
amphibious ("three-legged"). Only later did they part company, as heaven-bound Shangdi and 
earth-bound xiadi (Allan). 

Where does the taotie come in? Primarily a land animal, the taotie is a Sphinx fIgure. The 
mother of Oedipus the One-Legged (cf. "swollen legged"), the Sphinx expected her child, 
Oedipus past his two-legged prime, to hobble back on three legs to her who was on all four. To 
be eaten by her in the fall only meant that he would be spit out again by her, come spring. 
Oedipus' unkind revolt led to her death and a distorted memory of this beauty of a beast. Her 
counterpart in China is the tigress bronze, the one hugging a pygmy while holding his head in 
her mouth (fIg. 42ab). This is the taotie enlarged. It is also the leopard of the Western Portal 
of Death known to sinologists in the redacted guise of the official Ximen Pao who fed the 
shamans to the River God. This is also Xi Wang Mu, a monstrous tigress before she was turned 
into the matronly Queen Mother of the West with the dual gift of death and immortality. 

The ideal Sphinx fIgure is a human face grafted to the body of an animal. As such, she is the 
totem and progenitor of men. The Shang had the bird totem and Shangdi appeared to men 
donning large bird masks (the equal of Japan's IS-foot talljatagarasu). The legendary Xia had 
the fIsh (dragon) as its totem, and we have a red pottery showing such a fIsh with a man's face. 
The Zhou, proud of being man, claimed no animal ancestry and worshipped an anthropomorphic 
heaven instead. We do not know of a tiger totem, but the persistence of the taotie should point 
to the tigress as a dominant ancestress of men. 

If people did not appear often on Shang bronzes, it was because humans were not yet a 
distinct species. The Lashi Chunqiu calls humans the "naked" species, without fur, hair, scale, 
or armor. 1 The most distinctive part of this naked ape is the face. The hairless human. face is 
what Sphinx fIgures wear, what Shang bronzes highlight on those few occasions that feature 
people (fIgs. 39-48), and what is found "between the mouths of twin tigers" on sacrifIcial axes 
(fIg. 43). To prepare a "naked" sacrifIce, Shang emperor Tang, before he allowed himself to 
be baked by the sun, apparently cut his hair and paired his nails (p. 42), thus removing all human 
links to his furry and bony animal kin. The beheading ofhuman victims (fIg. 4) could be related 
to this. 

1. The full five-fold count in the Huainanzi adds the "armored" species which divided the watery beings 
into the scaled and the armored kinds. As in Jewish dietary law, the shrimp became one of those bastard 
beings--a fish with armor instead of scales, legs instead of fins. Dong Zhong-shu listed the best of the 
feathered kind as the phoenix; of fur, the unicorn; of armor, the tortoise; of scales, the dragon; and of the 
coverless, naked man. 
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Since the fish (serpent) is the key feature in the spring, libation rite, and the bird is used as 
the model for making goblets for wine offerings, maybe the land animal, even now the major 
item sacrificed, should then dominate the designs on Shang ritual bronzes. But if the dings with 
animal taoties held animal offerings, could human heads with their hair stripped, have gone into 
in the ding with a human face (fig. 40)7 This is a ghastly thought, but perhaps a sobering one 
to end this essay with, after our so romancing the order of the Shang cosmos and the beauty of 
its designs.2 

2. For further reference, some of my works in this area include: "Symbolism of Evil in China: The 
K'ung-cbia Myth Analyzed," History of Religions 23.4 (1984): 593-624; "The One-Legged and the 
Three-Legged," Asian Cultural Studies 3. A (1985: Tokyo): 67-80; "Icons and Iconoclasm: The Earth 
Diver in Taoistic Recall," Taoist Resources 1.2 (1988): 28-36; and "Looking for Mr. Ho Po: Unmasking 
the River God of Ancient China," History ofReligions 29.4 (1990): 335-50. 
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1Wo Visions ofthe Way: A Study ofthe Wang Pi and the Ho-shang Kung Commentaries on the 
Lao-Tzu. By Alan K. L. CHAN. Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991. xii,314 
pp. 

I. ROBINET 
Universit~ d'Provence 

Alan K. L. Chan a choisi deux des plus importants et c~l~bres commentaires du Daodejing 
de Laozi, Wang Bi (226-249) et Heshang gong, dont les dates sont incertaines. II commence par 
pr~enter Wang Bi, sa vie, puis sa pensre, puis Heshang gong, sa I~gende et sa pens~e. Puis iI 
consacre un dernier chapitre ~ comparer les deux commentaries. 

Wang Bi, dit-il, est un iconoclaste, en ce sens qu'illutte contre "I'id6Iatrie" attach~e ~ son 
~poque aux mots et aux images. Bien sQr, I'auteur insiste sur I'importance de la notion de wu 
(nonbeing) chez Wang Bi, concept n~gatif (p. 48) qui identifi~ au Tao transcende Ie monde 
ph~nom~nal toujours m~iatis~ par Ie langage. Mais iI s'agit d'un wu au sens de "sans forme et 
sans nom" auquel Wang Bi n'attacherait pas directement un sens ontologique (p. 49). Le concept 
de ziran (naturally so) est central aussi dans ce commentaire et identifi~ ~ celui de Tao en tant 
que ne pouvant etre li~ ~ aucun mode d'op~ration sp~ifique (p. 61). Celui de Ii (principle), 
selon I'auteur, correspondrait au "monde des etres en tant que rattach~ au Tao" (p. 67). Le 
wuwei (non action) est un mode d'etre vide (xu) et quiet (ching) (p. 74) qui suppose qu'on 
s'accorde au ziran (p. 76), ce qui implique un mode de connaissance d'etre (p. 77) qui est 
sup~rieur ~ la sagesse (p. 84). Cependant, pour I 'auteur, Wang Bi n'est pas un mystique ni un 
"naturaliste," mais un penseur dialectique (p. 87). II n' est ni taoiste ni confuc~en et ne cherche 
pas non plus ~ faire une syntMse entre les deux courants de pens~e (p. 88). 

Apr~ avoir jet~ un apercu sur la I~gende de Heshang gong, I'auteur, sans se prononcer 
exactement sur la date de ce commentaire, se rallie ~ la th~e qui Ie situe sous les Han post~rieurs 
(p. 114 et 118). II Ie relie ~troitement au mouvement Huang-Lao des Han et aux Quatre 
classiques de Huangdi d~ouverts ~ Mawangdui, ainsi qu'au Xiang'er. II y trouve une tonalit~ 
pol~mique. C' est un commentaire concret ou, plus que sur Ie wu, I'accent est mis sur la 
puissance cr~atrice du Tao (p. 123-124) et sur Ie Qi, Ie Souffle, qui n'est pas mat~riel, pr~cise-t
ii, s'opposant ~ certains ~rudits, mais ~ la fois mat~riel et spirituel. L'ensemble du commentaire 
est enracin~ dans la cosmologie des Han (p. 126), dans la notion de l'Un, qui est ~ la fois 
mat~riel et spirituel, subordonn~ au Tao dont iI est l'essence, et qui, en termes concrets, est 
I'unicit~ de I 'esprit dans la concentration (p. 130) et d~igne aussi I'ordre social id~al (p. 132). 
Emboitant Ie pas aux ex~g~tes du commentaire, I'autere consid~re que la clef de cet ouvrage est 
dans Ie zhishen zhiguo, Ie gouvernement parall~le et concomitant de I'individu et de l'Etat, celui
ci devant se faire par Ie wuwei. 

Dans son dernier chapitre Alan Chan se livre ~ une comparaison entre les deux commentaires, 
~voquant leur diff~rence ~vidente dont iI estime qu' elle est ~ la source de ce qui a ~t~ consid~r~ 
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comme Ies "deux" taoismes, Ie philosophique, avec Wang Bi et Ie "religieux," avec Heshang 
gong, plus pragmatique. Leurs points communs gisent dans une semblable prooccupation d'ordre 
politi que, quoique secondaire, dans la reconnaissance de l'autorite du passe (p. 167) et des desirs 
humains en tant que source de mal chez I'homme (p. 171), ainsi que dans un pareil traitement 
du th~me de I'heur et du malheur (p. 174). Il conclut en disant que les deux commentaires sont 
~ la fois semblables et differents, qu'its ne sont pas politiques ni I'un ni I'autre malgre un arri~re 
fonds politi que, mais partagent une m~me conception soteriologique d 'un monde ~ Ia taoiste. 
Plus que celui de Heshang gong, Ie commentaire de Wang Bi accorde une grande attention au 
texte m~me de Laozi. Dans sa revolte contre les interpretations traditionnelles (p. 189), Wang 
Bi a apporte un type nouveau d'exeg~e qui a laisse des traces jusque dans Ie noo-confucianisme, 
et les deux commentateurs sont, ~ son avis, Ie point ~ partir duquel se differencient Ie taoisme 
"philosophique" et Ie "religieux" (p. 190), bien qu'ils soient tous deux caracteristiques d'une 
commune conception unitaire de la morale et de la politique qui s'oppose ~ une categorisation de 
deux taoismes differents. 
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lmmonelles de la aline ancienne. Tao(sme et alchimie ftminine. By Catherine 
DESPEUX. Collection "Destines de femmes." Puiseaux: Pardes, 1990. 371 pp., 168 
F. 

Fabrizio PREGADIO 
Kyoto 

Immortelles de la Chine ancienne is the first book in a ~em language 

entirely devoted to an examination of the place and image of waaen 

within Taoism. It aims to CXM!r the whole historical evolution of 

Taoism, with an eaq:iJasis on the Ch'ing period. It is richly documented 

by references to primary sources, and it reflects a vast amount of work 

done on a particularly complex topic. At the same time, Despeux is 

mindful of her non-specialist readers and strikes a good balance 

between scholarship and popJ.larization. The result is a pleasant and 

very readable book that will interest both the sinologist and the 

general reader. Despeux herself has studied one facet of the theme 

treated here in her "L'orctination des femmes taoistes SOIlS les Tang" 

(Etudes chinoises 5, 1986: 53-100). Another recent work on 'WOOlen in 

Taoism is the short book by Chan Shih-chuang l~ A;.'~ ,Tao-chiao yti 

nii-hsing i ~t ~ 1;:. 1.1. (Shanghai: Ku-chi ch 'u-pan-she ~ l.i ~ )UZ 
\ 

~.J:.., 1990). 

The present book is divided into six parts: Parts One to Four 

are historical, Part Five deals with the notion of the body in the 

disciplines of the Olltivation of Life (yang--shenq ;fi. i.. ), and Part 

Six is devoted to internal alchemy (nei-tan )-t;J -Ji) ). 
Part One consists of a survey of the place of woman and the 

views of sexuality in Han and Six Dynasties Taoism, especially the 

T'ien-shih Tao 1( g~.i and the Sbang-ch'ing J:. ~ traditions. 

Despeux finds that the status of. 'WOOlen and men was similar within the 

T'ien-shih Tao, while in Sbang-ch'ing a woman was mainly seen as an 

intermediary for a male adept's access to the world of gods. These :two 

opposing views are reflected in the rites of the union of Breaths (ho

ch' i ~ ~ ) of the former tradition, and the interiorization of 

sexuality that prevails in the latter. As for the cultic aspect, the 

hagiographies eaq:iJasize the female adepts' healing powers, clairvoyance, 

alchemical accomplishments, and ability to transmit revealed sacred 

texts. These or similar gifts were attribJ.ted to the Queen flbther of 
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the ~st and to three female divine or divinized beings whose cults are 

studied here at same length: ~i Hua-ts'un tl :f;(-l- , Ma-ku;U -kt3, 
and Hua-ku '*' ~~. 

Part Two, concerned with the beginnings of feminine internal 

alchemy in the T'ang and the sung periods, revolves ara.uld the figures 

of LU Tung-pin !'i }i~ '4: and Ts' ao ~n-i t .;z it. . LU Tung-pin is 

depicted here as "patron de l'alchimie interieure et des prostituees" 

(p. 71). It is true that texts of the Taoist Canon include accounts of 

LUIs conversion of prostitutes, rut one N:Jnders whether Iespeux virtually 

considers him as the most illustrious example of those 'Taoists' that 

she represents as patroni:r.ers of courtesans and prostitutes (p. 37, 

where this is said to be a corollary of the imp:>rtance of sexuality in 

Taoism). The chapter devoted to Ts'ao ~i (fl. 1125) includes a 

complete annotated translation of the Ling-yUan ta-tao ko f ;).f... -A.it 
,~ (Song of the Magical Source and the Great Way), a p:>em dating from 

about 1150 and attriruted, in one of its versions, to this Immortal, 

"premiere femme ciHebre de 11alchimie interne." The annotations are 

partly based on those of ChIen Ying-ning ii~ ~ (1880-1969). (Ch'en's 

"Ling-yUan ta-tao ko pai-hua chu-chieh" ,~ i~ }i. ~f is now available 

in the edition of his collected writings, Tao-chiao yi.i. yang=sheng t 
~~~ t!, Peking: HI.1a-ien chlu-pan-she $ $( :t; Jl./A..1.J:,., 1989, pp. 

174-206. ) 

A younger contemporary of Ts Iao ~n-i, sun PU-erh ~*... 1", :::
(1119-1182), is the focus of Part Three, which deals with the Chin and 

YUan periods. This part opens with a chapter on the Ch'tian-chen -1:. ~ 
school of Taoism, "berceau de la tradition alchimique feminine." Founded 

by Wang Chltmg-yang ..±. 1. Ft (1112-1170), it oounted sun PU-erh among 

the Seven Perfected (ch I i -chen --c: .i. ) who formed the first generation 
/~ 

of its masters. Iespeux devotes one chapter to the biography of sun PU

erh, paying due attention to the CXlIIIplex relationship among sun, her 

husband Ma Tan-yang .!J ..J9. F~ (also one of the Seven Perfected), and 

Wang Chlung-yang - a story that, though often exploited in later 

drama, would be better read as the record of her initiation. Like sun 
Pu-erh, women enjoyed a relatively high status within Ch'tian-chen 

Taoism, as shown by the quantity of poems addressed to f~le adepts, 

some of which are translated here, and by the number of rmnneries 
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attached to this tradition (cf. pp. 131-138 for detailed information on 

many of them). 

Part Four is devoted to Taoism. and feminine alchemy fram. the 

fourteenth century to the present day. The tN:> main chapters here deal 

with the moral and ritual precepts of Ch'Uan-chen and with the rise of 

a nei-tan literature specifically addressed to t«:I.III.eIl. The canonical 

nine precepts for Ch 'Uan-chen female adepts are exp::IUIlded as part of 

wang Ch' ang--yUeh' s .l. ~" Ch'u-chen chieh-lti. ;fv1 ~~. ~ (Reooro 

of Precepts for the First Degree of Perfection; compiled in 1656, and 

included in the Tacrtsang chi-yao ;t~~ ff ). Despeux found that 

these precepts were still observed in a Ssu-ch'uan monastery in 1984 

(pp. 148-151). Slightly different rules are given in later nei-tan 

texts for women. The daily practice involved meditation and the 

recitation of scriptures, including Lao-tzu {. %- , Chuang=tzu }It.::j- , 
Hua:ng-t 'ing ching ~ Ii. ~1. , Ta-tung ching -t..,11] ~~ , and 'l\mg-ku 

ching )\~ -;t.at. . The chapter devoted to the literature includes 

information on the Tacrtsang chi-yao and the Tacrtsang hsli-pien 11~
is! .tAl; both oollections oontain N:>rkson alchemy for t«:I.III.eIl, valuable 

details of which are provided by Despeux in an appendix (pp. 291-302; 

same of these N:>rks can :now be read in pmctuated rut not always reliable 

editions in wang Erh-feng .:£ ~ ~~ and Hsiao Chou ~~ , eds., 

Chin-tan ~4 ' Peking: Clnmg-kuo fu-nO. ch'u-pan-she 'f,1il #.3. -1:;:. ~ 
x&. A-.:t. , 1989). 

A short chapter on the mms and female adepts wham. the author 

met in mainland China ooncludes the historical part of the book. 

The history of Taoism. presented here is clearly episodic. This 

is understandable given the paucity of directly relevant sources, rut 

more detailed introductions to the various Taoist schools might have· 

provided better background and oontiIUlity between the chapters. Ch '\ian:

chen is in fact introduced in a rather long section (pp. 101-110), rut 

this calls for a somewhat different remark. Within the space of tV«) 

pages (pp. 104-5) one reads that Ch'Uan-chen has a nature "avant tout 

taolste," that it boI'J."OllEd fram. Buddhism. lila doctrine de base, ainsi 

que des citations et des expressions du Chan (Zen), et l'exercise de 

l'absorption de l'esprit (dhyana)' II and that this complex of notions 

and practices "faisait deja partie de la culture :neooonfuceenne." These 
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oontradictory statements might have been avoided if closer attention 

had been paid to the deeper meaning of the nei-tan masters' utterances 

alxlut the identity of the Three Teachings. While it is true that 

tan borrows from other Taoist disciplines, and fram 8.1ddhism and 

Confucianism as well, it is not, ultimately, basic doctrines that are 

adopted, rut rather NayS of expressing the teaching and particular 

practices or techniques. 

Part Five is divided into three chapters that serve as an 

introduction to feminine internal alchemy. The first is devoted to the 

images of the interior body, represented as breath, as a microcosm, as 

a mountain, and - perhaps most important - as a closed 'WOrld. These 

images underlie the diSCXlUrSe of nei-tan and have sometimes served as 

supports for its teaching (visual supports as well, as shown by same 

illustrations reproduced and decoded by Despeux). It may be remarked in 

this connection that the role of the bodily orifices is only apparently 

ambiguous (cf. pp. 198-199) as it is necessary to distinguish t'WO 

levels at which they shculd be understood. On the level of the exterior 

body the orifices (Le., the sense organs) should be opened in order to 

ensure communication with the external 'WOrld. On the level of the 

interior body, however, they shculd be fimly closed, so that there is 

no dispersal (hsieh;1t ' }~' ) of one's ching ft (Essence or Prima 

Materia), ch'i ~ (Energy), and shen;f.+ (Spirit) into the external 

'WOrld (or, more e&ctly, no mingling of their pristine or "before

Heaven" state with their corrupt or "post-Heaven" correspondents). It 

may also be added that the closing of the interior body in nei-tan 

corresponds to the luting of the crucible in waf-tan )1~ --It (external 

alchemy): its tight sealing allows the essences of the ingredients to 

condense into the Elixir through the action of fire. The t'WO other 

chapters describe in detail the female inner body and the base 

ingredients of the inner elixir as compounded in feminine nei-tan. 

With the sixth and final part, the book directly approaches the 

theme announced in its subtitle. ~peuxlS point of departure is an 

analysis of the notions of hsing t!.. (nature, in the sense of one's 

innate or original nature) and !!!!ng 4f (vitality or vital foroe). 

Hsing is cultivated by techniques such as ching=tso ~ 1:.. or silent 

sitting, which serve to provide access to the realization of one's hsin 
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Jc.::.,' (original mind). This is the central notion of internal alchemy, as 

also shcIwn by a lengthy and clear passage fram one of Chang Fb-tuan' s 

~~ 1'; ~ (983-1082) v«>rks translated on pp. 231-233. (Note that Despeux 

renders here both shen..tf and hsin 'L'" as "esprit," which creates sane 

confusion in the translation of the sentence: "Non seulement l'esprit 

[;f.~ ] ne connait pas mon esprit [ 't..::! ], mals je l'ignore moi-meme.") 

Although it is not possible to differentiate sharply, another 

set of practices is aimed at the cultivation of one's mingo Since 

Despeux's study is the first Western-language v«>rk to describe the 

female version of these practices, it may be useful to summarize her 

presentation. Despeux herself has outlined one system of internal 

alchemy for male adepts in her Physioloqie et alchimie taoiste (Paris: 

Les Deux Oceans, 1979), which is well v«>rth reading together with the 

account given in the present l:xx>k. 

In m.ost nei-tan texts, the practices of both feminine and 

masculine alchemy are arranged into three basic stages, defined as 

transmutation of the Essence (ching) into Energy (ch' i ), Energy into 

Spirit (shen), and Spirit into BlDptiness (hsU ~ ). There are, 1:lcwever, 

important differences. While a man's ch'i resides in his lov.Jer Field of 

the Elixir, a woman's ch'i resides in her breasts, or in a point between 

thea called the Cavity of ch'i (ch' i-h.sUeh ~ tJ(. ; this is a name of 

the lov.Jer Field of the Elixir in a man's inner body). This ch' i produces 

secretions that became menstrual blood, the material aspect of the 

Essence in a woman's body. In internal alchemy for men, the first step 

of the practice consists of avoiding the downward dispersal of the 

Essence (the material aspect of which is semen), cond.ucting the Essence 

- or rather, the ch' i through which it moves - upard to the brain and 

then again to the lov.Jer Field of the Elixir. This technique is often 

called huan-ch.ing p1-nao it IA iiJi R~ or Returning the Essence for 

Restoring the Brain; the brain is considered the source of :ma.rrow, 

which in turn is the origin of semen. In alchemy for women, the downward 

dispersal of the Essence is avoided by massaging the breasts, so that 

their secretions, rather than transforming themselves into blood, 

enrich the woman's natural endoNDent of ch'1. This results in the 

progressive diminution and final disappearance of menstruums, a process 
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called Decapitation of the Red Dragon (chan cht ih-lung lIT ~ ~ ; the 

corresponding process in man is called hsiang pai-hu 11t (Z! AL or 

SUbnitting the White Tiger, red and white being associated with blood 

and semen, respectively). TIle repeated circulation of the Essence in a 

man f s 1:x:>dy - hsiao chou-t f ien I~" fil f....... or Small Heavenly Revolution 

- through the Governor and Conception Channels (tu-mai fJ ~~ and jen

ma; /r.f. ~~ ) brings about the formation of the Pearl of :new (lu-chuIi 
l.*-) in his lower Field of the Elixir. Since this Pearl is already 

present in a v;oman's inner 1:x:>dy, in her case the pll'pOse of the practice 

is to avoid the degradation of the Pearl and collect it when it is in 

full brilliance two and a half days before each menstruation, a moment 

described in some texts as the "arrival of the monthly messenger" 

(yii.eh-hsin JZ.) 1~ ). TIle collection of the Pearl marks, for both a male 

and a female adept, the oompletion of the first stage of the practice. 

In the second stage, the Pearl is developed into an Embryo 

through the union of the adept t s Spirit and Energy ( i . e., the pure 

Energy that has been refined in the first stage). This process is 

typically described as the exchange of the essences of the Heart and 

the Reins. Through the action of .! ;t, , rendered by Despeux as "pen.see 
creatrice," the pure Yin and Yang essences (symbolized by the inner Yin 

line of li , the Heart, and the inner Yang line of k I an =, the= 
Reins) meet halfway during their respective descent and rise, generating 

the Embryo between the lower and the higher Fields of the Elixir. 

Dlring this process, it may be remarked, the adept also restores the 

tri~ams ch'ien == and k'un =::.. to their "before-Heaven" positions, 

due north and south respectively, thus taking an important step in his 

or her inner work of Return to the Original state. Once generated, the 

Embryo is nourished through the method called Embryonic Breathing 

~;);t. ), which circulates the inner breath through the five 

viscera; this is the ta chou-t' ien 1z..}lJ 1, or Great Heavenly 

Revolution. TIle tasks involved in this second stage are said to be 

easier for a v;oman than for a man: a v;oman can more easily generate the 

Embryo, and in her case more emphasis is given to inner breathing. 

After ten months, the same length of time required for the gestation of 

a human embryo, the Immortal Embryo is moved to the higher Field of the 

Elixir. Energy has been transmuted into Spirit, a Spirit with Yin 
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qualities (yin-shen r-t j,t)· 
The transmutation of yin-shen into yang-shen ll~ if-V ' or Yang

Spirit, is the object of the third and final stage. Acoording to 

Despeux's description, four phases mark this stage for a 'ViIOIDaIl; they do 

not always oorrespond to the phases for a man. The first, called t'o

t 'ai ~t ~ ~ or Delivery fram the H::.mb, is. the actual birth of the 

Immortal Child. In the second phase, ju-):IU san-nian tL I?lfi 3... * or 

Breast-Feeding for Three Years, the Child is taught how to exit through 

the Heavenly Gate (t'ien-men 1:..'~ , the sinciplt). Then the Child 

undergoes further instruction on how to blend his Light with Emptiness, 

a process called chiu-nien mien-pi ::IL !f1!1.;t or Facing the Wall for 

Nine Years. Finally the Child, the refined and p.rre Yang Spirit of the 

adept, rises to Emptiness. 

Despeu.x draws on several texts of feminine nei-tan, occasionally 

noting differences but generally showing that they expound one ooherent 

system of practice. It would be worthwhile, but beyond the soope of 

this review, to cam.pare her findings with those of Farzeen Ealdrian

Hussein, who has given the only other detailed description in a Western 

language of an internal alchemical practice (Procedes Secrets du Joyau 

Magigue, Paris: Les Deux Oceans, 1984, a work largely neglected by 

Despeux). As far as I can see, the system described here by Despeux 

. appears to be a variation of the one discussed in her previous book, 

where it is defined as having been developed within the ~-Liu 1!L ~r 
tradition of Ming and Ch'ing nei-tan. Perhaps Despeux might be clearer 

on these points on a future occasion. I would add, in order to try to 

dispel what is probably a misunderstanding, that same recent remarks to 

the effect that the ~-Liu practices do not properly belong to internal 

alchemy would seem to bear also on the practices described in the 

present book (see Isabelle Robinet, "Original Contributions of Neidan 

to Taoism. and Chinese Thought," in Livia Kohn, ed., Taoist Meditation 

and Longevity Techniques, Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 

1989, esp. p. 299: "... claim to be part of neidan but are actually in 

no way different from all those materials dealing with breathing 

techniques and gymnastics ..• "). Both the ~-Liu practices and those :now 

described by Despeux are indeed "internal alchemy", even if they borrow 

wai-tan terms only to a small extent. Tenninology cannot mark the 
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dividing line between nei-tan and other disciplines: it is the kind of 

support provided to the adept, rather than the language used, that is 

the main point of these traditions and their practices. Breathing 

techniques are, as seen above, only one facet of a much more complex 

and deep process, culminating in the generation and deliverance of an 

inner immortal body. In all this, there are many affinities with wai

tan, that are clear to those who have read wai-tan texts even if the 

language in which doctrines and practices are couched may differ. 

Despeux is generally careful to avoid either the extreme of 

romantic exaltation of the place of women in Taoism, or the other 

extreme of an all too easy demmciation of women's subordinate position 

in traditional Chinese society. H::>wever, in her oonclusions (pp. 283

289), she leans toward the latter position and thereby distorts a 

central doctrinal point. If the last stage of the practice involves the 

transmutation of yin-shen I!! ~'f into yang-shen ~ ~f ' this is not 

simply because yin, or femininity, is associated with impurity and 

darkness. As Henri Corbin has clearly explained for another traditional 

doctrine (see his L'homme de lumiere dans Ie Soufisme iranien, esp. 

chapter 5), the opposition between yin and ~ is transcended in a 

oondition that can only be defined as ~ (or ch'un-~ ~i& f~ ), in 

the same way as, for example, entering the state beyond the life/death 

opposition results in Life (eternal or immortal life), and the 

light/darkness opposition is transcended in Light (a light that is not 

the antithesis of darkness). 

other problematic points are Despeux's repeated assertion that 

the texts of feminine nei-tan lere the result of sessions of inspired 

or automatic writing (e.g., p. 124 n. 36, and pp. 175-182; the notion 

of revelation goes quite beyond this), and the related ooIWiction that 

feminine nei-tan has a "caractere popllaire" (e.g., pp. 11 and 288), a 

claim that I find untenable given the oomplexity of the doctrines and 

practices involved. The question of the shift from wai-tan to nei-tan 

also needs more attention than it is given on pp. 71-73. While this 

shift is often explained as the result of the increase in cases of 

elixir poisoning, it is more likely that it was first of all due to a 

deterioration of wai-tan practices perceived by some masters, who may 

therefore have transmitted the alchemical teaching while modifying the 
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supp::>rts on which its diSCXJUrSe and practice rest. It is clear that, in 

doing so, they have incorporated, to varying degrees, other existing 

disciplines (in particular those of 'inner contemplation I or nei-kuan 

)~ U ), and that practices and teachings of a Slddhist form. have had 

influence on this process. 

Finally, it should be remarked that this book can also be read 

as a collection of separate essays, which is perhaps convenient but 

entails repetition (including a lengthy passage on p. 272, repeated 

almost verbatim on p. 276). ~ fails to cite the most obvious 

secondary literature (the references to primaty sources are, hovever, 

most useful); many studies cited without full data are not entered in 

the bibliography; and there is no mention of editions of texts except 

for those of the Taoist and the Slddhist Canons. One also notices a few 

wrong transcriptions and other slips, such as (p. 74) the Ming-huang 

elR ~ Emperor identified as T'ai-tsung -:i5..:f.... rather than HsOan

tsung -t!f..... . l:toIf.lever, these mistakes take very little away from this 

book, which makes a valuable contribution to our understanding of 

virtually unlc:nc:wm traditions within Taoisn. 
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Dos Shen-hsien-chuan und t/Qs Erscheinungsbild eines Hsien. By Gertrud GUNrSCH. 
Frankfurt: Peter Lang, Wiirzburger Sino-Japonica 16, 1988. 374 pages. ISBN 3-613-40539
1. 

Livia KOHN 
Boston University 

This dissertation, presented at the University ofWfirzburg, Germany, in 1987, contains the 
first complete translation of Ge Hong's Shenxian zhuan in any Western language. Although there 
have been various Japanese and Chinese editions, to this day only selected parts of the text have 
been rendered into Western languages, notably in Lionel Giles's A Gallery ofOlinese Immonals 
and Karl S. Lao's Classical Olinese Tales of the Supernatural. 

In addition to the extensive translation (pp. 19-323), the volume contains a short introduction 
to the text, including a review of its history and ~uthenticity and a discussion of the various 
editions available today. Following the translation, Ms. Gfintsch appends a classification of 
immortals. Here she lists seventeen classical immortal stereotypes, including such figures as the 
bohemian, the elect, the seeker, the master, the alchemist, the exorcist, the eternal youth, and 
so on. The work concludes with an alphabetical Chinese-German list of methods and practices 
mentioned in the text, followed by an extensive bibliography of editions consulted and works 
cited. 

The book addresses itself to both sinologists and a more general audience. It does not 
presume to give a new analysis or understanding of immortals but wishes to present one of the 
most classic materials available on their lives in a coherent and easily accessible manner. In this 
effort, the work succeeds admirably indeed, and this first complete translation of the Shenxian 
zhuan will undoubtedly remain a major contribution to the study of Taoism and ancient Chinese 
religion. 

The bulk of the work is made up of the translation of the ninety-four biographies contained 
in the Shenxian zhuan. The main edition used is the version in the Daozang jinghua, 
supplemented by the Yimeng guangdu edition and variants found in the Lishi zhenxian tidao 
tongjian and the Taiping guangji. Despite this variety and despite a comprehensive list of whose 
biography is found where, however, the annotation does not make clear if and when versions 
different from the Daozang jinghua have been used. 

Another problem in the annotation is the lack of references to variant biographies of the same 
Taoist masters and immortals in texts other than the Shenxian zhuan itself. The dynastic histories 
of the Han and the Three Kingdoms, for example, contain records of lives also mentioned in the 
Shenxian zhuan. Literary sources such as the Soushenji, religious sources such as the apocrypha 
of the Han and materials from the Taoist canon offer alternative readings to Ge Hong's stories. 
None of these varied sources have been used to the extent they could have; there is usually not 
even a short reference to them, a mere "see also." 

It was the author's wish to be as literal as possible. This, in itself, is very commendable, as 
it allows readers to follow the translation closely in the original. On the other hand, one is 
tempted to ask, was it really necessary to leave most titles of Chinese officials untranslated, 
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annotating them only with the words "official title?" One would wish for a little more careful 
research on the exact ranks of the immortals and their social contacts. This would have provided 
a better insight into the societal environment of immortality as seen by Ge Hong around 400 C.E. 

Another problem is the various immortality methods. Although listed in an appendix, they 
are often not translated in the text. Even the very literal translation in the back does not furnish 
a very good idea of what was really going on. Things like "becoming an earth immortal," 
"following dietary rules," "establishing contact between heaven and earth," and the like are rather 
vague and leave the more concrete facets of immortal life in the dark. 

All these shortcomings, however little they diminish the value of the basically reliable 
translation, make one suspect a lack of curiosity on the part of the author, from whom we might 
expect a little more digging into the depths of the text and its contents. Neither the frequent 
inconsistencies nor the corrupt state of the text have excited much comment from the author. The 
social environment and actual practices of the immortals seem not to have given her much 
inspiration. 

This rather uncritical and non-analytical attitude to the material is also evident in Ms. 
Giintsch's description of the types of immortals. The seventeen types she lists are not of the 
same level at all. The first six, to begin with, describe different attitudes to life: the refusenik, 
the bohemian, the seeker, etc. The next four, categorize typical practices: the teacher, the herb 
gatherer, the gymnast, the alchemist. The five following after that detail different kinds of arts 
and magic: the healer, the fortune-teller, the exorcist, the inuscle-man, and the magician. The 
last two, fmally, are so general they can apply to almost all practitioners of long life and 
immortality: the eternal youth and the refined one. 

The effort to classify immortals is in itself valuable. We need to understand their types and 
practices in more detail. Still, these particular categories overlap too frequently to be of great 
use to the scholar. They would be more powerful if used as a three-dimensional grid with more 
subtle specifications. Even then overlaps will be unavoidable, but they will occur within a more 
clearcut and analytical theoretical approach. 

Despite these comments, Gertrud Giintsch has made a major contribution to the study of 
Taoism and ancient Chinese religion. Her translation of the She~ian moon is the first complete 
rendering of this important text into a Western language and will continue to help scholars' 
understanding and interpretation of immortality and immortals. With many difficult passages 
admirably solved, the accomplis~ment is truly great. 





IN MEMORIAM 

Edward H. Schafer 
(1913-1991) 

With the passing of Edward H. Schafer on 9 February of this year, those of us in the field 
of Taoist studies lose a colleague, a mentor, and a friend. Confronted with the death of one of 
the pioneers in our field, it is appropriate that we dwell here not on our own inconsolable loss, 
but, gratefully, on the riches he has left to us. 

Born in Seattle, Washington, Edward H. Schafer completed his B.A. in anthropology at the 
University of California in 1938. He completed his M.A. at the University of Hawaii, where he 
began his study of Chinese. His Ph.D. studies at Harvard were interrupted by the outbreak of 
World War n, during which he served with distinction in Naval Intelligence as a Japanese 
translator and cryptographer. 

At the end of the war, Schafer turned from the practice of cryptography to that of philology, 
deciding to complete his Ph.D. at the University of California, Berkeley, under the tutelage of 
Peter Alexis Boodberg, his mentor and inspiration. In 1947, he was appointed to the faculty of 
the Oriental Languages Department at Berkeley, where he taught full time until his retirement in 
1984. Teaching, like research and writing, was an inseparable part of his being and, in addition 
to delivering numerous invited lectures, he returned to teach at Berkeley almost yearly. He 
taught his last class ten days before his final collapse. 

Schafer's students came to respect, if not always appreciate, his impatience with unconsidered 
opinions and "received knowledge." He demanded of them, as of himself, open-minded 
engagement with texts and the most exacting standards of scholarship. To ensure this, his 
students were to begin with patient critical study of the forgotten masterpieces of sino logy. While 
he appreciated and rewarded imagination, it was always the informed imagination that won his 
admiration. No new answer to a problem was admissable so long as it ignored the previous 
solutions of a Pelliot, a Yabuuti, or a Laufer. 

Schafer received many honors during the course of his long career, including that of being 
named Faculty Research Lecturer, the highest honor the faculty can bestow on one of its own. 
Apart from this, the honor he cherished most was that of being named President of the American 
Oriental Society, the second oldest scholarly society in the nation. Beginning in 1969, he held 
at Berkeley the chair of Agassiz Professor of Chinese Language and Literature, following in this 
distinction the sinologists Alfred Forke, Ferdinand LesSing, Y. R. Chao, and Peter A. Boodberg. 

Schafer leaves to us a dozen books and monographs, nearly one hundred articles on a 
multiplicity of subjects, and scores of reviews, essays, and translations. His writings will 
continue to be read, both for their literary excellence and for the engaging qualities of the 
intelligence behind them, long after their findings become common knowledge. 

As we remember him here, it is well to recall that Edward Schafer, despite the fact that he 
devoted the last dozen or so years of his life largely to the study of Taoist literature, spurned the 
title "scholar of Taoist studies." His biographers and memorialists remind us that he was a man 
who excelled in many areas of sinology. This is so, but he always claimed that he aspired to but 
one title, that of "philologist." In explaining this preference, Schafer liked to refer to the words 
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of Leo Spitzer: 

But language as such, whether it serves or betrays, is loved perhaps only by a few, the 
poets and the philologists. Poets tend rather to be too much in love with language to be 
able to speak rationally about it-a capacity given only to the philologists who combine, 
with their love for language from which their name derives, the calm of the scholar who 
is able to define what he loves ... And yet for all their calm, most philologists find it 
difficult to understand why ill scholars have not become philologists, since the first 
scientific tool in all fields of learning is language: chronologically first and first in 
importance ... The eighteenth century philosopher Condillac has said: "Une science 
n'est qu'une langue bien faite ..." 

With this as his credo, it is not to be wondered at that the neglected aspect of Chinese 
religion should appear in Schafer's earliest works. l In all of his researches, it was the half
understood, easily glossed-over words, the neglected concepts, the forgotten material objects and 
the time-obscured images of medieval writers that attracted his attention. Having established that 
knowledge of the precise referent of each word--be it bird, gemstone, or emotion--was essential 
to the correct understanding of any piece of writing, Schafer moved quite naturally into Taoist 
studies through his early recognition that much of medieval Chinese literature is simply 
incomprehensible to those who ignore the writers' use of Taoist imagery. Through his close 
attention to this imagery and its sources, he has restored to us the lost worlds of a series of 
important writers and poet8-Li Po, Wu Yiin, and Ts'ao T'ang, to name but the most obvious-
and set the most exacting standards for further work in our field.3 

Given Schafer's willingness to pursue the language ofT'ang literature wherever it might lead, 
even his work bearing specifically on religious subjects defies easy characterization, ranging as 
it does from the early "Notes on Mica in Medieval China," an article which touches on the role 
and uses of this mineral in religious belief, to articles on Taoist religious geography, 
hagiography, and meditation practices. The reader will, then, understand why we have 
abandoned our original plan of appending to this notice a list of Edward Schafer's works on 
Taoism. Literally everything he has written, in rendering vividly accessible the material and 

1. His Ph.D. dissertation ("The Reign of Liu Ch'ang, Last Emperor of the Southern Han: A Critical 
Translation of the Text of Wu-tai Shih, With Special Inquiries into Relevant Phases of Contemporary 
Chinese Civilization," University of California, Berkeley, 1947) devotes a section to the role of female 
shamans in the court of a Five Dynasties monarch and one of his earliest articles is devoted to an aspect 
of shamanic and imperial ritual ("Ritual Exposure in Ancient China," Harvard Journal ofAsiatic Studies 
14 (1951): 130-184). 

3. See particularly his "Li Po's Star Power," Bulletin, Society for the Study ofChinese Religions 6 (Fall, 
1978): 5-65; "Wu Yiin's 'Cantos on Pacing the Void'," Harvard Journal ofAsiatic Studies 41 (1981): 377
415; "Wu Yiin's Stanzas on 'Saunters in Sylphdom'," Monurnenta Serica 35 (1983), 1-37; and Mirages 
on the Sea of TIme: The Taoist Poetry ofTs'ao T'ang (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985). 
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imaginative worlds of medieval China, is of value to the serious researcher in Taoist texts. 4 

Why compose a limited list that would potentially discourage those new to our field from learning 
directly from the pages of The Golden Peaches of Samarkand, to name but one example, the 
exotic western plant dyes which enlivened Taoist paintings and tinted the envisioned garb of 
celestials1 While forcefully demonstrating for colleagues in other fields the importance ofTaoism 
for an understanding of Chinese literature, Schafer equally demonstrated for us in Taoist studies 
the importance of a wide appreciation of Chinese language, thought, and mores. We can but 
emulate his example in this. 

Schafer has indeed, as Paul Kroll wrote, "altered the way we look at a major portion of 
traditional Chinese culture.'" Moreover, through his writings and his personal example, he 
continues to enrich us. We should be profoundly grateful for his continued presence among us. 

4. Partial bibliographies of the works of Edward H. Schafer may be found in Phi Theta Papers 
(Publication of the Oriental Languages Students' Association, University of California, Berkeley) 16 
(1984): 5-30 and Journal of the American Oriental Society 106.1 (1986): 241-245. See also Cahiers 
d'Extrhne-Asle 1 (1985): 103-104 and 2 (1986): 269-270. 

5. Journal ofthe American Oriental Society 106.1 (1986) 
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Sur Ie sens des termes waidan et neidan 

I. ROBINET 
Universite d'Provence 

Les bibliographes chinois et les historiens modernes du 

taorsme utilisent couramment Ie terme de neidan .~ -* 
(llcinabre ititerieur") , par opposition a waidan r"-if
(llcinabre exterieur") qUi est alors reserve a l'alchimie de 

laboratoire, pour designer une nouvelle discipline qui 

apparait dans Ie taorsme a partir du 8e siecle (c' est du 

moins a cette epoque que nous en avons les premieres traces 

ecri tes), et dont j' ai dMini ailleurs les traits 
( 1 )caracterist iques Une premiere raison pour cet te 

denomination peut se trouver dans les premiers textes, comme 

celui de Tao Zhi (mort en 826), par exemple (922.5a)(;2) qui 

se demarquent vigoureusement de l'alchimie de laboratoire en 

repetant avec insistance que dans leur Oeuvre, il ne s· agi t 

pas de "choses exterieures" (wai wu 9'~ 'Ifd). Une autre 

justification est donnee par I' emploi qu' en fai t Ie Yunji 

qiqian qui range en effet les textes relevant de cette 

discipline sous la rubrique neidan. Cependant ceux qui 

traitent d'alchimie "chimique" sont classes sous Ie titre de 

jindan.1..Jl- <"cinabre d'or"), et non waidan. En fait, Ie 

terme de neidan est utilise de fa~on tout a fait differente 

dans les textes taorstes de cette discipline qui designent Ie 

plus souvent celIe ci sous les termes de jindan i --#- ,de 

dadan *- -it ("Grand cinabre") ou de jinyi huandan i i~.if.-ft 
("liqueur d'or et cinabre cyclique") (33. 

Pour eviter les confusions, je precise que je me 

servirai dans cette etude du terme fran~ais "alchimie 
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Wuwei (Non-action): 

From Laozi to Huainanzi 


LID Xiaogan 

Princeton University 


Although wuwei 3& ~ is a key concept of Daoism, no common definition of wuwei is 
accepted by Chinese classic philosophers.l This paper outlines the development and 
transformation of the basic Daoist theory of wuwei from its inception through the early Han 
Dynasty (6th-2nd century B.C.E.). While wuwei may be literally translated into English as 
"inaction" or "absence of behavior," it is usually translated as "non-action" and used in the sense 
of "no human action," "absence of violent behavior," "unmotivated action" or "acting naturally," 
and none of these translations is fully adequate. This study analyzes how each of the 
philosophers and schools of early Daoism developed the theory of wuwei. This paper considers 
three philosophers, Laozi ~ f-, Yang Zhu fj * and Zhuangzi IE. f-; and four groups, the three 
groups of Zhuangzi's followers and the writers of Huainanzi 7l '" .:r. 

Few scholars have paid attention to the differences in the explanations of the concept of 
wuwei or to the theories of the usages of wuwei. A consideration of similarities and differences 
in the interpretation of wuwei among ancient Daoists provides a better understanding of 
developments in Daoist philosophy. 

The Origin of the Theory of Wuwei in the lAozi 
The origins of Daoism may be traced back to ancient recluses who withdrew from society 

and pursued anti-traditional values. The original concept ofwuwei represented the recluses' ideas 
about human behavior. Laozi is recognized as the originator of the theory of wuwei because we 
have found no earlier authors' texts which mention the term. 

The authorship and dates of the Laozi ( it.~ the Daodejing) have been much debated, 
making it difficult to say when or by whom the theory of wuwei was first developed. Most 
scholars in mainland China consider Laozi the earliest founder of Daoism, although there have 
been many arguments about dating the historical figure of Laozi and the Laozi. Many scholars 
outside China, including those in Hong Kong and Taiwan, think Laozi was not a historical figure 
or lived later than Yang Zhu or Zhuangzi.2 

If we cannot find any new evidence to deny what Sima Qian iiJ g, if said in the earliest 
biography of Laozi in the Shiji ( ,!j! ta the Records ofHistory), however, we may accept it as the 
best hypothesis about Laozi's identity. The biography has three sections: the first makes up more 

1. See Roger T. Ames, The Art ofRulership: A Study in Ancient Chinese Political Thought (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 1983), 28-64. 

2. See A. C. Graham, Disputers ofthe Tao: Philosophical Argument in Ancient China (La Salle, Illinois: 
Open Court Publishing Company, 1989),216-18; D. C. Lau, Chinese Classics Tao Te Ching (Hong Kong: 
Chinese University Press, 1982), 121-32; Fung Yu-lan, A Short History ofChinese Philosophy (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1948), chap. 6; and Qian Mu tie ,Zhuang Lao tong bian I:E. ~ ita (Hong Kong: 
Xinya Institute, 1957), 21-102. 
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than three quarters of the whole and states definitively that Laozi was consulted by Confucius and 
wrote two chapters on the Dao iI and De ,. ; the second section, with only twenty-five 
characters, mentions that Lao Laizi :t.::r was "also" a native of Chu" and that he wrote 
fifteen chapters; the third section, with only sixty characters, records that "somebody said" Taishi 
Dan :t..!it{t was considered to be Laozi, but that even at that time this was debated. It is clear 
Sima Qian thought that the story in the first section was more reliable, but that Laozi was not 
Lao Laizi, and that it was controversial to say Taishi Dan was Laozi. 

Since the fourth century B.C.E. many writers have raised questions and suggested hypotheses 
about the author and date of the Laozi. Yet none are sufficient to undermine the assumption that 
the Laozi goes back to the person Laozi who was asked about the Rites by Confucius. Words, 
sentences or passages in the book may have been added or changed by later writers. For these 
reasons, I consider Laozi to be an elder contemporary of Confucius, the earliest founder of 
Daoism, and the originator of the concept of wuwei.3 

The expression wuwei appears twelve times in ten different chapters in the Laozi,4 
emphasizing the significance of wuwei in two ways. First is the concept that wuwei can lead to 
a peaceful and harmonious society. This is the concept of the effects of wuwei. Laozi argued: 

The more taboos and prohibitions there are in the world, 
The poorer the people will be. 

The more sharp weapons the people have, 
The more troubled the state will be. 

The more cunning and skill man possesses, 
The more vicious things will appear. 

The more laws and orders are made prominent, 
The more thieves and robbers there will be. 

Therefore the sage says: 
I take no action and the people of themselves are transformed. 
I love tranquility and the people of themselves become correct. 
I engage in no activity and the people of themselves become prosperous. 
I have no desires and the people of themselves become simple (57).' 

Here the realm of actions is presented in terms of opposites, two different attitudes toward 
human life resulting in very different consequences. One side is youwei W11, taking actions
such as making prohibitions, establishing laws and orders, making sharp weapons, learning 
cunning and skill, pursuing goals and seeking to satisfy desires--all of which lead to poverty, 

3. H. G. Creel claims that wuwei was a concept first developed in the Shen Buhai branch of legalism. See 
his What is Taoism? And Other Studies in Chinese Cultural History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1970),48-78; and Shen Buhai: A Chinese Philosopher of the Fourth Century B.C. (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1974), 176-79. 

4. The number twelve comes from Wang Bi's edition. Among various editions, there are some 
unimportant dilferences. For example, in the silk version, in chap. 37, Dao heng wu ming iI tI~~ 
appears in place of Dao chang wuwei er wubuwei ilt~ 11 iii~~ 11 . 

5. Translations of the Laozi are taken from Wmg-tsit Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy 
(Princeton: Princ:,yton University Press, 1963), 139-76. 
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Difficult undertakings have always started with what is easy, 
And great undertakings have always started with what is small. 
Therefore the sage never strives for the great, 
And thereby the great is achieved (63). 

Here "great," "big," and "difficult" concern the obverse values or end; "small" and "easy," as 
well as "never striving," concern the reverse side of them. To achieve success, the obverse 
undertaking should start from its reverse angle. Therefore the sage achieves the great without 
striving. Starting from the reverse point in order to attain the obverse end was Laozi's 
methodology. 

Laozi's statement "to promote in order to destroy, to give in order to grasp" leads some 
scholars to conclude that his methodology was a way to scheme for something, a strategy. His 
method should be seen as a tool, however, available for many purposes. The development of a 
methodology is like a knife. A knife can not only be used to save lives in a hospital, but can also 
be used to kill. To attain the obverse by starting with the reverse is a rational choice and a 
reasonable tactic. It is significant in many situations, but not in all. In summary, we can say 
that Laozi's method is: from the reverse attain the obverse'I2lDt:ilt.iE. 

In Laozi's philosophy, the most famous phrase related to wuwei is "No action is undertaken, 
and yet nothing is left undone II (x1iI iii x;r: 1iI wuwei er wubuwei). This means that you do 
nothing but everything is done. In the popular version of Laozi, this phrase appears in three 
chapters:6 

The pursuit of learning is to increase day after day. 
The pursuit of Dao is to decrease day after day. 
It is to decrease and further decrease until one reaches the point of taking no action. 
No action is undertaken, and yet nothing is left undone. 
An empire is often brought to one who7 has no activity. 
If one undertakes activity, he is not qualified to win7 the world (48). 

Here Laozi makes a contrast between "the pursuit of learning" and "the pursuit of the Dao." 
Laozi said that increasing activity in order to pursue learning does not lead to the state of mind 
that Laozi seeks. Pursuing the Dao by increasing activity is bound to fail because it is pursuing 
the obverse purpose by starting with the obverse. "The pursuit of learning" and "the pursuit of 
Dao" are so different because "learning" belongs to daily life, while the Dao is beyond human 
experience. The Dao cannot be reached or obtained by sense, reason or understanding. 
According to Laozi, people can discover the Dao only by quietness, intuition, and meditation. 
Laozi's philosophy pursues the transcendent Dao. This exceptional enterprise needs an 
extraordinary approach, such as pursuing the purpose by starting from the reverse side. Here 
wuwei or taking no action is the reverse position from which one approaches the obverse end and 
consequence, namely wubuwei .x;:f' 1iI ("nothing is left undone"). 

6. Chap. 37, 38 and 48, but in silk version only chap. 48 has the saying. . 

7. These words are changed from W. Chan's translation according to the direct meaning of the Chinese 
word qu ( III get, win). W. Chan's interpretation follows Heshang Gong's iiI J: ~ commentary, which 
took the word qu to mean zhi ( itt govern). 

http:obverse'I2lDt:ilt.iE
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To "take no action and nothing is left undone" is the concentrated expression of Laozi's 
theory of wuwei. First, it reveals that the purpose of wuwei is wubuwei, completion of 
everything. For Laozi, obviously, wuwei itself is not the purpose, but the means. Second, the 
phrase also states that the inevitable consequence of wuwei is that nothing is left undone. The 
advantage of wuwei is that what cannot be reached by youwei or actions can be realized by taking 
no action. The results of wuwei are much better than what can be realized by taking action. 
Third, wuwei is the concentration of Laozi's methodology: pursuing the obverse by starting with 
the reverse, or overcoming the hardest and the strongest with the softest and the weakest. 

The meaning of wuwei in Laozi's philosophy is not literally doing nothing but a special 
attitude or reaction toward a world full of competition and conflicts. Laozi still wanted to gain 
something or to escape from something in secular society, such as failure, humiliation, and 
disaster, although his philosophy stands strongly against traditional values and sounds somewhat 
transcendent. Laozi's concept of wuwei basically concerns political affairs. Among the ten 
chapters in which the word wuwei is used, five chapters focus on governing society (3, 10, 37, 
48, 57 ), and the others discuss the principle of the sage's behavior (2), superior virtue (38), the 
advantage of wuwei (43), and methodology (63, 64). All these relate to social affairs. Hence, 
unlike Yang Zhu and Zhuangzi, Laozi's wuwei has a socio-political orientation. 

Wuwei and Preserving Life: The Yang Zhu School 
Not much material exists from which to trace the philosopher Yang Zhu's teaching. He was, 

however, a most notable thinker, whose strong emphasis on the importance of preserving life 
by doing nothing was influential in Chinese philosophy_ He took the theory of Laozi's non-action 
in a new direction, toward maintaining one's natural wholeness of body and mind, a concept 
obviously different from Laozi's focus. 

Only one reliable saying attributed to Yang Zhu survives, the one in which he states that he 
would not pluck a hair for the world (Ba yi mao Ii tianxia er bu wei tl-~ ft ~ r jfij ;;:f' 1i ). 
There were two explanations of Yang Zhu's main idea in the Warring States period. The 
divergence comes from the Chinese characters Ii tianxia "J ~r, which could mean either "be 
of benefit to the world" or "benefit oneself from the world. If The Mencius says: 

The principle of Yang Zhu is: "Each one for himself." Though he might have profited 
the whole world by plucking out a single hair, he would not have done it.1I 

The refusal to supply a single hair to benefit the whole world is a radical interpretation of the 
concept of wuwei. According to Mencius, Yang Zhu is selfish. The key words of Yang Zhu 
were understood differently in the Hanjeizi '"-*:r : . 

There is a man whose policy it is not to enter a city which is in danger, nor to remain 
in the army. Even to get the great profit of the whole world, he would not exchange one 
hair of his. . . . He is one who despises things and values life.9 

8. Mengzi, Jin xin(a) I$J(.,J:., BYC (Harvard-Yenching Concordance) 5317a/26, translation by Fung Yu
lan. 

9. Chap. 50, xian xue II~ , SBCK (Sib" congkang, SPTK, 1l9.Mill), 19/8b, translation altered from 
Fung Yu-Ian. 
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Despite the differences between these two explanations, both may be right concerning aspects 
of Yang Zhu's doctrine. The first emphasizes "each one for himself," and the second highlights 
"despising things and valuing life and body." Concerning Yang Zhu's doctrine, the Lashi 
Chunqiu comments, ttYang Sheng Fa ~ valued self," 10 and the Huainanzi states, "Preserving 
life and maintaining what is genuine in it, not allowing things to entangle one's person, this is 
what Yang Zhu established. "11 Preserving life features largely in Yang Zhu's philosophy, and 
he thus is considered to be representative of the Preserving Life School among Daoists. The 
essential meaning of his philosophy, in the final analysis, is "taking no action" (wuwei) so that 
one may keep his body and life in perfect wholeness. 

Material on preserving life can be found in Chinese classics, such as the Lashi Chunqiu and 
the Huainanzi, according to Fung Yu-Ian. He argues that such passages are sources of the 
Preserving Life School, affiliated with Yang ZhU. 12 Nevertheless, the Yang Zhu Chapter in the 
Liezi JIJ+ is not considered Yang Zhu's by most scholars in China. 13 

. For Laozi, wuwei leads to a better human society, to a more peaceful and natural 
development. The purpose of Yang Zhu's non-action, on the other hand, is to preserve one's 
health. Yang does not promote any social purpose. This was the first transformation of the 
theory of wuwei. 

The "Radicalization" of Wuwei in Zhuangzi's Thought 
Zhuangzi was the second leading thinker of Daoism, whose role in Daoism was like that of 

Mencius in Confucianism. As is well known, the book which bears Zhuangzi's name was not 
entirely written by him. The only available version of the Zhuangzi was divided into three parts: 
the inner chapters, the outer chapters, and the miscellaneous chapters. Four different opinions 
about which part should be used to study Zhuangzi's philosophy have been presented by Chinese 
scholars: 1) the inner chapters; 2) the outer and miscellaneous chapters; 3) some chapters chosen 
from. inner, outer and miscellaneous chapters; 4) all chapters. 

An investigation of the Chinese classics shows that the compounds daode it 1.1 , xing-ming 
ft.,. ,jingshen *I" did not occur until the time of the Xunzi; before that there were only dao 
it , de • , xing ft , ming .,. ,jing *I ,shen?f . In the Zhuangzi we find that the inner 
chapters have no occurrences of the former compounds, while in the outer and miscellaneous 
chapters, the compounds appear thirty-six times. This indicates that the inner chapters predate 
the outer and miscellaneous chapters, so only the inner chapters can be considered as works 
written by Zhuangzi in the middle of Warring States period. The outer and miscellaneous 
chapters were written later and completed before Lii Buwei, the editor of the Lashi Chunqiu, died 
in 235 B.C.E.14 

10. Vol. 17, bu er ~=., SBCK, 17118b. 

11. Vol. 13, fan-Iun IZ ~ , SBCK, 1317a. 

12. Zhongguo mexue shi xinbian tf:J Ell If~ .sl!. Ii.. Vol. 1. (Beijing: People's Press, 1964), 168. 

13. See Yang Bojun, Liezi jishi "+." (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju $. -tS • , 1980), appendix. 

14. See Liu Xiaogan, Zhuangzi ihexue ji qi yanbian (Zhuangzi's philosophy and its developmentB:-1-1f 
~.& Jt ill~ ), (Beijing: China Social Science Press, 1988), chaps. I, 2. The English edition of the first 
three chapters (translated by William E. Savage) will be published soon by the Center for Chinese Studies 
at the University of Michigan. 

http:B.C.E.14
http:China.13
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Zhuangzi developed the theory of non-action to encompass no-mind and no-emotion. While 
Laozi argued against certain behavior, especially aggressive action, Zhuangzi denied even 
common consciousness and feelings in secular life. As he went much farther than Laozi, his 
ideas can be considered a "radicalization" of the concept of wuwei. 

Zhuangzi used the expression wuwei only three times in the inner chapters. Once it describes 
the Dao in the same way as does Laozi. The usage is insignificant for the development of the 
theory of wuwei. The other two occurrences are related to "free and easy wandering": 

Now if you have a great tree, and think it's a pity it's so useless, why not plant it in the 
realm of Nothingwhatever, in the wilds which spread out into nowhere, and go roaming 
away to do nothing (wuwei) at its side, wander around and fall asleep in its shade?u 

And, 

Heedlessly they go roving beyond the dust and grime, go rambling through the lore in 
which there's nothing to do (wuwei).16 

According to these quotations, wuwei in the inner chapters of the Zhuangzi means "wandering 
freely without destination." Zhuangzi did not wander in the mundane world, however, but in the 
transcendent world. This is the mystical state of complete harmony with the Dao. In other 
words, Zhuangzi did not want anything practical. This was one great difference between Laozi 
and Zhuangzi. For Laozi, wuwei was a means to a certain purpose, such as overcoming 
opponents or escaping from misfortune. Zhuangzi, on the contrary, wanted to transcend the 
everyday world regardless of concrete considerations. 

For Zhuangzi, no-emotion or no-mind, the essence of being beyond the world, creates an 
indifferent attitude to worldly life and opens the way to tranquility and peace. He wrote, 

When I talk about having no feelings, I mean that a man doesn't allow likes or dislikes 
to get in and do him harm. 17 

To avoid inwardly injuring himself, Zhuangzi also insisted on transcending right and wrong: 

(The perfect man) has the form of a man, but not the feelings of a man. Since he has 
the form of a man, he bands together with other men. Since he doesn't have the feelings 
of a man, right and wrong cannot get at him. 18 

15. Chap. I, HYC 3/1145-46, trans. A.C. Graham, Chuang-au: The Seven Inner Chapters and Other 
Writingsfrom the Book Chuang-tzu (London: Allen & Unwin, 1981),47. 

16. Chap. 6, HYC 18/6170, trans., ibid., 90. 

17. Chap. 5, HYC, 1515157-58. The word "feelings" translates the Chinese character qing it, which 
sometimes means "essence." Burton Watson used "feelings;" see The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu, 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1968),75; Graham chose "essence," ibid., 82. The two different 
possible meanings make the argument between Zbuangzi and Hui Shi more interesting, also more difficult 
to translate. I think "feelings" matches the context better here. 

18. HYC, 14/5154; trans., Watson, ibid., 75. 

http:wuwei).16
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To avoid being involved in conflict, Zhuangzi insisted on transcending not only liking and 
disliking, right and wrong, but also happiness and sadness, life and death. 

Zhuangzi presented several ways for achieving the lofty goal of no-mind in order to transcend 
the mundane world. One of them is waisheng ~H£, forgetting one's own life. By maintaining 
tranquil self-cultivation for three days, one forgets the mundane world entirely; in seven days, 
one forgets everything; in nine days, one forgets one's life. Then one suddenly breaks through 
the world of darkness to the coming of daylight. Then one sees the ultimate, the Dao; one is 
timeless, without past and present, beyond living and dying. Forgetting the entire world, 
forgetting everything, forgetting one's life step by step, one has no ideas, senses, feelings, 
wishes, or intentions. There is no consciousness of the mundane world, but only the experience 
of oneness with the primordial universe or the Dao. Some well-known conceptions in Zhuangzi, 
such as "the fasting of the mind" (xinzhai £'\.), "sitting and forgetting" (zuowang ~ $.), also 
demonstrate Zhuangzi's search for no-feeling and no-mind, as well as no-behavior. 

Obviously, the concept of wuwei in Zhuangzi is very different. Laozi still wanted something 
in the mundane world, while Zhuangzi wanted nothing but the transcendent. 

The Aestheticism of Wuwei according to the Expositors among Zhuangzi's Followers 
One group of Zhuangzi's followers introduced another change in the development of Daoist 

thought by adapting the theory of wuwei to artistic skills. The outer and miscellaneous chapters 
of the Zhuangzi contain the works of Zhuangzi's followers who may be divided into three groups 
according to their theories: (1) the expositors of Zhuangzi (Shuzhuang pai i!a:.ll) who directly 
interpreted the inner chapters; (2) the "anti-sovereignists" among Zhuangzi's followers (Wujun 
pai~.Il) who strongly attacked any ruler, good or bad; and (3) the Huang-Lao school among 
Zhuangzi's followers (Huanglao pai • ~ II ) who absorbed elements from Confucianism and 
Legalism. 19 Although the expositors seem to be disciples who were in a direct line from 
Zhuangzi, they also changed some of Zhuangzi's ideas. Twelve chapters may be attributed to 
the expositors, 17 to 27 and 32.20 While the expression wuwei occurs twenty-three times in 
these twelve chapters, in most of them the expositors did not advance a new concept of wuwei. 
Rather, they applied Zhuangzi's spirit of wuwei to creative art work. They carried on the 
essential meaning of Zhuangzi's no-mind and no-feeling into the realm of artistic creation, 
bringing the theory of non-action to aesthetics. 

The expositors strongly believed that the best art is created in an exceptional state of mind, 
that the artist must concentrate on nothing but the natural conception of the object to be created. 
Like Zhuangzi, the expositors told many parables to express their ideas. According to one of 
them, woodworker Qing carved a bell stand that looked demonic and ghostly and amazed its 
viewers. The Marquis of Lu asked him, "By what secret did you make it?" He answered: 

When I am going to make a bell stand, . . . I make sure to fast to still the heart. 
After fasting three days, I do not care to keep in mind congratulation and reward, honors 
and salary. After fasting five days, I do not care to keep in mind your blame or praise, 
my skill or clumsiness. After fasting seven days, I am so intent that I forget that I have 
a body and four limbs . . . . 

19. See Liu, ibid., chap. 3. 

20. Ibid. 
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The expositors did not say much about artistic creation, because in the period of the Warring 
States, art and practical work were not clearly divided. However, ancient Chinese art and 
literature absorbed inspiration from Zhuangzi and the expositors. The expositors provided a basic 
theory for the creation of art and literature: unusual creation requires an unusual mental state; 
artistic work requires mental tranquility. The artist must forget all else and exclusively focus on 
his art. This theory has been developed in both ancient and modem aesthetics. The expositors 
led the theory of non-action in the direction of aesthetics. 

The Humanization of Wuwei: "Anti-sovereignists" among Zhuangzi's Followers 
Another important change in early Daoism can be seen in perspectives on human nature; the 

theory of wuwei was modified to reject domination by any ruler or hierarchy. This interpretation 
of wuwei comes from the second group of Zhuangzi's followers, the anti-sovereignists or Wujun 
paL Of the seven chapters attributed to this school (8-11A, 28, 29 and 31), chapters 8 to 10 and 
the first section of chapter 11 are essential.23 

The anti-sovereignists modified Zhuangzi's ideas and style more than the expositors did. The 
most important change was that the anti-sovereignists emphasized the original nature of humanity 
rather than mystical experience. Zhuangzi wanted to enter the transcendent realm of the personal 
mind .tbrough no-mind and no-emotion. The anti-sovereignists, on the other hand, tried to 
develop true human nature by denying government and hierarchy. Zhuangzi tended to escape 
from the everyday world. The anti-sovereignists sought utopia in secular society. 

The expression wuwei appears four times in the anti-sovereignists' chapters. Three of them 
are in the following statement: 

So if the gentleman is left with no choice but to preside over the world, his best policy 
is doing nothing. Only by doing nothing will people rest in the essentials of their nature 
and destiny .... He will have an unforced air and do nothing, and the myriad things will 
be smoke piling higher and higher. 24 

The passage may be summarized as follows: first, the best governance is no government at 
all; second, the next best way is that if a sovereign must exist the sovereign does nothing; third, 
only by doing nothing can the nature of humankind be best preserved and people live peaceful 
and joyful lives. The anti-sovereignists developed the theory of wuwei towards safeguarding and 
developing human nature, a distinctive idea in the history of Chinese thought. This is the reason 
their theory may be called "humanization. If Their basic ideas are well illustrated by the following 
argument: 

The horse has hooves to tread the frost and snow, and hair to ward off wind and cold, 
it champs the grass and drinks the waters, lifts the knee high and prances. Such is the 

23. Chap. 11 might be divided into two parts. The first section (chapter llA, HYC 25/11/1-26/11116) is 
similar to chapters 8-10 and belongs to this group. The other sections (chapter liB, BYC 26/11116
28/11174) should be attributed to the next group, the Huang-Lao school. Liu, ibid., chap. 3. 

24. Chapter llA, BYC 11/26/13-16, trans., ibid., 212, and Watson, ibid., 116. The character an ~ is 
translated wsecurity" by Graham and "rest in" by Watson. The latter is better in the present context. Both 
translate qi Jt into "he" and "his;" I prefer "people" and "their." 
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Although some have suggested that the anti-sovereignists were the earliest anarchists in 
China, it should be remembered that they focused on human nature and were against any 
struggle, while nineteenth- and twentieth-century anarchists have emphasized social movement 
and caused violence. The concepts of the anti-sovereignists are unique. 

For the anti-sovereignists, the concept of non-action was a theoretical weapon against any 
domination of human beings by human beings. Wuwei, for Laozi, meant passivity, for 
Zhuangzi, escapism; but for the anti-sovereignists, wuwei meant protest against sovereigns and 
hierarchy. For Zhuangzi, the ideal realm was personal fantasy, which was beyond common life, 
while for the anti-sovereignists, the idealized primitive state of human beings was primary and 
was of this world. 

The PoHticalization of Wuwei: The Huang-Lao School among Zhuangzi's Followers 
Applying the theory of wuwei to the practical operations of government was a very important 

transformation in the history of Daoism. This change may be traced to the influence of the 
doctrine of the Huang-Lao School on certain of Zhuangzi's disciples, to whom chapters IlB-16 
and chapter 33 are attributed. Z7 

These chapters are identified with the Huang-Lao School because their theoretical content and 
writing style are similar to the description of Daoism by Sima Tan in the Shyi, a unique and 
authoritative statement on the Huang-Lao School. In the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E.-220 C.E.), 
the words Daojia (it*Daoism), Daodejia ( it.*Daoism), Huanglaodao de zhi shu (II ~ it 

,.Z ~uang-Lao School) indicated the same group of philosophers.28 Laozi and Zhuangzi were 
not thought of as the main representative thinkers of Daoism until the Wei (220-265) and Jin 
(266-420) dynasties, although they were mentioned together once in the book Huainanzi. 

According to Sima Tan, the Huang-Lao School was characterized by a blending together of 
such different schools as Confucianism, Legalism, Mohism, the School of Names, and the School 
of Yin-Yang, within a basic theoretical framework taken from Laozi. This characteristic is easily 
discovered in the chapters of the Zhuangzi associated with the Huang-Lao School. Unlike Laozi, 
Zhuangzi, or the anti-sovereignists, the Huang-Lao School rarely criticized Confucianism and 
Legalism, or Mohism. On the contrary, they mentioned some concepts of Confucianism or 
Legalism in conjunction with Daoism: ren ( C humanity), yi ( )(. righteousness), Ii ( 11 
principle),ja ( 1.£ law), shang ( • rewards),ja (tiJ punishment), to name a few. 

Scholars traditionally have maintained that a distinguishing feature of the Huang-Lao School 
was its presentation of the new idea that a sovereign should do nothing and the ministers should 
do everything (jun wuwei er chen youwei 8 ~~ ifij C! 1f~). This saying is a summary of the 
Huang-Lao theory by later scholars. The sections in the texts of the Huang-Lao School among 
Zhuangzi's followers are the earliest and clearest statement of this theory. 29 

In the Huang-Lao chapters of the Zhuangzi, wuwei was used twenty-five times. Nine of these 
instances concern the proposition that a sovereign should do nothing and the ministers should do 
everything. Broadly speaking, every Daoist chooses wuwei as the best way for human society, 
but the Huang-Lao followers thought that wuwei could be practiced only by the highest ruler; the 
ministers have to practice the opposite of wuwei, taking action: 

27. Chapter liB: BYe 26/11/16-28/11174. 

28. See Liu, ibid., 300. 

29. See Liu, ibid., 310-13. 
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of being a successful ruler. Confucians demanded that the ruler follow humanity and duty; 
Legalists demanded that the ruler control power. Neither considered non-action to be the basic 
principle of being a good ruler. But for the Huang-Lao School, non-action itself was the 
characteristic principle or method of a sovereign. After all, unlike other Daoists, the Huang-Lao 
School was much influenced by Confucians and Legalists. 

Neither Laozi nor the anti-sovereignists discussed whether society needs something else when 
the ruler does nothing. They believed that, as long as the sovereign does nothing, the world 
remains in good shape. The followers of the Huang-Lao School disagreed. They held that 
ministers have to do something, acting on everything in detail. They added the management of 
the ministers to the non-action of the sovereign. The theory of wuwei became a doctrine applied 
to operational politics. Hence, the thought of the Huang-Lao School is the most practical in the 
history of Daoism. 

For a long time, there were few texts available for the study of the Huang-Lao School. In 
1973, silk manuscripts were found in Changsha, Hunan Province. Among them, thelingfa lili, 
Shidajing +*Ii , Cheng • ,and the Daoyuan .it. were named by scholars the "Huang-Lao 
Silk Manuscripts" .:fM~ , and most scholars think of them as classics of the Huang-Lao 
School. Generally speaking this is right, but they are not typical classics of the Huang-Lao 
school because the content of the silk manuscripts, even though interspersed with Daoist rhetoric, 
is very legalistic. If we believe that the Huang-Lao School was a branch of Daoism instead of 
a branch of Legalism or something else, then the silk manuscripts are not as typical as works of 
the Huang-Lao School as are the chapters quoted above from Zhuangzi. 

The Rationalization of Wuwei: 

The Huainanzi and the Huang-Lao School in the Han Dynasty 


The last significant development in the concept of wuwei was the practical or rational 
tendency of the Huainanzi. This tendency developed with the Huang-Lao School in the middle 
Warring States period, although it flourished in the early Han dynasty. In the late Warring States 
period, the famous Legalist Han Feizi continued it further in a commentary on the Laozi: 

Beginning a career by adjusting to the current historical conditions, establishing 
achievement on the basis of condition, making use of the capacities of all things to gain 
profit from them, that means "reaching achievement without doing" (bu wei er chen ~:Ii 
iii III ).33 

This was a new explanation of wuwei, and it was carried on by the Huainanzi, a Taoist work of 
the Han dynasty. In the Huainanzi, the word wuwei appears fifty times in fourteen chapters. 
More than half of these occurrences deal with the ways of rulership. For example, they discuss 
how a sovereign should take no action and yet take advantage of wuwei. The practical and 
rational tendency of the Huainanzi developed specific definitions of the concept of wuwei. For 
example, 

The way of a sovereign is not for doing something, but keeping no action. What is this 
so-called wuwei? With his position, a knowledgeable person doesn't get people into 

33. Chap. 21, "Yu Lao, " SBCK 7/4a. 
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What Mary Douglas finds to be the abominations to the Lord, namely, impure, crossbreeding 
of the distinct species of land, sea and air, I see as the nature and power of the Chinese dragon. 
The Han dragon is not a mythic animal at all; it is the sum total of all animals. Never staying 
the same, it is the eternal, Turnerian "betwixt-and-between"; or, in Zhuangzi's words, the great 
transformation of the Dao itself. Recently, alerted by Robin Jai, a graduate student from Taiwan, 
I have come to realize that to do better justice to Chinese self-understanding, relying on a parallel 
in Genesis will not do. Instead we need to understand how Chinese once classified the species. 
What is seen as "breach of reality" may be predicated on a different way of arranging reality. 
For example, the Erya lists five species of living things: worm, fish, bird, beast, and 
domesticated animals. Three of these (fish, bird, and beast) go with sea, air, and land. This 
listing is identical with the biblical scheme used by Douglas. The division of animals into "wild" 
and "domesticated" is also common to many cultures. Hunters may offer wild boars to gods, but 
it is standard practice for settled communities to offer up only the domesticated kind. 

The problematic species is the worm or the insect. In China, all species can be reduced to 
these tiny, wiggling worms. Sage-king Yu is, in fact, one such seminal dragon. The shrimp of 
the sea, the cicada on the tree and the butterfly that it turns into, and the lizard that crawls, even 
the tiger, are all classifiable as worms, insect, or big wiggling thing. Recognizing that, the next 
item is to figure out the Chinese evolution of species. The dragon's transformation is 
remembered by the Book of Changes as follows: The dragon is said to be "in the deep"; it is 
first fish. Then it comes on land to be "in the field"; it is now a tiger. After that, it "leaps 
across the abyss" as a bird. Finally, it "overshoots itself' and falls back into the sea as 
fish--waiting for spring to wake it up in what is now the Dragon Boat festival. 

This story of the dragon's transformation is told in the Shang bronze known as the libation 
dish. (See the example from the Freer museum in Allan's figs. 21ab and 22ab.) Pouring water 
into this dish simulates spring rain and awakens the serpent or dragon coiled in its center (see 
cartoon in my picture). A metamorphosis follows which now is depicted in a band running 
counterclockwise just below the rim: Fish-Tiger-Bird-Fish-Tiger-Bird-Fish-Tiger-Bird. That 
sequence runs counter to the course of the sun. When lined up with the directions in my picture, 
we have the solar circuit going one way and the lunar circuit the other. In other words, a 
proto-yin-yang circle. 

Aerial Bird 
(immortal flight) 
Summer/South 

Water Fish Land Tiger Taotie 
(libated rebirth) (fire sacrifice) 
Spring/East FallJWest 

Amphibious Turtle 
(Hibernating Life) 

Winter/North 
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Immonelles de la Chine ancienne. Taofsme et alchimie jlminine. By Catherine 

DESPEUX. Collection "Destines de femmes." Puiseaux: Pardes, 1990. 371 pp., 168 

F. 

Fabrizio PREGADIO 
Kyoto 

~rtelles de la Chine ancienne is the first book in a WesteITl language 

entirely deNoted to an t!!!JCIaination of the place and ilIage of ~ 

within Taoism. It aims to cover the whole historical evolution of 

Taoism, with an emphasis on the Ch'ing period. It is richly documented 

by references to primary sources, and it reflects a vast amount of V«)rk 

done on a particularly complex topic. At the same time, Despeux is 

mindful of her non-specialist readers and strikes a gcx:xl balance 

between scholarship and popliarization. The result is a pleasant and 

very readable book that will interest both the sinologist and the 

general reader. Despeux herself has studied one facet of the theme 

treated here in her "L'ordination des femmes taoistes sous les Tang" 

(Etudes chinoises 5, 1986: 53-100). Another recent V«)rk on women in 

Taoism is ~he short book by Chan Shih-chuang J~ J;.'@" , Tao-chiao yti 

nu-hsing 11 ~t ~ 1;:. t.1. (Shanghai: Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she 1i. 1i ~ J!fA.. 
\ 

~:L, 1990). 

The present book is divided into six parts: Parts one to Four 

are historical, Part Five deals with the notion of the body in the 

disciplines of the OJltivation of Life (yang=sheng t1.. ), and Part 

Six is devoted to internal alchemy (nei-tan )~ -R ). 
Part One consists of a survey of the place of woman and the 

views of sexuality in Han and Six Dynasties Taoism, especially the 

T'ien-shih Tao 1Z g'f.i and the Shang-ch'ing J:.. ~ traditions. 

Despeux finds that the status of N:JDen and men was similar within the 

T'ien-shih Tao, while in Shang-ch'ing a woman was mainly seen as an 

intermediary for a male adept's access to the V«)rld of gods. These tV«:> 

opposing views are reflected in the rites of the Union of Breaths (ho-

ch'i /;: ~ ) of the former tradition, and the interiorization of 

sexuality that prevails in the latter. As for the cultic aspect, the 

hagiographies emphasize the female adepts' healing powers, clairvoyance, 

alchemical accomplishments, and ability to transmit revealed sacred 

texts. These or similar gifts were attril::uted to the Queen J.tJther of 
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